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Executive Summary
91 and 93 George Street are a pair of buildings located at the northern end of George
Street in The Rocks, at the intersection of Argyle Street.

The buildings are recognised for their cultural heritage significance and for their
contribution to the character of The Rocks. Both buildings are currently listed
individually on the NSW State Heritage Register.

The buildings were constructed on the site of a c1788 Assistant Surgeon’s House. Part
of a group of buildings constructed between 1840 and 1844, 91 George Street was
substantially made over in the Victorian Italianate style about 1890. A building on the
site of 93 George Street was demolished and rebuilt about the same time. 91 George
Street operated for most of its history as the ASN Hotel, while various commercial
enterprises occupied the smaller building at 93 George Street.

Both buildings are currently under the management of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority and are leased to commercial tenants. No. 91 is the location of Costi’s
seafood restaurant and associated offices, while No. 93 has been Zia Pina Pizzeria
since 1976.

The aim of the current project is to update a Conservation Management Plan prepared
in 1999 for the ASN Hotel at 91 George Street, and to expand it to include an
understanding of and management provisions for the building at 93 George Street.

The history of the two buildings is considered in Section 2. Section 3 contains the
results of a fabric survey of the two buildings carried out for this report in August 2006.

The heritage significance of the place is identified in Sections 4 and 5 as follows:

The site and buildings at 91 and 93 George Street, The Rocks, are of heritage
significance for their aesthetic, historical and scientific cultural values, and their
contribution to The Rocks area, which is of State Heritage significance in its
own right.   The former ASN Hotel building at 91 George Street, originally built
as a hotel circa 1840, addresses the two main thoroughfares of The Rocks
(George and Argyle Streets), and is a fine, rare, example of a Victorian
Italianate-style corner building. Together with the shop building at 93 George
Street, built c1890 after a previous building on the site was condemned by the
City Improvement Board, the pair contributes to the aesthetic diversity of The
Rocks streetscape.

The site is historically significant as a place continuously occupied by
Europeans since 1788, and for the associations of the site with the first colonial
architect Francis Greenway. Together with other buildings in the immediate
vicinity constructed by emancipist Michael Gannon, the site, including
Greenway Lane, demonstrates an approach to town planning typical of the
1840s development of The Rocks.

The site has scientific significance for the archaeological potential to reveal
evidence of earlier configurations of the hotel structures, road surfaces and
earlier buildings on the site. The buildings are socially significant for their long
history and for their contribution to The Rocks area, Australia’s premier heritage
precinct.
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Opportunities and constraints on the treatment and use of the place are outlined in
Section 6.

The present study provides a framework for the ongoing conservation, interpretation,
and use of the buildings at 91 and 93 George Street. Policies for the treatment of the
building are detailed in Section 7, and guidelines for implementing these policies are
given in Section 8.

Issue:
Full Draft for Comment 3rd September 2006
Revised following Comment 3rd October 2006
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1.0 
Introduction

1.1 Context of the Report

This report is an update of the 1999 Conservation Management Plan for the ASN
Hotel, 91 George Street, The Rocks, prepared by Clive Lucas, Stapleton & Partners. In
discussion with the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority), the
study area of the previous report has been expanded to include the shop at 93 George
Street, as the two buildings presently exhibit a number of shared architectural features.

The Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for 91 and 93 George Street has been
structured to fit within the framework of The Rocks Heritage Management Plan
(adopted February, 2002). It conforms to the current guidelines of the New South
Wales Heritage Council and has been prepared to a standard suitable for endorsement
by the Heritage Council.

Figure 1: Location of 91 & 93 George Street within the context of The Rocks
1

                                               
1
 Godden Mackay Logan Pty Ltd, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (2000), p.6. The Rocks Heritage Management

Plan, adopted February, 2002, is in three volumes, Vol. 1, Vol. 2, Background Papers, and Vol. 3, Supporting
Documentation. The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (2000) may be accessed at www.shfa.nsw.gov.au
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1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this Conservation Management Plan is to provide guidelines for
the conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of 91 and 93 George Street in
order to ensure that the heritage values of the place are maintained and, where
appropriate, enhanced.

The ASN Hotel, at 91 George Street, and the shop at 93 George Street are each listed
on the Register of the National Estate as follows:

ASN Hotel (former): Good example of a Victorian hotel but even more important
as a streetscape element. Hotel's massing and decoration provide necessary
termination to the row of assorted shops south of Argyle Street and
complements the large Orient Hotel opposite. (Place ID 2183)

Commercial Buildings, 93-109 George St, The Rocks: A homogenous and well
scaled row of mid-Victorian shops remaining virtually unaltered. (Place ID 2184)

Both 91 and 93 George Street are included in the broader Register of the National
Estate listing of the George Street Business Precinct as a “streetscape of high quality
and historic significance.” The listing includes 91-143A George Street (excluding no.’s
113-119). (Place ID 2182)

Both buildings are included on the NSW State Heritage Register together with 95 other
items in The Rocks now individually entered on the Register. The listings are as
follows:

91 George Street is listed as the ‘ASN Hotel (former), Visa Offices’, Listing
Number 01527, Gazette No 85, Gazetted 10 May 2002.

93 George Street is listed as ‘Shop, Zia Pina Pizzeria’, Listing Number 01591,
Gazette No 85, Gazetted 10 May 2002.

1.3 Site Identification

91 and 93 George Street are located on the west side of George Street to the south of
its intersection with Argyle Street. The properties are bounded to the west by a
pedestrian way known as Greenway Lane.

The two buildings are both situated on part of Lot 4 DP 773812. 91 George Street also
includes Lot 6 DP 773812 (a part of the building which overhangs Greenway Lane). A
small triangular area of land between the splayed corner of 91 George Street and the
street alignments at the intersection of Argyle and George Streets is identified as Lot 8
DP 77812 (See Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Location of 91 and 93 George
Street

Figure 3: Detail from Deposited Plan
773812 showing approximate locations of
91 and 93 George Street.

Figure 4: George Street
elevations of 91 (right)
and 93 (left) George Street
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1.4 Description of Buildings

The former ASN Hotel (91 George Street) is a three storied brick and cement rendered
former corner pub with corrugated iron roof. Built about 1840, the hotel was
substantially rebuilt about 1890, resulting in a Victorian Italianate appearance. The
western end of the first and second floors of the building project across Greenway
Lane. The building has a garland decoration below the parapet, and a large cartouche
on the first floor splayed corner.

From its original construction until 1983, the building was used as a public hotel. Tooth
& Co extensively altered the building in 1928, concealing much of the c1890 exterior
fabric. In the 1980s, when the building was substantially refurbished for use as a police
station, the 1890s Italianate details were reconstructed.

In 1998, the building was again renovated for use as a commercial space, causing the
removal of most of the ground floor partitioning. In 2004-5, further alterations took place
resulting in the current configuration of the building. This recent work includes the re-
orientation of the ground floor to cellar stair, and the removal of further partitions on the
ground floor. Currently the building is used as a seafood café on the ground floor, with
associated food preparation and storage areas in the cellar, while the first and second
floors are used as offices.

The Zia Pina Pizzeria (93 George Street) is a two storied-with-cellar brick and cement-
rendered shop with corrugated iron roof, constructed about 1890. As the building
shares the unusual garland decoration below the parapet, it is likely that construction of
93 George Street took place as part of the substantial rebuilding of the ASN Hotel at 91
George Street. The shopfront was altered in 1925. Substantial renovations for use of
the place as a pizzeria occurred in 1976, and the pizzeria continues to occupy the
building. In 1983, as part of the renovations of the former ASN Hotel, a Victorian
shopfront was constructed at no. 93 on the basis of conjectural evidence. The
appearance of the original shopfront is unknown.

Presently, the ground floor of 93 George Street contains a dining area as well as the
kitchen for the pizzeria. The cellar is used for food storage. The first floor contains a
second dining room and lavatories.

For floor plans and elevations of the buildings, see the figures in Section 3, Physical
Analysis.

1.5 Methodology and Structure

This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared in accordance with guidelines
outlined in The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance, 1999, known as The Burra Charter; the NSW Heritage Office’s Guidelines
on Conservation Management Documents, and James Semple Kerr's The
Conservation Plan (sixth edition) 2004.

This Conservation Management Plan is a revision and upgrade of a previous Plan for
the Former ASN Hotel, 91 George Street, prepared in March 1999 by Clive Lucas,
Stapleton and Partners for the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority. The present
document differs in scope from the former Plan as 93 George Street is addressed in
the history, fabric survey, significance, and policy sections of this CMP. In the 1999
plan, the history of 93 George Street was considered, however, the building was not
included in the statement of significance or addressed in the policies.
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The Burra Charter provides definitions for terms used in heritage conservation and
proposes conservation processes and principles for the conservation of an item. The
NSW Heritage Manual explains and promotes the standardisation of heritage
investigation, assessment and management practices in NSW. The key methodology
of both documents is to identify the nature of any heritage significance as a basis for
making decisions which will affect the future of the place. The Conservation Plan
provides guidance on substance, structure and methodology for the writing of effective,
site-specific conservation plans.

The initial sections of the CMP provide an analysis of the site and buildings, based on
documentary and physical evidence. This analysis includes a historical summary,
developing an understanding of the history of the site and place, together with a
descriptive analysis of building components and elements.

A grading of significant elements and spaces has been provided to identify their
differing levels of contribution to the significance of 91 and 93 George Street.

The following sections address various management issues, and the role and
objectives of the relevant heritage authorities. They provide the framework for the
formulation of the conservation policies and implementation guidelines.

1.6 Documentary and Photographic Sources

In preparing this report, documentary and photographic sources were consulted in
order to gain an understanding of the history and evolution of the place. A good deal of
information was compiled in the course of writing the 1999 CMP. These sources have
been reviewed, and additional material examined where possible. See Appendix 1 for a
list of documentary sources consulted. Photographs for this report were taken in
August 2006 by Meg Quinlisk of Clive Lucas, Stapleton & Partners.

1.7 Terminology

The terminology used in this report, where referring to conservation processes and
practices, follows the definitions as presented in the Article 1 of The Burra Charter. This
includes particularly the words place, cultural significance, fabric, and conservation, as
defined in detail in Section 7.2, Application of The Burra Charter, of this report. For
terminology used in identification of historic architectural styles and building elements,
the Foreshore Authority encourages the use of the terminology as presented in the
Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture (various editions) prepared by
Irving, Apperly and Reynolds.

1.8 Authorship

This report was prepared by Meg Quinlisk, historian and conservation planner, and
Stephanie Licciardo, heritage architect, with assistance from Alison Henning, built
heritage specialist, and Hector Abrahams, heritage architect, all of Clive Lucas,
Stapleton & Partners.

1.9 Acknowledgments

The authors wish to gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the following people for
their assistance with this report:

• Adelio and Patrizia Teruzzi, Zia Pina Pizzeria

• Leanne Walshe, Austar Retail Pty. Ltd.

• Lynda Kelly, Archivist, Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority.
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1.10 Limitations

This report addresses only the European cultural heritage significance of the place.

The present study was limited in that a number of spaces were concealed from view or
not accessible during the site visits. These include:

• Roofs

• Lightwells

• Cellars of both buildings (although these were inspected, cool rooms and storage
shelves obscured wall and floor fabric)

• Room 1-9 of 91 George Street was likewise full of stored material and the fireplace
was therefore unable to be inspected

• The floor levels in the ground and basement levels of 91 George Street have been
modified recently and the earlier surfaces obscured.

• Floor materials on the first and second floors of 91 George Street were carpeted
and therefore obscured from view.
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2.0 
Documentary Evidence

2.1 Thematic History

In order to better understand how 91 and 93 George Street have evolved (both
individually and as related properties), this history has been approached thematically,
as such a framework offers multiple storylines for the place to assist in understanding
all of its cultural values. This method of approach can provide contextual patterns and
associations, especially in relation to human activities in the environment, which would
not be immediately obvious were a strictly descriptive or chronological approach taken.

The NSW Heritage Office has developed a thematic framework for use in heritage
assessment and management. The Thematic Framework identifies thirty-eight principal
themes.2

 The organising principal for the thematic framework is the dynamism of
human activity -

The historical development of an area or item can be understood as occurring in a
thematic way. A physical illustration of this can be seen when we think about a
landscape or building or arrangement of artefacts as a series of layers, each one
representing a progressively earlier or later theme, or historical influence. Thinking
about a place in terms of themes can help us understand its significance.3

The State historical themes of Convict, Commerce, Transport, Towns suburbs and
villages, Accommodation, Labour, and Government & Administration were used in this
history to guide research questions, interpret the history, and structure the narrative of
the development of 91 and 93 George Street within the context of the development of
The Rocks.

2.1.1 Early development of The Rocks

The area known as The Rocks, so named for its steep, rocky topography, was the site
of the first permanent European settlement in Australia.

The initial period of settlement saw the establishment of a ‘convict encampment,
military camp, bakehouse, and hospital’ in the area of present-day George Street.
Further government establishments were built near the water’s edge in subsequent
years, including the Government Dockyard and Commissariat Stores. Soon, George
Street became populated by merchants taking advantage of the proximity to the
wharves of the growing colony which relied on shipping for communication with the
outside world.

Following the outbreak of the plague in 1900, most of The Rocks was resumed by the
Crown and, later in the 20th century, earmarked for redevelopment. However, a series
of ‘green bans’ imposed by members of the building trade in the 1970s focussed
attention on the heritage qualities of the area. Plans to redevelop the area were

                                               
2
 Both the Australian Heritage Commission (national) and the NSW Heritage Office (state) have identified themes for

research relating to places of heritage significance. www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
3
 NSW Heritage Office, Heritage Information Series, Historical Research for Heritage, Baskerville, Bruce, (2000) p. 2.
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shelved, and The Rocks subsequently went on to become one of Australia’s premier
heritage tourism precincts in the latter 20th century.4

2.1.2 Development of the precinct

The precinct near 91 and 93 George Street was the original site of the colonial hospital,
gardens, and surgeons’ residences, in addition to the assistant surgeon’s residence on
the subject site. As the government’s requirements for this area subsided with the
establishment of the more substantial so-called Rum Hospital in 1816, grants in the
area began to be made out to settlers. Frederick Wright Unwin, a solicitor, received a
number of grants in the locality in the 1830s. Unwin went on to lease portions of land to
individuals requiring the land be developed.

As the commercial activity in the colony grew, George Street became the mercantile
hub of the city, particularly on the western side of the street. Development was typified
by warehouses, bond stores, hotels, shops, and residences.

2.2 Initial Development of the Site

The site of 91 and 93 George Street was the site of the Assistant Surgeon’s House,
constructed shortly after the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788.5 The location of this
residence relates to the location of the Colony’s first hospital nearby.

Once a more substantial hospital was constructed in Macquarie Street in 1816, it
appears that the Assistant Surgeon no longer required the house. From about that
time, the former Assistant Surgeon’s house was occupied by Francis Greenway, a
ticket-of-leave man who had been transported for forgery in 1814. Greenway was
appointed to the position of civil architect and assistant engineer for the government in
1816, for which his salary included lodging quarters. This appointment ceased in 1822,
however, Greenway refused to relinquish his government house. He produced a
document (later claimed to be a forgery) purporting to give him title to the land. He
appears to have continued to occupy the site until at least 1834, when the title was
questioned and ownership reverted to the Crown. However, it was not until Greenway’s
death in 1837 that the Crown recovered the property, following action in London.6

Frederick Wright Unwin, solicitor and merchant, was subsequently granted the land in
1838. Unwin had extensive landholdings in the city, particularly along the western side
of George Street. On 1st July 1839, Unwin leased an area of land7 to Michael Gannon,
carpenter, for a period of 21 years. Gannon had arrived in the colony as a convict per
the Almorah in 1820 and was granted a conditional pardon in 1835.8

                                               
4
 Godden Mackay Logan, The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, for the Sydney Harbour

Foreshore Authority, February 2002.
5
 The First Fleet included four assistant surgeons: Thomas Arndell, William Balmain, Arthur

Bowes Smyth, and Denis Considen. It is not known which of the surgeons lived on the site.
6
 Herman, 1966: 472

7
 The land was described as “bounded on the east by George Street 85 feet on the west by

premises of William Reynolds and partly by the wall enclosing the yard of the Kings Head Public
House on the South by other land of FW Unwin leased to William Reynolds and on the North
118 feet Argyle Street”.
8
 State Records of NSW, Index to Convict Pardons
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Figure 5: Sydney Cove, 1788, showing
early structures and encampments,
overlain by the modern road system and
shoreline. The site of the Assistant
Surgeon’s House is indicated. Not the
proximity to the early hospital.
(Source: Godden Mackay Logan, The
Rocks Heritage Management Plan, p. 8)

Figure 6: Meehan’s 1807 map of Sydney
with the Assistant Surgeon’s House
indicated. (This plan mistakenly refers to
the building as the Assistant Surveyor’s
House.)
(Source: Reproduced from Kelly, 1978)

Figure 7: The Assistant Surgeon’s House
shown on Harper’s c1823 plan of Sydney.
(Source: State Records of NSW SZ435)

Figure 8: Sketch of the Late Residence of
the Medical Officers, Corner of George and
Argyle Streets, 1832.
(Source: Copy from Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority)
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The terms of the lease required that Gannon
“shall and will within a reasonable time and within two years at the furthest build
and erect on the line of frontage to George Street as many houses as will
occupy the said frontage of such dimensions as said Michael Gannon may think
fit so as such houses are of three stories exclusive of cellars and built
substantially and of good materials.”9

It is unclear from the documentary evidence whether the Assistant
Surgeon/Greenway’s house had been demolished by the time Gannon took on the
lease. However, by 1844, when the land was conveyed to RAA Morehead and Matthew
Young, Gannon had constructed a number of buildings on the land, including the New
York Hotel at 91 George Street and a three-storey building at 93 George Street, as well
as the terrace 95-99 George Street. Although Gannon was only required to erect
buildings along the George Street frontage, the plan accompanying the conveyance in
1844 shows that the site also contained buildings along Argyle Street, and a workshop
and stables accessible from the yard (see Figure 10), all also presumed to be
constructed by Gannon.10

The resulting configuration of the block was typical of urban planning in other quarters
in The Rocks, that of a central yard, accessed through a passageway, and surrounded
by buildings open to the public fronting the adjacent streets, as well as workshops or
factory buildings opening primarily to the yard. Gannon was also responsible for the
creation of the laneway (now known as Greenway Lane) accessing the yard from
Argyle Street.

Figure 9: Detail from Wells’ map of Sydney showing the buildings at 91 and 93 George
Street constructed c1840 by Michael Gannon (circled).
(Source: Reproduced from Kelly 1978)

2.3 History of the Occupation of the Site

Under the terms of his lease of the land at the corner of George and Argyle Streets
from FW Unwin (see above), Michael Gannon was required to construct such buildings
as he deemed would fit along the 85 foot George Street frontage of the land by 1841.
The buildings were required to be of three stories and of substantial construction.

                                               
9
 Old System Title, Book 7 No 80.

10
 Old System Title, Book 7 No. 498.
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The hotel at 91 George Street was constructed within 12 months of Gannon’s acquiring
the 21 year lease of the site, as he was granted a licence for the New York Hotel,
George Street, in 1840. Later listings in the Sands Directory confirm that the New York
Hotel was situated at the corner of George and Argyle Streets. Wells’ 1843 plan of the
city of Sydney shows the footprints of the buildings at 91 and 93 George Street (see
Figure 9).

Figure 10: Title plan from Book 7 No 498 showing buildings erected by Michael Gannon
1840-1844, including the New York Hotel (now 91 George Street) and a shop in the
location of 93 George Street.
(Source: NSW Land Titles Office)

Figure 11: Detail of panorama by OW Blackwood from Circular Quay East, 1858. The
building at 91 George Street is indicated.
(Source: Mitchell Library, Small Picture File)
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In 1845, the hotel was described as “stone and shingle 3 storey hotel of 15 rooms” and
the building then at 93 George Street was described as a “shop with 6 rooms.”11 Sands
Directory listings for the site show that the New York Hotel operated as such until 1861,
while the building at 93 George Street was a seaman’s boarding house. (See Appendix
1 for a table showing Sands Directory information 1858-1933 for 91 and 93 George
Street.)

Michael Gannon died circa 1846, having been declared insolvent in 1845.12 The
insolvency records list Gannon’s address as Argyle Street, and his occupation as
builder.13

In the early 1860s, the uses of both buildings changed. While 93 George Street
became a green grocer, 91 George Street was used by Henry Fisher & Son, ship
brokers, as a warehouse. By 1866, however, use of the building reverted to a hotel
under John B Bassetti, who operated the Italian Hotel.

Figure 12: Trigonometrical Survey of Sydney, 1856. The block built by Gannon is
indicated by the dashed line. The subject site is indicated by the solid line.
(Source: City of Sydney Archives, CRS 502, Sheet 3)

In 1869, the name of the hotel was changed to the Liverpool Arms, as is evident in the
earliest clear photographic evidence about the site (see Figure 13). This 1875
photograph shows the building at 91 George Street in its original incarnation as a
Georgian style hip-roofed building. The building on the site of 93 George Street is a
three-storey building with a similar appearance to the hotel building adjacent.

In 1870, the land containing 91 and 93 George Street was sold to William Yeoman,
painter, and who, from the 1860s, owned the land at 95-101 George Street. Yeoman

                                               
11

 Maitland, p. 61.
12

 NSW Government Gazette vol 21, 1847; State Records of NSW Insolvency Index
13

 State Records of NSW Insolvency Index
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occupied a store which was constructed by Gannon as a workshop in the yard behind
George Street (see Figure 15).

After a period as the American Hotel, 91 George Street became the ‘ASN Co’s Hotel’ in
1879.14 In 1885, Yeoman sold the land to John Gill.15

Figure 13: Detail from a panorama taken from Circular Quay East, 1875, showing the
building at 91 George Street in its original hip-roofed form, a previous 3-storey building
at 93 George Street, and an earlier form of the terrace at 95-99 George Street. Note the
inscription of the name ‘Liverpool Arms’ on 91 George Street.
(Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority CQ 18.4)

Figure 14: Detail from an 1879 panorama showing the new name of the hotel, ‘ASN
Compy Hotel’ emblazoned across the north façade between the first and second floor
windows.
(Source: copy held by Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority)

                                               
14

 Sands Directory 1879.
15

 Old System Titles Book 120 No 33, Book 316 No 687,
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Figure 15: Detail from Percy Dove’s Plan of Sydney, 1880, showing the ASN Hotel at 91
and Lawrence’s Grocer at 93 George Street. The area developed by Gannon is indicated
by the dashed line. The subject site is indicated by the solid line.
(Source: City of Sydney Archives)

Although listed as a boarding house intermittently from 1859, the ground floor of 93
George Street was consistently occupied by a green grocer until 1889, when it was
listed as a boarding house. It is possible that a boarding house operated in the upper
floors even during years that a green grocer is recorded in the Sands Directory as the
occupant of the building. Documentary evidence dating to 1890 shows that the building
housed lodgers in association with the ASN Hotel.16

On 26th February 1890, the City Building Surveyor, George MacRae17,  wrote to the
City of Sydney Improvement Board to alert the Board to the premises at 93 George
Street which was “in a ruinous condition and dangerous to the public.” The request was
marked ‘Urgent’ and was considered by the Board at a meeting two days later, during
which the Board made a visit to the site. The same day, the Board heard received
statements from the City Building Surveyor as well as John Lord, agent for the owner of
the property, Robert Gill, grazier of Moonbi, who had inherited the land after John Gill’s
death in 1888.

The City Building Surveyor’s evidence before the Board provides a good account of the
building:

“I noticed that the foundation of the back wall appeared to be of rubble, the
inside portion had fallen completely away, & was lying on the floor of the cellar.
I could see nothing supporting the wall above but a few rough stones which
formed the outer portion of the wall. These stones are fretted away and very
much decayed, so that daylight could be seen between the joints. I failed to see
what is keeping up the wall. Portion of the flooring at the back is also extremely

                                               
16

 Minute Book, City Improvement Board, 28 February 1890 [1/2129-30]
17

 George MacRae [also spelled McRae] (1858-1923) City Architect and City Building Surveyor
1889 – 1897. NSW Government Architect 1912-1923. As Government Architect, responsible for
the Education Department Building (1912), buildings at Taronga Zoo, Parcels Post Office
(1913). [Source: NSW Government Architect’s Office
www.govarch.dpws.nsw.gov.au/history.asp?CP=20, cited 3

rd
 October 2006]
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dangerous, the joists have quite rotted away, leaving no support. There are
several cracks in the back wall extending upwards from the lintels to the sills of
the first floor windows. These cracks appear to be of some age. The back
premises and outhouses are also in a dangerous condition, the brickwork is
decayed and has partially fallen. The middle pier of the front wall is bulged out
to about the extent of about three or four inches. There are also cracks in the
front wall. The roof appears to be leaking as some of the walls are damp.”

The agent for the owner, John Lord, told the Committee:
“The house has been let on lease, in conjunction with the Tooth & Co, it is let
with the hotel to Joseph Davis the Hotelkeeper at the corner, next door to No.
93, which he sublets. The lease of both the hotel and house No. 93 will expire
about the 23rd or 24th of April next, or toward the end of that month; I have been
in treaty with Tooth & Co. for a renewal of the lease, and for effecting all
necessary repairs and alterations, but the matter is in abeyance for a while,
owing to their not being able to find a suitable tenant; as soon as the matter is
settled it is proposed to expend £300 or £400 upon the premises, that is both
the hotel & the dwelling house. Coward & Bell, architects,18 have been
employed to draw up specifications for necessary repairs etc. I have not been
down in the cellar, but I looked through the house No. 93 some time ago. I do
not know whether the foundations are dangerous or not.”

In response to questions from the Board, Lord stated that he was not aware that there
were 25 beds in five rooms and that in one room 19’ x 17’ there were nine beds. He
said that his attention had been drawn only that day to some stones in the cellar having
collapsed.

The Board resolved that the building be “taken down [condemned] forthwith”. In so
resolving, the Chairman of the Board asked the City Building Surveyor if the “hotel
adjoining the premises this day inspected was proposed to be dealt with, the Board
having noticed that it appeared to be in a bad condition.” The Surveyor responded that
“he had looked over the hotel building but it was not nearly in so bad a condition as the
premises No. 93 George Street…He would, however, shortly make a more minute
inspection as to its safety, when the building now condemned was taken down he
would have a better opportunity of doing so.”19

Although the documentary evidence does not indicate when the Board’s order was
carried out, the physical evidence suggests that 93 George Street was demolished and
rebuilt as a two-storey with cellar shop, and that 91 George Street was substantially
rebuilt at the same time, shortly after the Board’s order in 1890. As both buildings were
under one ownership, and both buildings were leased to Tooth & Co, it is likely that the
rebuilding of the pair was carried out in a single event, resulting in the shared
decorative features evident in early 20th century photographs of the buildings, including
the garland decoration to the parapets. It appears that the upper floors of 91 George
Street were extended toward the west and built over Greenway Lane during this
substantial rebuilding.

The Sands Directory contains no listing for either building in 1891, possibly as both
buildings were under construction at the time. When listed again in 1892, the ASN
Hotel was under a new licensee, RB Goof, and 93 George Street housed O’Neill & Co,
outfitters. O’Neill & Co remained in the building until 1907, when it became refreshment
rooms.

                                               
18

 W. Haughton Bell was articled to Edmund Blacket and went into partnership with William
Gratus Coward. Both men were aldermen for Strathfield Council.
19

 Minute Book, City Improvement Board, 28 February 1890 [1/2129-30]
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The ASN Hotel continued to operate as a hotel tied to Tooth & Co, under a number of
different sub-leases, for most of the 20th century. Following the outbreak of plague in
Sydney’s waterfront areas in 1900, the property was turned over to the Crown as part
of the resumption of the entire Rocks area. Following this resumption, the Maritime
Services Board administered leases of 91 and 93 George Street until 12th January
1970, when ownership was taken over by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment
Authority.20

Alterations to the hotel building at 93 George Street took place in 1912, 1922, and in
1928-9 (see Section 2.5 below for further details.) The shopfront at 93 George Street
was altered in 1925.21 During the latter 20th century, the Licensing Court and Police
issued several notices to carry out repairs to the ASN Hotel. The hotel continued to
accommodate a varying number of lodgers during this time.

A 1955 internal Tooth & Co. report gives an understanding of the character of the Hotel
and its lodgers:
“The Hotel…is exceedingly old, the area is on the waterfront, and the lodgers are
working men, and it is hard under these conditions to keep the rate of depreciation
down…the walls should be oiled in lieu of water painted or papered, so that they could
be washed down.”22

Figure 16: Trigonometrical Survey of Sydney, 1888, revised 1895. The area developed by
Gannon is indicated by the dashed line. The subject site is indicated by the solid line.
This plan shows the footprints of the building at 93 George Street both prior to (in
outline) and following (cross-hatched) its demolition and rebuilding in 1890.
(Source: Copy held by Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority)

                                               
20

 SCA file.
21

 City of Sydney Council Street Planning Cards.
22

 Tooth’s Report, 27 May 1955, [N60/5614]
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Figure 17: Darling Harbour Resumptions, Plan O, 1901, showing the extent of John Gill’s
holdings, which corresponds roughly to that area developed from 1840 by Michael
Gannon, indicated by the dashed line. The subject site is indicated by the solid line.
(Source: Copy held by Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority)

Figure 18: Detail of panorama of Circular Quay taken from a ship’s mast, 1903, showing
the ASN Hotel building prior to the addition of awnings in 1928.
(Source: State Library of NSW, photograph by Melvin Vaniman, DLPg22)
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Figure 19: Photograph of the ASN Hotel, Philip Mohr, licensee, circa 1922. This
photograph shows the hotel following the substantial rebuilding in 1890 and prior to the
addition of awnings in 1928. The lower half of the ground floor external walls appears to
be tiled.
(Source: SCA GE47)

Figure 20: The ASN Hotel in 1960.
(Source: City of Sydney Archives SRC1083)
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Figure 21: The ASN Hotel in 1970.
(Source: Reproduced in NC Maitland, ‘George Street, The Rocks: A Streetscape
Conservation Strategy’, M.Sc. (Architecture), University of Sydney, 1983)

By the 1970s, the ASN Hotel was trading poorly in comparison to other hotels in The
Rocks under Tooth & Co supervision. A 1974 report stated that the ASN Hotel sold “10
kilderkins [5 barrels] and 20 dozens of packaged beer” per week, while the other four
Tooth’s hotels in The Rocks (Fortune of War, Mercantile, Australian, and Glenmore)
averaged 60 kilderkins (30 barrels) and 115 dozens of packaged beer on a weekly
basis.23 In 1976, Tooth’s terminated its head lease with the Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority and hotelkeepers began to lease their premises directly from
the Authority.

In 1976, the shop at 93 George Street underwent substantial renovations and opened
as the Zia Pina Pizzeria.

The ASN Hotel ceased trading on 26th January 1983 and the NSW Public Works
Department subsequently commenced substantial renovations and refurbishment in
order to convert the building into a police station. All traces of the 1920s renovations
were removed, and the building was given a Victorian Italianate-style appearance,
based on photographic evidence of its earlier appearance. The police station opened
on 20th December 1983, and operated from the site until 1998 when it moved across
George Street to the former NSW Department of Labour and Industry Building at 132-
134 George Street.

As part of the 1983 works to the ASN Hotel, the shopfront at 93 George Street was
also renovated in order to create an 1890s period shopfront appearance.

                                               
23

 ‘Hotels under the supervision of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority’, 1976
[N60/10454]
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While Zia Pina Pizzeria continues to operate from 93 George Street, the former ASN
Hotel has been leased by a number of commercial tenants since 1998. Presently
(2006), Costi’s seafood restaurant occupies the building.

2.4 Historic Themes

The following themes arise from the history of 91 and 93 George Street. The table
below gives the state historical theme and a brief explanation of how the place relates
to the theme, For an identification of how the physical fabric demonstrates the following
themes, see Section 3.6, below.

State
Historical
Theme

Association to 91 and 93 George Street

Convict 91 and 93 George Street presently stand on the site of the Assistant
Surgeon’s House, built in 1788, and later occupied by Francis
Greenway, transported convict who was later appointed Civil
Architect for the Colony. 91 George street as well as the previous
building at 93 George Street are associated with Michael Gannon a
ticket-of-leave convict, who was also responsible for the buildings at
95-99 George Street, 45-47 Argyle Street.

Commerce Both 91 and 93 George Street have been the site of commercial
trade and other retail activities related to the theme of commerce
since c1840.

Transport The building at 91 George Street was used as a warehouse and
ship brokers in the early 1860s. Additionally, from 1879, the hotel
was associated with the Australasian Steam Navigation Company, a
prominent transport firm in NSW, which plied the Sydney to Hunter
route from 1851.

Towns,
suburbs, and
villages

The planning of the area leased by Gannon demonstrates an
approach to town planning typical for The Rocks in the 1840s, with
buildings opening into yards accessible via narrow passages.
The condemnation, demolition, and rebuilding of 93 George Street
reflects the role of the City of Sydney Improvement Board in
sanitation and public health matters.

Accommodation 93 George Street was used as a boarding house, at least
intermittently, between 1858 and 1890.
Accommodation was provided in the licensed hotel at 91 George
Street from about 1840 to 1983. Documentary sources show that the
two buildings provided accommodation in tandem around 1890.

Labour Known from 1879 to 1980 as the ‘ASN Hotel’, the building at 91
George Street has a long association with prominent shipping firm,
the Australasian Steamship Navigation Company, and is an aspect
of the waterfront working environment which characterised the areas
in the 19th and early 20th centuries.

Government &
administration

Resumption of land in The Rocks, including the subject land, took
place under the Observatory Hill Act following the outbreak of
plague in Sydney in 1900.
The ongoing ownership of 91 and 93 George Street by government
authorities, including the Maritime Services Board, the Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority, and the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority further reflects this theme.

Law and Order 91 George Street operated as a police station 1983-1997.
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State
Historical
Theme

Association to 91 and 93 George Street

Leisure In its former use as a public house, 91 George Street reflects the
theme of leisure. The built form of the building is typical of the pubs
in The Rocks which reflect the social importance of the pub in the
lives of patrons, providing a meeting place and accommodation for
individuals who worked or lived in the local area.

Persons Commemorative place name (Greenway Lane).
Other associations, e.g., with the builder Michael Gannon and with
the First Fleet’s Assistant Surgeons, who occupied a previous
structure on the site, are also reflected in the fabric and
archaeological resource of the place.

2.5 Development of Building Components

The diagrams below give an indication of the development of the buildings at 91 and 93
George Street over time. Refer to the chronology, Appendix 2, for detailed information
on minor changes to the ASN Hotel building throughout the 20th century.

As no historic floor plans and few photographs of 93 George Street have yet been
located, the changes illustrated are based on the available documentary evidence.

Figure 22: Evolution of 91 & 93 George Street, showing the footprint changes from 1850s
to the 1900s.
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Figure 23: Evolution of 93 George Street, showing the changes made from 1976 to the
present.
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Figure 24: Evolution of 91 George Street showing (in red) alterations made in 1912 and
1928. The floor plans for the basement, first and second floors in 1912 are based on
conjecture as no plans have been located for these levels.

For architectural plans showing the 1912 proposal for the ground floor, see Figure 26.
For architectural plans showing changes made in 1922 and 1928, see Figures 27 to 29.
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Figure 25: Evolution of 91 George Street showing (in red) alterations made in 1983 and
up to the present.
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Figure 26: Proposed Alterations to the ASN Hotel, 1912. Proposed work shown on left
plan; configuration as existing at the time of the proposal is shown on left. The work
involved the removal of a former L-shaped bar and a wall separating the front parlour
from the public bar to create one large public space with a central island bar situated at
centre.
(Source: SCA HP13/13)
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Figure 27: Plan of Proposed Alterations to Lavatories, ASN Hotel, 1922, by Tooth & Co
architect John George Dalziel. This plan shows the proposed ‘reconstruction’ of the
lavatories in the yard behind 93 George Street. About the same time, the exterior of the
hotel was repainted and a kitchen built in the cellar.
(Source: SCA HP 13/12; Tooth’s letter 12 July 1922, copy held by SHFA)
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Figure 28: Plans of Proposed Alterations to ASN Hotel, 1928, by Rudder and Grout,
Architects. Plans of basement, ground, first, and second floors.
(Source: SCA 13/8)
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Figure 29: Plans of Proposed Alterations to ASN Hotel, 1928, by Rudder and Grout,
Architects. Elevations and sections.
(Source: SCA HP 13/9)
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2.6 Analysis of History in Context

91 and 93 George Street are today presented to the public in a recreation of their
c1890 Victorian appearance. Although the two buildings have a related history, and
share a number of architectural features, they are not easily perceived by the public as
a pair of buildings. This is likely to have been the case for much of the history of the
two buildings, as the shopfront at 93 George Street has always operated as a separate
business to the hotel trade at 91 George Street, even when 93 George Street was used
as a as lodging for guests of the hotel.

The original shop building at 93 George Street was of three stories, and was therefore
much closer in scale to the hotel building on the corner. Following the City
Improvement Board’s order to demolish the building, a new shop was constructed to a
more diminutive scale, while the corner hotel was enlarged. This perhaps reflects the
economic circumstances of the time, where hotels were more viable in the climate of
economic depression of the 1890s.

While 93 George Street continues in a semblance of its early function as a small shop
and at times refreshment rooms, the former ASN Hotel ceased in its historic use in
1983. However, the building at 91 George Street continues to open its ground floor to
the public, while private spaces are located on the upper floors. Where once the first
and second floor rooms were used for overnight accommodation these spaces are now
offices which are not regularly visited by the public. The character of the area continues
to be that of a commercial centre which attracts many overseas visitors.

The immediate context of 91 and 93 George Street has changed little since the late
19th century. The relationship between the former hotel building at 91 George Street
with the Orient Hotel at 89 George Street (opposite Argyle Street) has continued
unchanged in a spatial or visual sense since the 1840s, when both buildings were
constructed. The rebuilding of the former ASN Hotel in 1890 did not substantially
change this relationship, as the scale, form, and height of the ASN Hotel remained
relatively unchanged. Both buildings operated as public houses for most of the 19th and
20th centuries (and the Orient continues to operate as such presently). The similarity of
the former ASN Hotel and the Orient Hotel in scale, form, colours, and materials
continues to enable the buildings to relate to one another visually.

91 George Street and the former shop building at 93 George Street are two
components of a group of buildings constructed by Michael Gannon between 1840 and
1844. This relationship has now been lost as the focal point of the yard adjoining the
properties has subsided with the increasing focus on street frontages and the
separation of individual premises from the laneway by fences. Despite this, the
relationship of the ASN Hotel to what is now known as the Gannon House & Shop at
45-47 Argyle Street is cemented by the arched entry way to Greenway Lane situated
between the two buildings.

The former ASN Hotel should also be considered within the context of other sites
associated with shipping and the Australian Steam Navigation Company in The Rocks
area. The ASN Company was formed in July 1851 out of the Hunter River Steam
Navigation Company. The company plied the Sydney to Hunter River route for most of
the latter 19th century, and also became known for its shipbuilding capacity. Its main
shipbuilding works were at Pyrmont, however, it owned Campbell’s Stores (7-27
Circular Quay West) from the 1870s, and its landmark headquarters building was
constructed at Hickson Road in 1884-5, on land the company had owned from the
1870s. Thus, just as the ASN Company were gaining a foothold in The Rocks area, the
hotel at 91 George Street changed its name to the ASN Company Hotel (from 1879). It
has not yet been discovered what actions, if any, were undertaken by the ASN
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Company in order to identify the hotel as its company hotel. This is an interesting area
for further research and interpretation.

Other places connected by the predominance of the wharves and docks in The Rocks
include the former British Seaman’s Hotel (so called between 1868 and 1899) adjacent
Gannon’s house and shops on Argyle Street, the former Sailor’s Home (106-108
George Street), Royal Naval House (32-34 Grosvenor Street), and the Mariner’s
Church at 100 George Street, which provided for the welfare of visiting seamen
between 1856 and 1971.

Figure 30: Places related to the ASN Company in The Rocks area from the 1870s.

2.7 Comparative Analysis

In order to compare the hotel with other like places, it is necessary to identify other
places with similar histories and characteristics.

Former ASN Hotel

The salient features of the former ASN Hotel are as follows:

• Three storeys, rendered brick, Victorian Italianate style

• Built c1840 on the site of the c1788 Assistant Surgeon’s House

• Current appearance dating to substantial renovations/rebuilding c1890

• Use as a hotel for the majority of its history

Meehan’s map of 1807 (see Figure 6) provides a fairly clear indication of sites in The
Rocks that have been occupied by Europeans since 1788. These sites generally lie in
four localities: on the west side of George Street between Argyle and Globe Streets;
the east side of George Street to the west side of Sydney Cove; around the northern
ends of Gloucester and Cambridge Streets, and Fort Philip (Observatory Park).
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Within these areas, the surviving hotel buildings are the following:
• Orient Hotel, 87-89 George Street, built 1844

• Fortune of War, 137 George Street, built 1830, trading as hotel by 1838, rebuilt
1922

• Russell Hotel, 143 George Street, built 1887.

The Orient Hotel was built in 1844 on or near the site of the 1788 Surgeon’s House,
and began trading as the Marine Hotel c1856. Also known as Buckham’s Hotel and the
Pries Family Hotel, it became known as the Orient Hotel in 1885. The building is three-
storeyed, of rendered brick in the Colonial Regency Style. It was refurbished in 1931,
1976, and in 1988.

The original Fortune of War hotel building was erected about 1830 on the site of the
1788 hospital, and replaced by the present building in 1922. It is a three-storeyed
building, with face brick and stucco detailing, much of which survives, and is in the
California Bungalow style (as it is applied to a commercial hotel building).

The Russell Hotel was erected in 1887 on the site of a former hotel (built c1853) which
was originally constructed on the site of the 1788 hospital. It is of three stories,
rendered brick with stucco detailing in the Boom style with Scottish Baronial elements.
The hotel was extended c1910 and renovated in 1988.

These three hotels are all similar to the former ASN Hotel in that they have been the
sites of hotels since the mid-19th century, are on sites built on since 1788, are brick
structures with rendered or stucco surfaces, are three stories high, and have been
extensively rebuilt or renovated early in the 20th century and again in the 1980s. All
have been known by several names over time.

The three hotels and the former ASN Hotel are all of different architectural styles,
arising from their different periods of construction, which perhaps reflects a need to
distinguish or differentiate hotels within a small geographical area in order to assert the
identity of the establishment.

Shop, 93 George Street

The building at 93 George Street should be compared to other similar buildings sharing
the following relevant features:

• Two storeys, rendered brick, Victorian Italianate style

• Rebuilt c1890 on the site of a c1840 shop building, and located on a site which
has been occupied since 1788

• Used as a shop and boarding house for much of its history

In the same geographical areas as outlined above, there are scores of shop buildings
constructed in the late Victorian period which share the same scale as 93 George
Street.

The history of 93 George Street may be compared to the terrace at 95-99 George
Street, as well as 45-47 Argyle Street. These buildings, as well as the original building
on the site of 93 George Street, were constructed by Gannon from the 1840s. Along
George Street, several other shop buildings share similar historical circumstances,
including 101-105 George Street, which were built on land owned by Unwin, leased to,
and developed by, William Reynolds from 1838.
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3.0 
Physical Evidence
The aim of this chapter is to describe the buildings at 91 and 93 George Street in detail
in order to facilitate the understanding of the existing place. The place itself is a good
source of information on the number of changes that have been carried out during its
lifetime. This chapter builds on the evidence outlined in the previous section to note the
physical changes that have taken place over time in order to understand why, when
and how these alterations were made.

3.1 Street and Streetscape Description

Addressing the intersection of the two main streets in The Rocks area, George and
Argyle Streets, the former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street has a commanding
streetscape presence emphasised by its splayed corner and parapeted roof form.
However, with only two full bays addressing George Street, its presence on George
Street is rather limited in comparison with its Argyle Street façade of six bays.

Due to its diminutive scale, 93 George Street is less of an individual presence in the
George Street streetscape than the former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street, however it
contributes to the unified character of the retail shopfronts established by the group of
two-storeyed buildings with awnings located on George Street between Argyle and
Globe Streets.

93 George Street plays an interesting role in the transition between the two-storey retail
buildings and the former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street, in that it shares features
characteristic of the buildings on either side of it. To the south, the buildings share a
similar form, with glazed shopfronts and awnings. To the north, 93 George Street
shares a number of decorative features (such as the garland along the parapet) with
the former ASN Hotel on the corner. However, the streetscape character of George
Street as shopfronts with awnings terminates rather abruptly at 93 George Street from
the pedestrian’s point of view.

3.2 Views and Vistas

Views to 91 and 93 George Street are predominantly short-range views afforded from
vantage points along George Street and Argyle Street as shown in Figure 31. Closer
views are also available from Greenway Lane (shown cross-hatched). The arched
entrance to Greenway Lane at the rear of the former ASN Hotel has a visual
relationship with the similarly large opening to Penrhyn House opposite Argyle Street
from the former ASN Hotel.

Views from 91 and 93 George Street are fairly close-ranging, toward the police station
in the former NSW Department of Labour and Industry Building on the east side of
George Street. From the upper levels of 91 George Street, glimpses of Sydney Cove
are available from the windows on the eastern side of the building. Longer-range views
to the former ASN Hotel are available from the lower (eastern) end of Argyle Street.
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From the intersection of George and Argyle Streets, the former ASN Hotel at 91
George Street creates an interesting visual catchment with the Orient Hotel, located on
the corner opposite Argyle Street. Considered as a pair of 19th century hotels of similar
scale, the buildings create a sense of enclosure of Argyle Street and mark the
intersection of the two main streets in The Rocks area with a unified sense of purpose.

Like many corner pubs, the former ASN Hotel is best viewed on the angle. Most
historic photographs of the ASN Hotel are taken from the north eastern corner of the
George and Argyle Street intersection. A visual catchment, taking in views of the
former ASN Hotel, as well as 93 George Street and the Orient Hotel, is defined by the
intersection, as shown by the curved line in Figure 31, below.

Figure 31: Diagram of views to and from 91 and 93 George Street

  
Visual catchment with the Orient Hotel View on an angle from across Argyle St.

   
Laneway view View from opposite George Street

Figure 32: Photographs of views to 91 and 93 George Street
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3.3 Fabric Survey and Condition Assessment

In order to determine the age and configuration of the fabric at 91 and 93 George
Street, a survey was undertaken on two occasions in August 2006 and every space
inspected. The fabric survey completed for the 1999 CMP was also compared with the
existing fabric to determine where changes have been made recently. The tables below
summarise the information gained from these surveys. See also Figure 35 for the
details of external fabric.

The fabric is identified according to its age. The dates given below are related to the
major changes made to the two buildings at certain periods, as identified in the history,
above. Dates in the fabric survey are abbreviated as follows:

Abbreviation Date Range Historical relevance
O Original 1840 Construction of 91 George Street;

construction of previous building at 93
George Street

V Victorian 1890 Construction of present building at 93
George Street (1890);
Substantial rebuilding of 91 George
Street (1890)

ETC Early 20th century 1900-1945 Including 1920s alterations to both
buildings

L Late 20th century 1946-1982 Includes substantial works to convert
93 George Street to pizzeria (1976).
This period terminates at 1982, prior to
the substantial renovations undertaken
for the police to occupy 91 George
Street

R Recent 1983-present Includes new fitouts for tenancies at 91
George Street.

? Not determined or unclear

The condition of most fabric falls into the category of good to excellent. 91 George
Street, which has recently undergone refurbishment, is considered to be in excellent
condition; however, the tenants note that the floorboards throughout the first and
second floors are in fair to poor condition.

Although not refurbished recently, the building at 93 George Street is well maintained
and all fabric appears to be in good condition. The exception to this is the cracking in
the basement walls and the basement ceiling lining.
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Figure 33: Floor plans indicating space numbers used in the fabric survey of 91 George
Street.
(Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority)
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Element Description Age

91 GEORGE STREET – Cellar (refer to Figure 33)

Store B-1
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R

Masonry O/VWalls
Cement render, painted R

Floor Ceramic tiles on concrete slab floor structure R
Doorway Metal frame R

Coolroom ROther
Lightwell L

Store B-2
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Painted brick O/V
Floor Ceramic tiles on concrete slab floor structure R
Doorway Metal frame

Opening
Both R

Evidence of infill fireplace to chimney breast L/R?Other
Lightwell - painted brick L

Stair B-3
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Exposed brick, painted brick O/V
Floor Ceramic tiles on concrete slab floor structure R
Doorway Galvanised steel R
Other Bricks laid in colonial bond; evidence of

patching to west side of doorway to Room B2
Evidence of blocked up doorways west &
south walls

ETC/L?

Store B-4
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard - R R
Walls Painted brick O/V
Floor Ceramic tiles on concrete slab floor structure R
Doorway Opening

Timber frame, flush door leaf
Opening to B6

All R

Lightwell - painted brick LOther
Aluminium ventilation grille east wall R

Room B-5

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Painted brick O/V
Floor Vinyl over concrete slab floor structure (lower

level than B6)
R

Doorway Opening; timber frame, flush door leaf R
Evidence of infill relieving arch VOther
Evidence of infill doorway in west wall R

Store B-6
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
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Element Description Age
Walls Painted brick, paint O/V
Floor Ceramic tile, concrete plinth R

Lightwell - painted brick L
Brick relieving arch in north wall with iron bar V

Other

Gas inlet in east lightwell ?

Room B-7

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Painted brick, paint O/V
Floor Ceramic tiles on concrete slab floor structure R
Doorway Opening, timber frame and flush door leaf R

Lightwell - painted brick LOther
Concrete lintel to lightwell L

91 GEORGE STREET – Ground Floor (refer to Figure 33)

Room G-3
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls (north, west, south) Set plaster, mirrors;

(east) Stud plasterboard
All R

Floor 150mm tongue & groove pine; timber floor
structure

R

Skirtings 165mm timber R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, fixed sash, sill R
Door Timber architrave, frame, door leaf R
Other Fixed counter tables west & north walls R

Room G-7
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Stainless steel R
Floor Ceramic tiles; timber floor structure R
Other Stainless steel kitchen fitout R

Room G-8
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Plaster R
Floor Vinyl tile; timber floor structure

Timber entry steps
R
R

Skirtings Timber 165mm R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, fixed sash, sill R
Door Timber frame, door leaf, fanlight R
Other Counter R

91 GEORGE STREET – First Floor (refer to Figure 33)

Room 1-1

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Ceramic tiles R
Floor Ceramic tiles on timber floor structure (1999

survey identified 150mm T&G pine boards24 –
V – may be extant beneath tiles)

R

                                               
24

 As noted in the 1999 CMP, the 150mm T&G pine boards are possibly kauri pine.
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Element Description Age
Windows Timber framed R
Door Timber 4-panel door, relocated? V?
Other WC fitout including toilets, hand basins, etc R

Room 1-2

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted but assumed to
be the 150mm T&G pine (predominantly - V)
and 75mm T&G hardwood25 (southwest
corner – E)

Boards:
V/ETC?
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style26 R
North: Timber box frame, sash V
           Timber architrave R

Windows

South: Timber architrave, box frame, sash V
Door Opening V

Room 1-3

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Ceramic tiles R
Floor Ceramic tiles on timber floor structure (1999

survey identified 150mm T&G pine boards – V
– may be extant beneath tiles)

R

Windows Timber framed R
Door Timber 4-panel door, relocated? V?
Other WC fitout including toilets, hand basins, etc R

Room 1-4
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet, timber floor structure; boards not

sighted (1999 floor covering was ceramic tile)
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash V
Door Opening R

Stair 1-5

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine to the eastern
section – V; and 75mm T&G pine to the
wester section - E)

Boards:
V/ETC?
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Door See individual rooms

                                               
25

 As noted in the 1999 CMP, the 75mm T&G hardwood floorboards are of a reddish colour with
dark, grainy streaks, possibly jarrah.
26

 As noted in the 1999 CMP, the 165mm are all reproduction Late-Victorian profile pine, and
possibly a copy of the 1890 skirtings found in situ in 1983.
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Element Description Age
Stair Handrail, balusters, newel posts – painted

over stained pine.
Material of treads and risers not visible due to
recent carpet

V

Room 1-7

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
North & east – set plaster RWalls
South and west – stud plasterboard R

Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor
structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash V
Door Opening R

Room 1-8

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Lino over floorboards on timber floor structure.

Boards not sighted (1999 survey identified
150mm T&G pine boards to southern part – V;
75mm T&G hardwood bards to northern part -
E)

Boards:
V/ETC
Lino: R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash V
Door Opening R

Room 1-9
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards on timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150 T&G pine to northeast corner –
V; and cypress boards – R)

Boards:
V/R
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash V

Timber frame, 4-panel leaf VDoor
Timber architrave R

Other Fitted cupboards R

91 GEORGE STREET – Second Floor (refer to Figure 33)

Room 2-1

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber frame, sash V
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Element Description Age
Timber architrave, stops R
Timber frame RDoor
Timber 4-panel leaf V

Room 2-2

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Timber frame, sash VWindows
Timber architrave, stops R
Timber architrave RDoor
Timber 4-panel leaf V

Room 2-3

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Timber frame, sash VWindows
Timber architrave, stops R

Door Timber architrave, frame, 4-panel leaf V

Hall 2-4

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine to northern
section– V; 75mm T&G hardwood to southern
section - E)

Boards:
V/ETC?
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber architrave, frame, sash, fanlight T?
Door See individual rooms

Room 2-5

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Timber frame, sash VWindows
Timber architrave, stops (possibly salvaged) R

Door Timber architrave, frame, 4-panel leaf V
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Element Description Age

Room 2-6

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V; with a small
strip of 75mm hardwood boards – E)

Boards:
V/ETC
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows See Room 2-8
Door Opening R

Room 2-7

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash V
Door Timber architrave, frame 4-panel leaf R

Room 2-8
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard R
Walls Set plaster R
Floor Carpet over timber boards, timber floor

structure. Boards not sighted (1999 survey
identified 150mm T&G pine– V)

Boards:
V
Carpet:
R

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period style R
Timber box frame, sash VWindows
Timber architrave R

Door Timber architrave, frame, leaf R
Other Plaster flue on south wall

Timber staff moulds
V
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Figure 34: Floor plans indicating space numbers used in the fabric survey of 93 George
Street.
(Source: Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority)
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Element Description Age

93 GEORGE STREET – Cellar (refer to Figure 34)

Store Room B-01
Exposed joists, rafters and boards VCeiling
Part masonite lining L or R
Brick V
Painted and unpainted L & R

Walls

Brick repairs L or R
Floor Concrete, concrete slab floor structure L

Brick VDoorway
Painted and unpainted L & R
Timber stair – recent except for first stone
tread,
paint outline of previous stair

L

Brick open fireplace, painted recently V
Timber & steel shelving L and/or

R

Other

Service pipes L

Store Room B-02

Exposed joists, rafters and boards, part
masonite lining

LCeiling

Access hatch to G V or L
Brick – V; painted and unpainted – L & RWalls
Brick repairs L or R

Floor Concrete, concrete slab floor structure L
Windows Lightwell
Other Coolroom, service pipes L and/or

R

93 GEORGE STREET – Ground Floor (refer to Figure 34)

Room G-01
Ceiling Timber beaded boards, timber cornice V

Render removed to expose brick L
Timber beaded boards above shopfront V

Walls

Plaster to wall openings, timber fibreboard
riser and conduits

L

110mm tongue & groove timber, black japan
finish, timber floor structure

V?Floor

Basement access hatch 110 timber boards,
black japan finish

V?

Skirtings 250mm timber V
Windows Glass timber shopfront L or R
Doorway Frame, architrave, fanlight, door leaf L or R

Room G-02

Ceiling Painted concrete L/R
Walls Concrete render, stainless steel, ceramic tile L
Floor 110 mm tongue & groove timber, black japan

finish, concrete slab floor structure
L
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Element Description Age
Terrazzo & terracotta tiles L

Skirtings Concrete cove L
Openings L
Architrave, frame, sash, sill timber Reused

V

Windows

Glass panes Some
L/R

Other Stainless steel kitchen fitout L

Room G-03
Ceiling Painted concrete L/R
Walls Concrete render, ceramic tile L
Floor Terracotta tiles, concrete slab floor structure L
Skirtings Concrete cove L
Doorway Frame, flush timber door leaf timber L

Room G-04
Ceiling Painted concrete L/R
Walls Concrete render L

Concrete, concrete slab floor structure LFloor
Steel access plates L or R

Doorway Timber frame, flyscreen door leaf ?

Room G-05

Ceiling Timber beaded boards, timber cornice V
Walls Render removed to expose brick; plaster to

wall openings; stainless steel splashback &
ceramic tile trim

All L

Floor Terrazzo tiles on timber floor structure L
Doorway Frame, louvre door leaf timber L or R

Kitchen & Bar fitout LOther
Stair to L1 V

Room G-06 Refer room 1.07

93 GEORGE STREET – First Floor (refer to Figure 34)

Room 1-01
Ceiling Plasterboard, ceiling rose L
Walls Render removed to expose brick, timber

fibreboard riser & conduits, exposed timber
staff mould to chimney breast, brickwork
repairs

L

Floor Butt jointed 15x140 timber, black japan finish,
timber floor structure

V

Skirtings 190mm timber, painted V
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill V
Doorway Opening, boxed-in timber lintel L
Other Timber fireplace and cast iron grate, brick

relieving arch over doorway to room 1.11
V

Room 1-02
Ceiling Plasterboard, ceiling rose L
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Element Description Age
Render removed to expose brick, brick repair LWalls
100mm beaded timber lining boards, exposed
frame

V

Floor Butt jointed 15x140 timber black japan finish,
timber floor structure

V

Skirtings 190mm timber, painted V
Door Timber architrave, frame; no door leaf V

Wall and doorway graffiti L and /or
R

Brick relieving arch over doorway to room
1.04

V

Other

Repairs to brick relieving arch L or R

Room 1-03
Ceiling Plasterboard L
Walls Plastered, ceramic tiles splashback and mirror

border
L

Floor Terracotta tiles, concrete slab floor structure L
Skirtings Ceramic tiles L
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill L
Door Flush hollow core timber door leaf, timber

frame
L

Other Ceramic tile pedestal basin L

Room 1-04
Ceiling Plasterboard L
Walls Plasterboard, plastered L
Floor 100mm T&G timber boards, concrete slab

floor structure
L

Skirtings 60mm timber and 70mm timber L

Room 1-05

Ceiling Plasterboard L
Walls Plasterboard, plastered L
Floor 100mm T&G timber boards, concrete slab

floor structure
L

Skirtings 60mm timber L
Door Timber frame, architrave, flush door leaf L
Other Ceramic tile pedestal basin L

Room 1-06

Ceiling Plasterboard, timber fibreboard, Perspex
skylight

L

Walls Plasterboard, plastered, ceramic splashback
& mirror border

L

Floor 100mm T&G timber boards, concrete slab
floor structure

L

Skirtings Terrazzo tile L
Door Timber frame, architrave, flush door leaf L
Other Ceramic tile pedestal basin L

Room 1-07
Ceiling Plasterboard L
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Element Description Age
Walls Plaster L
Floor Concrete stair, concrete structure L
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill L

Timber gate to room 1.04 L or RDoor
External reused framed and sheeted door and
hardware

V

Other 2 no. 4 panel door leaves stored at base of
stair

V

Room 1-08
Ceiling Plasterboard L
Walls Plasterboard, plastered L
Floor Terrazzo tile, concrete slab floor structure L
Skirtings Ceramic tiles L
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill L
Door Flush timber door leaf, timber frame L
Other Ceramic tile WC L

Room 1-09
Ceiling Plasterboard L
Walls Plaster, timber partition, ceramic tile border to

urinal
Floor Terracotta tiles, ceramic tile hob, concrete

slab floor structure
L

Skirtings Ceramic tile L
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill L
Door Flush timber door leaf, timber frame L
Other Stainless steel urinal L

Room 1-10
Ceiling Plasterboard L
Walls Plaster, timber partition L
Floor Terracotta tiles, concrete slab floor structure L
Skirtings Ceramic tiles L
Door Flush timber door leaf, timber frame L
Other Ceramic tile WC L

Room 1-11

Ceiling Plasterboard
Render removed to expose brick, brick repair LWalls
100mm beaded timber lining boards V

Floor Timber board, black japan finish, timber
structure

V

Skirtings 190mm timber, painted V
Timber architrave, frame, sash, sill VWindows
Plastic film to glass L or R

Door As for 1.01 and 1.02
Other Timber stair, brick relieving arch over window V
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Figure 35: Exterior fabric survey, 91 & 93 George Street east elevation (for key to
numbers, see page 53)

Figure 36: Exterior fabric survey, 91 George Street north elevation (for key to numbers,
see page 53)
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Figure 37: Exterior fabric survey, 91 & 93 George Street west elevation

Key to External Fabric Survey

Item No. Description Age
1 Awning fixing point, metal M (c1928)
2 Sign fixing cleats ?
3 Terracotta vents M (c1928)
4 Street signs L (c1980)
5 Metal grille T (c1920)
6 Bracket for projecting sign R
7 Cartouche V
8 Suspended light fittings R
9 Cast iron vent outlet L?
10 Cast iron bollards E?
11 Tiles in panels L (c1980)
12 Awning, timber frame, sheet metal roof L?
13 Shopfront L?
14 Painted sign L
15 Cast iron vent grille V
16 Wall plaque R?
17 Telecommunications aerial R
18 Salvaged door leaf V
19 Evidence of cellar opening V
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3.4 Comparative Identification of Fabric - External

1875

1879

This 1875 image shows the original 3-
storey Georgian style buildings with hip
roofs on the site of 91 (right) and 93 (left)
George Street.
(Source: SHFA CQ18.4)

This image clearly shows the Argyle
Street elevation of the hotel at 91 George
Street prior to its extensive renovations in
1890. The building terminates at
Greenway Lane.
(Source: Copy held by SHFA)

1905 1930
Following demolition and rebuilding of 93
George Street, this c1905 image shows
the new building as a 2-storey shop with
parapet, as well as the substantially
remodelled hotel building on the corner,
now featuring decorative plasterwork such
as the cartouche. This image also shows
that the last bay of 91 George Street was
built over Greenway Lane as part of the
work in the 1890s.
(Source: Copy held by SHFA)

By 1930, alterations to the hotel resulted
in a changed streetscape appearance for
the ASN Hotel with the addition of an
awning and tiling to the ground floor
external walls.
(Source: Tooth’s Yellow Cards)
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1983
2006

91 George Street, returned to its Victorian
period appearance during renovations of
the building for use as a police station.
The awning has been removed and the
exterior walls returned to a render surface.
The shopfront at 93 George Street has not
yet been reconstructed, and exhibits its
1976 configuration.
(Source: SHFA)

The Argyle Street façade of 91 George
Street features windows re-opened
following the conversion of the building to
retail/commercial uses post-1998.

2006
The shopfront at No. 93 (Zia Pina
pizzeria) has been reconstructed (based
on conjecture) to its 1890s appearance.

3.5 Comparative Identification of Fabric - Internal

No photographs of the interiors of 91 and 93 George Street dating to the period prior to
their substantial renovations in the late 20th century have been located. It is therefore
impossible to depict with certainty how the internal spaces originally appeared.

However, photographs taken at the time of the renovation works to the former ASN
Hotel to convert the building to a police station in 1983 show that all ceilings and
plasterwork were removed and replaced, the stair altered, and floor levels changed at
the ground level.
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Additional works have since been undertaken in 1999 (for use of the place as a Visa
customer service centre) and in 2005 (for the current use of the place as Costi’s
seafood restaurant), resulting in further changes to the appearance of internal spaces.

Generally, the ground floor level is now characterised as a single open-plan chamber
typical of café style eateries, with a serving and food preparation area located along
one wall. The upper two floors, although altered somewhat in 1983, still retain the
spatial character of the former hotel accommodation configuration of the 1920s.

Both levels of 93 George Street are of a 20th century spatial character, created by the
opening up of individual rooms to create large dining spaces on both the ground and
first floor and the exposed brickwork in both dining rooms. However, the timber stair to
the first floor contributes to the sense of a domestic scale in a relatively old building
evident in the place.

3.6 Ability of Fabric to Represent Historic Themes

Some of the fabric of the place has the ability to represent the historic themes which
relate to the history of the place. This fabric is summarised in the table below:

Convict There is a potential for the archaeological resource of the site to
provide information about the c1788 Assistant Surgeon’s House
previously situated on the site, and the association of the former
structure with Francis Greenway. There is also potential for the
archaeological record to provide additional information about the
structures constructed by Michael Gannon on the site.

Commerce Both 91 and 93 George Street represent the continuing importance
of commerce in the area. Fabric which is particularly representative
of this theme (although reconstructed) is the shopfront and awning
of 93 George Street, and the cartouche, splayed corner entrance,
and large ground floor windows of 91 George Street.

Transport No fabric has been identified which could represent this theme.
Towns,
suburbs, and
villages

Greenway Lane is an easily identifiable aspect of the extant fabric
which can represent the historic town planning discussed in this
report. Its rear-lane character is created by the sense of enclosure
caused by the extension of 91 George Street over the lane, the
narrow dimensions of the lane, and the closeness of the building line
of 91 and 93 to the lane, all of which contribute to the historically
evocative aesthetic of the laneway.

Accommodation The spatial configuration of rooms in the former ASN Hotel, 91
George Street (particularly on the second floor) is representative of
this theme.

Labour No fabric has been identified which could represent this theme;
however, the use of the name ‘Former ASN Hotel’ does reflect the
history of 91 George Street as it relates to the 19th and 20th century
working life in The Rocks.

Government &
administration

No fabric has been identified which could represent this theme;
however, the ongoing management of the buildings by a
government agency is to an extent representative of this theme.

Law and Order Very little meaningful fabric is available to represent the phase of
police occupation of the former ASN Hotel, even though this is a
fairly recent aspect of the history of the place.

Persons The ongoing use of the commemorative place name (Greenway
Lane) and plaque affixed to exterior of 93 George Street refer to
Francis Greenway.
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4.0 
Assessment of Cultural Significance

4.1 Assessment of Significance

The following assessment of heritage significance has been prepared utilising the
current evaluation criteria established by the New South Wales Heritage Council.

Criterion (a) – An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s
cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history
of the local area)

The site of 91 and 93 George Street is historically significant as a site continuously
occupied by Europeans since 1788.

The configuration of the buildings and Greenway Lane is historically significant in
demonstrating the approach to urban planning prevalent in The Rocks circa 1840. No.
91 George Street and the original building at 93 George Street were constructed
contemporaneously, together with the buildings at 45-47 Argyle Street and 94-99
George Street, by Michael Gannon under the terms of his lease of the land, imparting
this group of buildings with a shared origin and history. Further, 91 and 93 George
Street are linked by their common subsequent ownership and operation (with 93
George Street functioning at times as a boarding house associated with the hotel at 91
George Street). Additionally, the construction of the current building at 93 George
Street in 1890 was accompanied by the substantial rebuilding of the hotel at 91 George
Street, resulting in a number of decorative features shared between the two buildings.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street is of historical significance as a company-
sponsored hotel, associated with the Australasian Steamship Navigation Company,
which was a prominent transport company in 19th century NSW, operating transport
between Sydney and the Hunter district from the 1851.

The current building at 93 George Street was constructed in 1890 as a direct result of
the condemnation of the previous building on the site by the City of Sydney
Improvement Board, and is an interesting reflection of the 19th century approach to
town sanitation and improvements.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.
The shop at 93 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.

Criterion (b) - An item has strong or special association with the life or
works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural
history of the local area)

The site of 91 and 93 George Street is of significance for its association with the First
Fleet, as the site of the house of the Assistant Surgeon from c1788. The Assistant
Surgeon’s residence is also associated with the first colonial architect, Francis
Greenway, who lived in a house on the site between 1815 and circa 1834.
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The original buildings on the site, although demolished and rebuilt (no. 93) and
substantially rebuilt (no. 91) in 1890, are associated with Michael Gannon, a ticket-of-
leave convict who made a living as a builder in The Rocks, developing a substantial
parcel of land, including the subject site, from 1839. Gannon is an interesting example
of the mid-19th century class of pardoned convicts who remained in NSW and practiced
trades or professions.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.
The shop at 93 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.

Criterion (c) - An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic
characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or technical
achievement in NSW (or the local are natural history (or the
cultural or natural history of the local area)

91 and 93 George Street, as a pair, are aesthetically significant as a fine example of
the Victorian Italianate style, characterised by the unusual garland decoration below
the parapet (both buildings) and the decorative cartouche located on the splayed
corner of 91 George Street.

91 George Street is aesthetically significant for its prominent contribution to the
streetscape at the intersection of the two main streets in The Rocks, George and
Argyle Streets. Although making a less prominent contribution to the streetscape, 93
George Street is of significance in continuing the uniform character of the smaller scale
retail shop buildings with awnings found along George Street in The Rocks.

Both 91 and 93 are significant as contributors to the visual diversity of the streetscape.

Both buildings are aesthetically significant for their contribution to the streetscape of
Greenway Lane, one of the pedestrian laneways in The Rocks area which are highly
significant as evocations of the colonial townscape.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street meets this criterion on a State level.
The shop at 93 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.

Criterion (d) - An item has strong or special association with a particular
community or cultural group in NSW (or the local area) for
social, cultural or spiritual reasons

The buildings are socially significant for their long history and for their contribution to
The Rocks area, Australia’s premier heritage precinct, as evidenced by their inclusion
on a number of lists of buildings of heritage significance formulated by community
groups such as the National Trust of Australia (NSW), and representative bodies such
as the City of Sydney Council and the Heritage Council of NSW.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street does not meet this criterion.
The shop at 93 George Street does not meet this criterion.
The two buildings, as part of the greater Rocks precinct, contribute to this criterion on a
local level.
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Criterion (e) - An item has potential to yield information that will contribute
to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or
the cultural or natural history of the local area)

The site is technically significant for the archaeological potential to reveal evidence of
earlier configurations of the hotel structures and road surfaces as well as the c1788
structure occupied by the First Fleet’s Assistant Surgeon and later by Francis
Greenway.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.
The shop at 93 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.

Criterion (f) - An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects
of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or
natural history of the local area)

The buildings are a rare example of Victorian Italianate-style buildings in The Rocks.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.
The shop at 93 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.

Criterion (g) - An item is important in demonstrating the principal
characteristics of a class of NSW’s

• cultural or natural places; or

• cultural or natural environments.
(or a class of the local area’s
cultural or natural places; or

• cultural or natural environments)

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street is representative of hotel buildings in The
Rocks in terms of its fabric, size, series of renovations, and historical uses. Likewise,
the shop at 93 George Street is an example of the large number Victorian period retail
shops in The Rocks of similar fabric, size, periodic renovations, and uses.

The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.
The shop at 93 George Street meets this criterion on a local level.
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4.2 Statement of Significance – 91 George Street

The site and building at 91George Street, The Rocks, is of heritage significance for its
aesthetic, historical and scientific cultural values, and for its contribution to The Rocks
area, which is of State Heritage significance in its own right. The former ASN Hotel
building, originally built as a hotel circa 1840, addresses the two main thoroughfares of
The Rocks (George and Argyle Streets), and is a fine, rare, example of a Victorian
Italianate-style corner building, which contributes to the aesthetic diversity of The
Rocks streetscape.

The site is historically significant as a place continuously occupied by Europeans since
1788, and for the associations of the site with the first colonial architect Francis
Greenway. Together with other buildings in the immediate vicinity constructed by
emancipist Michael Gannon, the site, including Greenway Lane, demonstrates an
approach to town planning typical of the 1840s development of The Rocks.

The site has scientific significance for the archaeological potential to reveal evidence of
earlier configurations of the hotel structures, road surfaces and earlier buildings on the
site. The building is socially significant for its long history, enjoyed as a pub for many
decades up to 1983, and for its contribution to The Rocks area, Australia’s premier
heritage precinct.

4.3 Statement of Significance – 91 George Street

The site and building at 93George Street, The Rocks, is of heritage significance for its
aesthetic, historical and scientific cultural values, and for its contribution to The Rocks
area, which is of State Heritage significance in its own right. The shop at 93 George
Street, built circa 1890 after a previous (c1840) building on the site was condemned by
the City Improvement Board, provides an interesting reflection of the 19th century
approach to town sanitation and improvements.

Although a modest two-storey shop building typical of its time, 93 George Street shares
a number of decorative elements with the former ASN Hotel building at 91 George
Street, and contributes to the aesthetic diversity of The Rocks streetscape.

The site is historically significant as a place continuously occupied by Europeans since
1788, and for the associations of the site with the first colonial architect Francis
Greenway. Together with other buildings in the immediate vicinity constructed by
emancipist Michael Gannon, the site, including Greenway Lane, demonstrates an
approach to town planning typical of the 1840s development of The Rocks.

The site has scientific significance for the archaeological potential to reveal evidence of
road surfaces and earlier buildings on the site. The building is socially significant for its
long history, and for its contribution to The Rocks area, Australia’s premier heritage
precinct.

4.4 Curtilage

The minimum heritage curtilage for the buildings should take in the footprints of the
buildings, the adjacent footpaths, as well as that part of Greenway Lane which is
adjacent both buildings. Due to their long history as related buildings, the
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contemporaneous construction of 93 George Street and the substantial rebuilding of 91
George Street, resulting in a number of shared external features, it is appropriate to
consider the two buildings together for the purposes of conservation planning.
However, treatment of the two buildings as individual items on heritage registers such
as the Authority’s section 170 Heritage & Conservation Register and the NSW State
Heritage Register, is appropriate, given their current separate tenancies and differing
uses.

Figure 38: Site plan with minimum heritage curtilage indicated.
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5.0 
Grading of Significance
Grading reflects the contribution the element makes to overall significance of the item
(or the degree to which the significance of the item would be diminished if the
component were removed or altered).  91 and 93 George Street have been assessed
to determine a relative grading of significance into five levels.  This process examines a
number of factors, including:

• Original design quality

• Degree of intactness and general condition

• Relative age and authenticity (original, replaced)

• Extent of subsequent alterations

• Association with important people or events

• Ability to demonstrate a rare quality, craft or construction process

In accordance with the NSW HO Guidelines for Assessing Heritage Significance, the
standard NSW HO five-grade system has been modified to assess individual
contribution of each element to the overall significance of the item.  The following five
grades of significance have been defined:

EXCEPTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
Includes fabric that makes the greatest direct contribution to the item’s significance.
This particularly refers to rare or outstanding original fabric and spaces of particular
historic and aesthetic value, and unaltered original elements and features.

HIGH SIGNIFICANCE
Includes elements and features that make an important contribution to the recognition
of the item’s significance albeit the fabric may not be in good condition.  This may
include elements that have been altered, or elements created as part of a generally
sympathetic alteration to the building.  This category is likely to include much of the
extant fabric from the early phases of construction and many reconstructed early or
original elements wherever these make an important contribution to the significance of
the item.

MODERATE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes building fabric and relationships that are supportive of the overall significance
of the item and have some heritage value, but do not make an important or key
contribution to that significance.  Also includes elements and features which were
originally of higher significance, but have been compromised by later, less significant
modifications or elements that have deteriorated beyond repair and cannot be
reconstructed in a technologically feasible manner.

LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE
Includes fabric generally neutral in heritage value.  Also includes most of the fabric
associated with recent alterations and additions made to accommodate changing
functional requirements.  These are components generally of neutral impact on the
complex’s significance.
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INTRUSIVE
Includes fabric which adversely affects the significance of the complex or fabric created
without respect for the intangible values of the building.  Removal of elements of this
category would directly increase the overall heritage value of the item.  It is anticipated
that much of the fabric created in the recent decades may be in this category.

This grading has been established as a tool to assist in developing appropriate
conservation measures for the treatment of 91 and 93 George Street and their various
elements.  Good conservation practice encourages the focussing on change or
upgrading of historical buildings to those areas or components which make a lesser
contribution to significance.  The areas or components that make a greater or defining
contribution to significance should generally be left intact or changed with the greatest
care and respect.

The rationale followed in grading the significance of 91 and 93 George Street reflects
the three groups the fabric and features may be categorised in:
- Victorian (c1890) fabric and features are generally accorded the grading of ‘high’
- Fabric and features which are a recent (c1983) reconstruction of the Victorian

appearance of the two buildings is generally graded ‘moderate’. This is done in
order to allow a clear distinction between the recent reconstructions and the early
fabric the reconstructions are based on.

- Fabric and features introduced in the late 20th century up to the present is generally
graded as ‘little’.

No fabric was identified as ‘intrusive’ as all of the fabric contributes to the changing
functional requirements of the buildings. In the case of 91 and 93 George Street, these
changes have been made sensitively, and plant and services equipment are kept well
out of view. The grading of ‘exceptional’ was retained for fabric relating to the c1840
appearance of the buildings. The present appearance of 91 and 93 George Street is
the result of a 1980s attempt to recreate the buildings’ c1890 appearance. At this
stage, and without intervention in the fabric, no fabric can be reliably dated to the
1840s, and therefore the ‘exceptional’ grading has not been used. It is possible,
however, that the 1840 cellars 93 George Streets were re-used in the new building
constructed about 1890; and it is possible that kernels of 1840 fabric survive beneath
later accretions of fabric at 91 George Street.
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5.1 Grading of Significant Elements and Spaces

5.1.1 East Façade External Elements

NTS

Overall level of
significance:

High

Grading of Elements

None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Massing and scale of facades

• Victorian Italianate architectural style of facades

• Pattern of fenestration

• Quality of rendered facade

• Cartouche

• Garland decoration to parapets

• Parapet roof forms

• Awning fixing points

• Vents (terracotta and cast iron)

• Appearance of awning and shopfront to No. 93

• Evidence of cellar entry to No. 91

HIGH

None identified MODERATE

• Painted signs
• Suspended light fittings

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE
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5.1.2 North Façade External Elements

NTS

Overall level of
significance:

High

Grading of Elements

None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Scale and massing of facade

• Pattern of fenestration

• Garland decoration to parapets

• Parapet roof forms

• Arched entrance to Greenway Lane

• Tiles in panels

HIGH

None identified MODERATE

• Suspended light fittings LITTLE
None identified INTRUSIVE
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5.1.3 West Façade External Elements

NTS

Overall level of
significance:

Moderate

Grading of Elements

None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Character of laneway, defined by the adjacent buildings’
scale, their relative different sizes, their simple pattern of
fenestration, their clear geometric massing of form, and their
lack of decoration. The building line hard up to the laneway,
the lack of a footpath, and the sense of enclosure created by
the  extension of no. 91 George Street over the lane all
contribute to the rear lane character of Greenway Lane.

HIGH

• Pattern of fenestration MODERATE

• Suspended light fittings LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE
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5.1.4 91 George Street – Basement Level Internal Elements

  NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements

None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Spatial configuration generally, including plan form, ceiling
heights, presence of lightwells

• Evidence of infill fireplace to chimney breast in B-2

• Evidence of infill relieving arch in B-5

• Brick relieving arch in B-6

HIGH

None identified MODERATE

• Recent finishes to ceilings, walls, floors

• Recent windows

• Stair

• Coolroom

• Recent partition walls (indicated on plan above)

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.1.5 91 George Street – Ground Floor Internal Elements

NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements

None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Fenestration in its current configuration

• Stair to first floor
HIGH

• Fabric of windows and doors reconstructed to c1890
appearance

• Spatial configuration

MODERATE

• Ceiling, wall, floor finishes

• Kitchen fitout

• Stair to cellar

• Lavatory fitout

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.1.6 91 George Street – First Floor Internal Elements

NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements

None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Generally, plan form, spatial configuration, and volumes of
Rooms 1-2, 1-9, and Hall 1-5

• Fenestration in its current configuration

• Stair

• Door leafs identified as Victorian in fabric survey : to rooms 1-1,
1-3, 1-9

• Door opening to Room 1-2

• Windows identified as Victorian in fabric survey: in rooms 1-2,
,1-4, 1-7, 1-8, 1-9 (Note: some assemblies contain recent
reconstructions as indicated in the fabric survey)

• Floorboards (not sighted, but assumed to be the Victorian
floors identified in the 1999 CMP)

• Chimney breast in Room 1-9 (not sighted, assumed to be
Victorian and retain the tiled hearth and staff mouldings
identified in the 1999 CMP)

HIGH

• Generally, plan form, spatial configuration, and volumes of
Rooms 1-4, 1-6/1-7, and 1-8

• Recent reconstructed Victorian period window assembly
components (refer to fabric survey)

• Recent reconstructed Victorian period door leafs

• Recent reconstructed Victorian period skirtings

MODERATE

• Ceiling and wall finishes

• Carpet to floors

• Lavatory and kitchen fitouts

• Fitted cupboards, Room 1-9

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.1.7 91 George Street – Second Floor Internal Elements

  NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements
None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Generally, plan form, spatial configuration, and volumes of
Rooms 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-7, and Hall 2-4

• Pattern of fenestration throughout

• Stair

• Large arched window in stair well

• Door leafs identified as Victorian in fabric survey: to rooms 2-1,
2-2, 2-3, 2-5

• Windows identified as Victorian in fabric survey: in rooms 2-1,
2-2, 2-3, 2-5, 2-7, 2-8 (Note: some assemblies contain recent
reconstructions as indicated in the fabric survey)

• Floorboards (not sighted, but assumed to be the Victorian
floors identified in the 1999 CMP)

HIGH

• Generally, plan form, spatial configuration, and volumes of
Rooms 2-6, 2-8, and the roof over Room 1-1, visible from
windows in Room 2-1

• Recent reconstructed Victorian period window assembly
components (refer to fabric survey)

• Recent reconstructed Victorian period door leafs

• Recent reconstructed Victorian period skirtings

MODERATE

• Ceiling and wall finishes

• Carpet to floors

• Fitted cupboards, Room 1-9

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.1.8 93 George Street – Basement Level Internal Elements

NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements
None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Spatial configuration generally, including plan form and ceiling
heights

• Fabric of the walls, including the open brick fireplace

• First stone tread to stair

HIGH

None identified MODERATE

• Recent finishes to ceilings, walls, floors

• Timber stair (excluding first stone tread)

• Coolroom

• Recent shelving

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.1.9 93 George Street – Ground Floor Internal Elements

NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements
None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Timber beaded boards and cornices to Rooms G-01 and G-05

• Timber floorboards to Rooms G-01 and G-02

• Skirtings to Room G-01

• Stair to first floor

HIGH

• Generally, plan form, spatial configuration, and volumes of
Rooms G-01 and G-05

• Exposed brick walls in G-01 and G-05

• Relocated window assembly in Room G-02

• Shopfront window

• Entrance door

MODERATE

• Ceiling, floor, and wall finishes except those mentioned above

• Kitchen and bar fitouts
LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.1.10 93 George Street – First Floor Internal Elements

NTS

Key to levels of
significance

Grading of Elements
None identified EXCEPTIONAL

• Generally, plan form, spatial configuration, and volumes of
Rooms 1-01, 1-02, 1-11

• Exposed timber staff mould to chimney breast in Room 1-01

• Floorboards to Rooms 1-01 and 1-02, 1-11

• Skirtings to Rooms 1-01 and 1-02, 1-11

• Windows to Room 1-01

• Fireplace, grate in Room 1-01

• Timber lining boards to Room 1-02 and 1-11

• Timber architrave and frame, door opening Room 1-02

• Window in 1-11 (except applied film)

• Timber stair (1-11)

• Framed and sheeted door and hardware, Room 1-07

HIGH

• Exposed brick walls in Rooms 1-01, 1-02, 1-11

• 2 no. 4-panel door leaves stored at base of stair in 1-07
MODERATE

• Ceiling, floor, wall finishes to Rooms 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, 1-8,
1-9, 1-10

• Lavatory fitouts

LITTLE

None identified INTRUSIVE

N
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5.2 Schedule of Significant Elements

The table below summarises the significant elements of the place and the condition of
these elements. The following terms are used to describe the condition as noted during
fabric surveys in August 2006. It must be noted that in some cases, listed in the
Limitations Section 1.10, fabric was not possible to view.

Condition Description

Excellent Building or fabric element has no defects.  Condition and appearance
are as new.

Good Building or element exhibits superficial wear and tear, minor defects,
minor signs of deterioration to surface finishes, but does not require
major maintenance.  No major defects exist.

Fair Building or element is in average condition.  Deteriorated surfaces
require attention.  Services are functional but require attention.
Deferred maintenance work exists.

Poor Building or element has deteriorated badly.  Serious structural
problems exist.  General appearance is poor with eroded protective
coatings.  Elements are defective, services are frequently failing,
significant number of major defects exist.

Very Poor Building or element has failed.  It is not operational and is unfit for
occupancy or normal use.

These condition grades indicate the level of intervention required.  For elements in
Very Poor condition, reconstruction may be the only available option.  For elements
assessed as being in Poor or Fair condition, various degrees of repair or maintenance
may be required, immediately or in the short term, to prevent further deterioration and
the subsequent loss of significance.  Elements in Good condition may need some
maintenance but the need for repair is not anticipated in the next two or three years,
while elements in Excellent condition are likely to need only minor maintenance in the
next five to ten years.

SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street

Building / Element Condition Significance

91and 93 GEORGE STREET – Exteriors

East Facade

Awning fixing point, metal Good High
Sign fixing cleats Good Little
Terracotta vents Good High
Street signs Good Little
Metal grille Good High
Bracket for projecting sign Good Little
Cartouche Good High
Suspended light fittings Good Little
Awning, timber frame, sheet metal roof Good Moderate
Shopfront Good Moderate
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street

Building / Element Condition Significance

Painted sign Good Little
Cast iron vent grille Good High
Wall plaque Good Little
Telecommunications aerial Good? Little
Evidence of cellar opening Good High

North Facade
Awning fixing points Good High
Terracotta vents Good High
Cartouche Good High
Suspended light fitting Good Little
Cast iron vent outlet Good Moderate
Cast iron bollards Good Moderate
Tiles in panels Good Moderate

West Facade
Bracket for sign Good Little
Suspended light fitting Good Little
Salvaged door leaf Good High

91 GEORGE STREET – Ground Floor

Store B-1
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Cement rendered Good Little
Floor Ceramic tile Good Little
Windows Lightwell rendered, painted Good Moderate
Doorway Metal frame Good Little
Other Coolroom Good Little

Store B-2

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Painted brick Good Moderate
Floor Ceramic tile Good Little
Windows Lightwell - painted brick Good Moderate
Doorway Metal frame Good Little

Stair B-3
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Exposed brick, painted brick Good Little
Floor Ceramic tile Good Little
Doorway Galvanised steel Good Little

Store B-4

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard - R Good Little
Walls Painted brick Good Moderate
Floor Ceramic tile Good Little
Windows Lightwell - painted brick Good Moderate
Doorway Timber frame, flush door leaf

Opening to B6
Good Little

Other Aluminium ventilation grille east wall Good Little
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street

Building / Element Condition Significance

Room B-5

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Painted brick Good Little
Floor Vinyl over concrete (lower level than B6) Good Little
Doorway Opening; timber frame, flush door leaf Good Little

Evidence of infill relieving arch Good High
Evidence of infill doorway in west wall Good Little

Other

Brick infill - R Good Little

Store B-6

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Painted brick, paint Good Little
Floor Ceramic tile, concrete plinth Good Little
Windows Lightwell - painted brick Good Moderate

Brick relieving arch in north wall with
iron bar

Good HighOther

Gas inlet in east lightwell Good Little

Room B-7
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Painted brick, paint Good Little
Floor Ceramic tile Good Little
Windows Lightwell - painted brick, paint Good Moderate
Doorway Opening, timber frame and flush door

leaf
Good Little

Other Concrete lintel to lightwell Good Little

91 GEORGE STREET – Ground Floor

Room G-3
Ceiling Suspended Plasterboard Excellent Little
Walls (north, west, south) Set plaster, mirrors;

(east) Stud plasterboard
Excellent Little

Floor 150mm tongue & groove pine Excellent Little
Skirtings 165mm timber Excellent Moderate
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, fixed

sash, sill
Excellent Moderate

Door Timber architrave, frame, door leaf Excellent Moderate
Other Fixed counter tables west & north walls Excellent Little

Room G-7
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Excellent Little
Walls Stainless steel Excellent Little
Floor Ceramic tiles Excellent Little
Other Stainless steel kitchen fitout Excellent Little

Room G-8
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Excellent Little
Walls Plaster Excellent Little
Floor Vinyl tile Excellent Little
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street

Building / Element Condition Significance

Timber entry steps
Skirtings Timber 165mm Excellent Moderate
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, fixed

sash, sill
Excellent Moderate

Door Timber frame, door leaf, fanlight Excellent Moderate
Other Counter Excellent Little

91 GEORGE STREET – First Floor

Room 1-1

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Ceramic tiles Good Little
Floor Ceramic tiles Good Little
Windows Timber framed Good Little
Door Timber 4-panel door, relocated? Good Moderate
Other WC fitout including toilets, hand basins,

etc
Good Little

Room 1-2

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

North: Timber box frame, sash Good High
           Timber architrave Good Moderate

Windows

South: Timber architrave, box frame,
sash

Good High

Door Opening Good High

Room 1-3

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Ceramic tiles Good Little
Floor Ceramic tiles Good Little
Windows Timber framed Good Little
Door Timber 4-panel door, relocated? Good Moderate
Other WC fitout including toilets, hand basins,

etc
Good Little

Room 1-4

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High
Door Opening Good Little

Stair 1-5
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street
Building / Element Condition Significance
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Door See individual rooms Good
Stair Handrail, balusters, newel posts –

painted over stained pine.
Material of treads and risers not visible
due to recent carpet

Good High

Room 1-7
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls North & east – set plaster Good Little

South and west – stud plasterboard Good Little
Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High
Door Opening Good Little

Room 1-8
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Lino Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High
Door Opening Good Little

Room 1-9
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High
Timber frame, 4-panel leaf Good HighDoor
Timber architrave Good Moderate

Other Fitted cupboards Good Little

91 GEORGE STREET – Second Floor

Room 2-1
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street 

Building / Element Condition Significance 

 
Stair 1-5 
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little 
Walls Set plaster Good Little 

Carpet Good Little Floor 
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High 

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period 
style 

Good Moderate 

Door See individual rooms Good  
Stair Handrail, balusters, newel posts – 

painted over stained pine. 
Material of treads and risers not visible 
due to recent carpet 

Good High 

 
Room 1-7 

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little 
Walls North & east – set plaster Good Little 
 South and west – stud plasterboard Good Little 

Carpet Good Little Floor 
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High 

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period 
style 

Good Moderate 

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High 
Door Opening Good Little 
 
Room 1-8 

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little 
Walls Set plaster Good Little 

Lino Good Little Floor 
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High 

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period 
style 

Good Moderate 

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High 
Door Opening Good Little 
 
Room 1-9 
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little 
Walls Set plaster Good Little 

Carpet Good Little Floor 
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High 

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period 
style 

Good Moderate 

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High 
Timber frame, 4-panel leaf Good High Door 
Timber architrave Good Moderate 

Other Fitted cupboards Good Little 
 
91 GEORGE STREET – Second Floor  

 
Room 2-1 

Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little 
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        91 George Street
Building / Element Condition Significance

Room 2-6
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Door Opening Good Little

Room 2-7
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash Good High
Door Timber architrave, frame 4-panel leaf Good Moderate

Room 2-8
Ceiling Suspended plasterboard Good Little
Walls Set plaster Good Little

Carpet Good LittleFloor
Floorboards (not visible) Fair to Poor High

Skirtings 165mm Timber, Late Victorian Period
style

Good Moderate

Timber box frame, sash Good HighWindows
Timber architrave Good Moderate

Door Timber architrave, frame, leaf Good Moderate
Other Plaster flue on south wall

Timber staff moulds
Good High
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        93 George Street
Building / Element Condition Significance

93 GEORGE STREET – Basement Level

Store Room B-01
Exposed joists, rafters and boards Poor HighCeiling
Part masonite lining Poor Little
Brick Fair to Poor HighWalls
Brick repairs Poor Little

Floor Concrete Good Little
Doorway Brick Good High

Timber stair – recent except for first
stone tread, paint outline of previous
stair

Fair Little

Brick open fireplace, painted recently Fair High
Timber & steel shelving Good Little

Other

Service pipes Good Little

Store Room B-02
Exposed joists, rafters and boards, part
masonite lining

Poor LittleCeiling

Access hatch to Ground level Fair Moderate
Brick Fair to Poor HighWalls
Brick repairs Poor Little

Floor Concrete Good Little
Windows Lightwell Fair to Poor Moderate
Other Coolroom, service pipes Good Little

93 GEORGE STREET – Ground Floor

Room G-01
Ceiling Timber beaded boards, timber cornice Good High

Timber beaded boards above shopfront Good HighWalls
Plaster to wall openings, timber
fibreboard riser and conduits

Good Little

110mm tongue & groove timber, black
japan finish

Good HighFloor

Basement access hatch 110 timber
boards, black japan finish

Good High

Skirtings 250mm timber Good High
Windows Glass timber shopfront Good Moderate
Doorway Frame, architrave, fanlight, door leaf Good Moderate

Room G-02
Ceiling Painted concrete Good Little
Walls Concrete render, stainless steel,

ceramic tile
Good Little

110 mm tongue & groove timber, black
japan finish

Good HighFloor

Terrazzo & terracotta tiles Good Little
Skirtings Concrete cove Good Little
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        93 George Street
Building / Element Condition Significance

Openings Good Little
Architrave, frame, sash, sill timber Fair Moderate

Windows

Glass panes Good Little
Other Stainless steel kitchen fitout Good Little

Room G-03
Ceiling Painted concrete Good Little
Walls Concrete render, ceramic tile Good Little
Floor Terracotta tiles Good Little
Skirtings Concrete cove Good Little
Doorway Frame, flush timber door leaf timber Good Little

Room G-04
Ceiling Painted concrete Good Little
Walls Concrete render Good Little

Concrete Good LittleFloor
Steel access plates Good Little

Doorway Timber frame, flyscreen door leaf Good Little

Room G-05
Ceiling Timber beaded boards, timber cornice Good High
Walls Plaster to wall openings; stainless steel

splashback & ceramic tile trim
Good Little

Floor Terrazzo tiles Good Little
Doorway Frame, louvre door leaf timber Good Little

Kitchen & Bar fitout Good LittleOther
Stair to L1 Fair High

Room G-06 Refer room 1.07

93 GEORGE STREET – First Floor

Room 1-01
Ceiling Plasterboard, ceiling rose Good Moderate
Walls Timber fibreboard riser & conduits,

exposed brick with timber staff mould to
chimney breast, brickwork repairs

Good Moderate

Floor Butt jointed 15x140 timber, black japan
finish

Good High

Skirtings 190mm timber, painted Good High
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill Good High
Doorway Opening, boxed-in timber lintel Good Little
Other Timber fireplace and cast iron grate,

brick relieving arch over doorway to
room 1.11

Good High

Room 1-02
Ceiling Plasterboard, ceiling rose Good Moderate

Brick, brick repairs Good ModerateWalls
100mm beaded timber lining boards,
exposed frame

Good High
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        93 George Street
Building / Element Condition Significance
Floor Butt jointed 15x140 timber black japan

finish
Good High

Skirtings 190mm timber, painted Good High
Door Timber architrave, frame; no door leaf Good High

Wall and doorway graffiti Good Little
Brick relieving arch over doorway to
room 1.04

Good High
Other

Repairs to brick relieving arch Good Little

Room 1-03
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plastered, ceramic tiles splashback and

mirror border
Good Little

Floor Terracotta tiles Good Little
Skirtings Ceramic tiles Good Little
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill Good Little
Door Flush hollow core timber door leaf,

timber frame
Good Little

Other Ceramic tile pedestal basin Good Little

Room 1-04
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plasterboard, plastered Good Little
Floor Tongue & groove 100mm, timber Good Little
Skirtings 60mm timber and 70mm timber Good Little

Room 1-05
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plasterboard, plastered Good Little
Floor Tongue & groove 100mm, timber Good Little
Skirtings 60mm timber Good Little
Door Timber frame, architrave, flush door leaf Good Little
Other Ceramic tile pedestal basin Good Little

Room 1-06
Ceiling Plasterboard, timber fibreboard,

Perspex skylight
Good Little

Walls Plasterboard, plastered, ceramic
splashback & mirror border

Good Little

Floor Tongue & groove 100mm, timber Good Little
Skirtings Terrazzo tile Good Little
Door Timber frame, architrave, flush door leaf Good Little
Other Ceramic tile pedestal basin Good Little

Room 1-07
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plaster Good Little
Floor Concrete stair Good Little
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill Good Little
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS                                        93 George Street
Building / Element Condition Significance

Timber gate to room 1.04 Good LittleDoor
External reused framed and sheeted
door and hardware

Good High

Other 2 no. 4 panel door leaves stored at base
of stair

Good? Moderate

Room 1-08
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plasterboard, plastered Good Little
Floor Terrazzo tile Good Little
Skirtings Ceramic tiles Good Little
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill Good Little
Door Flush timber door leaf, timber frame Good Little
Other Ceramic tile WC Good Little

Room 1-09
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plaster, timber partition, ceramic tile

border to urinal
Good Little

Floor Terracotta tiles, ceramic tile hob Good Little
Skirtings Ceramic tile Good Little
Windows Timber architrave, box frame, sash, sill Good Little
Door Flush timber door leaf, timber frame Good Little
Other Stainless steel urinal Good Little

Room 1-10
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Little
Walls Plaster, timber partition Good Little
Floor Terracotta tiles Good Little
Skirtings Ceramic tiles Good Little
Door Flush timber door leaf, timber frame Good Little
Other Ceramic tile WC Good Little

Room 1-11
Ceiling Plasterboard Good Moderate

Brick, brick repair Good ModerateWalls
100mm beaded timber lining boards Good High

Floor Timber Fair High
Skirtings 190mm timber, painted Good High

Timber architrave, frame, sash, sill Good HighWindows
Plastic film to glass Good Little

Other Timber stair, brick relieving arch over
window

Good High
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6.0 
Constraints, Opportunities and
Requirements
This section outlines various major issues involved in the preparation of the
conservation guidelines for the site.  It takes into consideration matters arising from the
statement of significance, procedural constraints imposed by cultural conservation
methodology such as that of the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter.  It identifies all
statutory and non-statutory listings that apply for the site and describes constraints and
opportunities arising from these listings.

6.1 Issues Arising from the Statement of Significance
Considering the Statement of Significance, the following issues need to be addressed
in the conservation guidelines.

• All components of 91 and 93 George Street should be retained and conserved and
should continue to be used principally for retail and commercial purposes.

• All components of 91 and 93 George Street should exemplify and reflect all
significant periods of its development.

• No new work or activity should be carried out, which will detract from or obscure
physical evidence of the major phases of development of the site and building
components.

• No works or activity should be carried out that will obscure or detract from physical
evidence of the occupation and use of the site and its building components.

• No building or landscaping should detract from the significance of 91 and 93
George Street.

• New works or activities at the place should enhance its significant historic
character.

• Aspects of 91 and 93 George Street which contribute to the visual character of The
Rocks should be conserved and not obscured in any future development.

6.2 Issues Arising from Physical Condition of the Place

91 George Street appears to be largely in excellent to good condition, having been
renovated relatively recently for use as a restaurant and offices. Areas identified for
attention in the short term are the investigation of the floorboards on the first and
second floor, and the improvement of natural light control in the upper level offices.
Neither of these issues are believed to be of such severity to limit the occupation and
use of the building.
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93 George Street is a well maintained building and is in good to fair condition
throughout, with the exception of the basement. There, the ceiling linings appear to be
waterlogged and there is cracking evident in the bricks, the cause of which should be
investigated. In the basement and first floors, there is also evidence of previous ad hoc
brick repairs using cement mortar, which should be replaced with lime mortar
throughout.

6.3 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
The Rocks is managed by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority, which was
constituted on 1 February 1999 under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Act, 1998.  The
Rocks area is, therefore, not within the jurisdiction of the Council of the City of Sydney.

The principle functions of the Foreshore Authority are stated in its Act as follows:

(a) to protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the foreshore area;
(b) to promote, co-ordinate, manage, undertake and secure the orderly and economic

development and use of the foreshore area, including the provision of infrastructure;
(c) to promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure , provide and conduct

cultural, educational, commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment and transport
activities and facilities.

In recognition of the importance of heritage conservation in The Rocks, The Rocks
Heritage Management Plan (adopted February, 2002) has been prepared to provide a
firm basis for understanding and conserving the heritage value of The Rocks and to
assist in preparing individual Conservation Management Plans for heritage buildings
within The Rocks.

6.3.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and Charter
Vision
To demonstrate vision and leadership in creating quality environments that are
enriching, diverse, accessible and sustainable by continually improving Sydney’s
significant waterfront precincts, balancing visitor, community and commercial
expectations.

Charter
1. To add value by redevelopment of surplus government land through a highly skilled

organisation that creates new city precincts on the harbour
2. Capitalise on the economic and cultural worth of foreshore precincts, notably The

Rocks, Circular Quay, Darling Harbour, as core attractions for both visitors and
Sydneysiders

3. Balance economic return, vibrancy and diversity of harbour foreshores, including
the working waterfront

4. Deliver excellence in its role as place manager for Sydney’s premier harbour sites
5. As custodian, ensure preservation and interpretation of natural and cultural heritage

around the foreshores, promoting a sense of community ownership
6. Facilitate the opening up of foreshore areas to the public, balancing protection with

active use while improving and extending waterfront public domain.

The Authority proposes, subject to the recommendations of the conservation plan, to
continue to use 91 and 93 George for retail and commercial uses.

6.4 Asset Owner’s Requirements of the Foreshore Authority
Both buildings, 91 and 93 George Street, are located within The Rocks area, which is a
core area of management for the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (SHFA), as
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constituted on 1st February 1999 under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Act, 1998. The
principle functions of the Authority are outlined in the Act as follows:
• To protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the foreshore area
• To promote, co-ordinate, manage, undertake and secure the orderly and economic

development and use of the foreshore area, including the provision of infrastructure
• To promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure, provide and

conduct cultural, educational, commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment and
transport activities and facilities.

Additionally, the Authority is charged with developing and managing the core land
under its control.

As the manager of The Rocks area, the Authority is responsible for the maintenance,
restoration, and presentation to the public of over 100 buildings on the State Heritage
Register. Another aim of the Authority is to ensure the economic development of the
area, which it achieves, in part, by leasing properties to commercial operators. The
Authority aims to strike a balance between responsible heritage management of its
assets while allowing certain changes to take place in order to ensure the ongoing
feasibility of the commercial operators who tenant the buildings.

Management of heritage items by state government agencies is legislated under
Section 170a of the Heritage Act 1977, which requires all heritage items which are
under a state government agency’s care, control, or management to be maintained
with due diligence in accordance with State Owned Heritage Management Principles.
These Principles contain guidelines for the management of heritage assets, and form
part of the NSW State Government policy for  Total Asset Management, which requires
agencies to take an integrated approach to their heritage asset management. The
Principles call for asset management to be conducted according to a five-stage
process which is also used in Total Asset Manage: Identify, plan, implement, manage,
monitor and report. This report is part of the planing stage in the ongoing asset
management of 91 and 93 George Street.

For the foreseeable future, it is expected that the buildings at 91 and 93 George Street
will continue to operate as commercially-tenanted properties. In an ideal scenario, the
income generated from these tenancies will meet the costs of the conservation and
ongoing maintenance of the buildings.

6.5 Heritage Management Framework
6.5.1 NSW Government TAM Guidelines

The Total Asset Management Manual prepared by NSW Government’s Asset
Management Committee requires that: “Sustainable management of heritage values
should be treated by an agency as part of its core business”.  Similarly, TAM
Guidelines for Government Agencies prepared by NSW Treasury require ‘planning use
of heritage assets to maximise their service delivery while protecting their cultural
values’.

While protection of built heritage in The Rocks area is part of the core business of the
Foreshore Authority, these TAM Guidelines can be interpreted to indicate that the
retention of heritage value overrides the financial feasibility of the ongoing reuse of
items.  The cultural importance of The Rocks is widely recognised as paramount, and
in any eventual situation where retention of heritage significance could collide with the
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financial feasibility of the project, the importance of retention of the heritage
significance shall be given a priority.

6.5.2 Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs)

There are three principle EPIs under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 that are applicable to The Rocks, and these are as follows:

A. State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005

Under SEPP (–Major Projects) 2005, Part 3A of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act applies to development valued at over $5 Million within the specified
Sydney Harbour Foreshore sites (including The Rocks).  Part 4 of the Act applies to
development valued under $5 million.

The minister is the consent authority for development in Foreshore Authority sites
under both Part 3A and Part 4 of the Act.  The Foreshore Authority’s Planning
Assessment Team receives and processes development applications under Parts 3A
and 4 of the Act.

The authority to determine applications under Part 4 of the Act (development under $5
million) has been delegated from the Minister to the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority’s Planning Assessment Manager.  The Minister remains the consent authority
for applications under Part 3A of the Act (development over $5 million).

B. Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment) 2005

The Rocks is included in the 'Foreshores and Waterways Area' defined in the SREP,
and as such any development must be considered in terms of the criteria set out in
clauses 21 to 27 of the SREP.  The SREP does not identify any heritage items within
The Rocks, however it does identify the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Circular Quay
Ferry Wharves as heritage items and any development within their vicinity needs to be
considered in terms of impacts on these items, including views to the items.  Draft
Amendment 1 to the SREP also identifies a ‘Buffer Zone’ for development in the vicinity
of the Sydney Opera House, which covers a majority of The Rocks area, and any
impacts on views to the Opera House are to be taken into consideration.

The SREP also requires the consideration of potential to impact on archaeological or
potential archaeological relics.

The Rocks is also included as a ‘Strategic Foreshore site’ on Sheet 1 of the SREP, for
which a Master Plan (deemed DCP) is required.  However this only applies to the City
Foreshores area if the Minister directs, and as yet there has been no such direction.

The DCP that exists under the SREP is also relevant to development in The Rocks.  Its
primary focus is on ecological and landscape character areas, and built form design
guidelines for development very close to the water’s edge.   The only relevant
landscape character area in The Rocks is Dawes Point.

C. Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) Scheme

The Rocks is covered by the SCRA Scheme which has the status of an EPI under
Schedule 6 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.  The SCRA
Scheme comprises a series of Building Site Control Drawings which provide for the
maximum height of buildings on any particular site, and which also specify permissible
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uses for a particular site or precinct.

The SCRA Scheme does not have any further development provisions nor does it
specifically identify Heritage Items.

6.5.3 New South Wales Heritage Act

Heritage and Conservation Register

Section 170 of the NSW Heritage Act requires a 'government instrumentality' such as
the Foreshore Authority to 'establish and keep a register entitled the Heritage and
Conservation Register.  The register must be reviewed annually, and amended if
necessary.

The register must contain items, under the ownership or control of the Foreshore
Authority, that are or could be listed in the NSW State Heritage Register or could be
subject to an Interim Heritage Order, or which are listed as an item of environmental
heritage in an environmental planning instrument.

Under Section 170A of the Heritage Act the Authority must provide a minimum of 14
days notice to the Heritage Council before removing any item from the Register,
transferring ownership of any item, ceasing to occupy or demolish any item.  The
Authority must also maintain and manage the item in accordance with any principles or
guidelines for State owned heritage assets approved by the Minister or the Heritage
Council (see also 6.4.1 NSW Government TAM Guidelines).

Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority has prepared a Section 170 Register, which has
been endorsed by the NSW Heritage Council.  Those items on the Section 170
Register assessed as being of State significance (94 items) were listed on the State
Heritage Register in May 2002 (see below).

State Heritage Register (SHR)

Both 91 and 93 George Street are listed on the NSW State Heritage Register (SHR
No.’s 01527 and 01591 respectively). This listing recognises the site as being of State
significance and provides statutory protection under the NSW Heritage Act (1977).

Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, Heritage Council approval is required for any
of the following works to the item:

(a)  demolish the building or work,
(b)  damage or despoil the place, precinct or land, or any part of the place,

precinct or land,
(c)  move, damage or destroy the relic or moveable object,
(d)  excavate any land for the purpose of exposing or moving the relic,
(e)  carry out any development in relation to the land on which the building,

work or relic is situated, the land that comprises the place, or land within the
precinct,

(f)  alter the building, work, relic or moveable object,
(g)  display any notice or advertisement on the place, building, work, relic,

moveable object or land, or in the precinct,
(h)  damage or destroy any tree or other vegetation on or remove any tree or

other vegetation from the place, precinct or land

Unless an item constitutes a danger to its occupants or the public, demolition of a State
Heritage Register item is prohibited under the Heritage Act.  An element of a State
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Heritage Register item may only be demolished if it does not contribute to the
significance of the item.

To gain approval for any of the above works, an application must be made to the
Heritage Council (Section 60 application).  Authority has been delegated to the
Foreshore Authority to determine Section 60 applications for minor works which do not
materially affect the significance of the item.  The Foreshore Authority can advise
applicants whether applications can be assessed under delegation, or whether they
need to be approved by the Heritage Council.  Section 60 application forms are
available from the NSW Heritage Office, or from the Foreshore Authority for minor
works.

Archaeological Management

Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act (see above) Heritage Council approval is
required to move, damage, or destroy a relic listed on the State Heritage Register, or to
excavate or disturb land which is listed on the State Heritage Register and there is
reasonable knowledge or likelihood of relics being disturbed.  The Act defines a ‘relic’
as -

Any deposit, object or material evidence

(a) which relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales,
not being an Aboriginal settlement, and

(b) which is 50 or more years old.

A Section 60 application is required to disturb relics on an SHR listed site.  The
delegation to the Foreshore Authority to approve minor Section 60 applications (see
above) extends to archaeological works.

Standard Exemptions for works to State Heritage Register listed items
Under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act, the Minister may make exemptions from
approval otherwise required under Section 57(1) for works to State Heritage Register
items (see above).  Such exemptions are intended to streamline the approvals process.
There are two types of exemptions:

• Standard exemptions: apply to all State Heritage Register items and cover
maintenance and repair and minor alterations.

• Site specific exemptions: apply only to an individual State Heritage Register
item.

A revised Schedule of Standard Exemptions was gazetted in March 2006, and contains
guidelines to determine whether particular works will be covered by a standard
exemption.  In this case, an Exemption Notification Form (not a Section 60 application)
must be completed providing sufficient detail to determine whether the proposed works
meet the standard exemption guidelines.  The Foreshore Authority has delegation from
the Heritage Council to approve standard exemption applications, and forms are
available from the Authority.

For details of the standard exemptions, refer to the NSW Heritage Office website:
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_standardexemptions2006.pdf
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Site specific exemptions relate to the particular requirements of an individual State
Heritage Register item, and can only be for works which have no potential to materially
affect the significance of the item (see Standard Exemption No.6).  Site specific
exemptions are only applicable if the works to which they refer are identified as exempt
development in a CMP endorsed by the Heritage Council, or in a Conservation
Management Strategy endorsed under delegation by the Executive Director, Tennant
and Asset Management Services, Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority.  The wording
of site specific exemptions in a CMP must be discussed with the Heritage Office and
agreed upon prior to Heritage Council endorsement.  CMP endorsement by the
Heritage Council is normally required only for particularly complex or exceptionally
significant sites (see Heritage Office CMP Review & Endorsement Strategy, 2005).
Currently, there are no site specific exemptions for either 91 or 93 George Street.

Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Section 118 of the Heritage Act provides for the regulation of minimum standards for
the maintenance and repair of State Heritage Register items.  These standards were
regulated in 1999 and apply to all State Heritage Register items.  The minimum
standards cover the following areas:

• Weatherproofing
• Fire protection
• Security
• Essential maintenance

An inspection to ensure that the item is being managed in accordance with the
minimum standards must be conducted at least once every year (or at least once every
3 years for essential maintenance and repair standards).  For details of the minimum
standards see the NSW Heritage Office website:
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/docs/info_minimumstandards.pdf

Failure to meet the minimum standards may result in an order from the Heritage
Council to do or refrain from doing any works necessary to ensure the standards are
met.  Failure to comply with an order can result in the resumption of land, a prohibition
on development, or fines and imprisonment.

6.6 Community Groups
6.6.1 National Trust of Australia (NSW)

91 and 93 George Street are both classified by the National Trust of Australia (NSW).
The former ASN Hotel at 91 George Street is classified individually, while no. 93 is
included in the listing of Commercial Buildings, 91-109 George Street. The George
Street Business Precinct is also classified, 91-143A George Street (excluding 113-119
George Street).

Listing on the Register of the National Trust carries no statutory implications.  The
Trust’s opinions however, are usually sought when major proposals are being
formulated in heritage precincts or in relation to heritage buildings.

6.7 Building Regulations
The Building Code of Australia is concerned with establishing uniform building
regulations across Australia.  The Code is implemented in NSW through the Local
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Government Act 1993.  Generally, minimum standards are required to be reached in
building works.

The main provisions of the Code concern structural requirements, fire resistance,
access and egress (including provisions for people with disabilities), services and
equipment and health and amenities.

An assessment of compliance of the complex with the Code has not been carried out
for this report.  It is appreciated however that any DA/CC application will need to
comply, or be deemed to comply with the BCA.

In general, when considering the Building Code of Australia in heritage buildings,
proposals must ensure that significance fabric and spatial qualities are not
compromised while full BCA compliance is achieved and public safety is assured.

6.8 Baseline Archaeological Assessment
The archaeological potential of the site was assessed in The Rocks and Millers Point
Archaeological Management Plan in 1991 (Inventory numbers 59 and 60) and in the
Foreshore Authority’s S.170 Heritage Register (Inventory numbers 42 and 43).

6.8.1 Below Ground
The historical development of the site indicates European occupation since 1788.
Successive structures were constructed in 1840 and 1890.  Deep features such as
wells and cesspits may be present in former yards.

The basements of 91 and 93 George Street are of brick construction with concrete
floors, suggesting they were built above bedrock. It is possible that evidence of or
remains relating to the 1788 Assistant Surgeon’s House may survive below basement
floor level. It is also possible that the 1890 building on the site of 93 George Street was
built by re-using the foundations and cellar of the 1840 shop building on the site which
was condemned by the City Improvement Board. The 1976 extension of the building at
93 George Street may have disturbed the archaeological resource at the back of the
property.

6.8.2 Above Ground
Roof and between-floor spaces may contain archaeological relics.  Disturbance of such
relics should be minimised.  If they do need to be removed, this should only be done
by, or under the direction of, a qualified archaeologist. Locations should be recorded
and items conserved, catalogued and stored in accordance with the Foreshore
Authority and NSW Heritage Office Guidelines.

Recommendation

The archaeological potential is considered to be low, as the remains are anticipated to
be disturbed. The site should be monitored by a qualified archaeologist during any
ground disturbance in accordance with the NSW Heritage Act 1977 archaeological
provisions.
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7.0 
Conservation Policies
Conservation can be regarded as the management of change.  It seeks to safeguard
that which is important in the built environment within a process of change and
development.  As such, it is one of the functions of this document to establish criteria,
policies and recommendations of the conservation, on-going use of the buildings as an
appropriate and desirable future direction.  In this way the owners and managers of the
place/buildings will be able to formulate proposals within a known framework of
acceptable directions, and planning authorities will be able to assess those proposals
against the criteria.

The following section identifies Policies and Guidelines as the two basic mechanism,
with which to achieve the conservation and on-going use of the subject complex in the
context of the adaptive re-use and necessary upgrade of the various building
components. A brief Background provides the context for each of the policies.  The
Policies identify basic conservation guidelines, which are required to be met.  They are
supported by Guidelines and in places they should be clearly identified by the
proponent and discussed in any Development Application submission.

This section contains general policies that are structured under five major headings
with sub policies relating to more specific issues.  The first major policy, and especially
its sub policy 7.2. Treatment of fabric of different grades of significance, should be used
as a basis for decision making, to enable future planning for each building and external
and internal element to be made with due regard to the significance of the fabric in
question.

7.1 Application of the Burra Charter
The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999,27, known as The Burra Charter, is widely
accepted in Australia as the underlying methodology by which all works to
sites/buildings, which have been identified as having national, state and regional
significance are undertaken.

Because 91 and 93 George Street are of demonstrated cultural significance,
procedures for managing changes and activities at the complex should be in
accordance with the recognised conservation methodology of the Burra Charter.

7.1.1 Consistent Terminology

In order to achieve a consistency in approach and understanding of the meaning of
conservation by all those involved a standardised terminology for conservation
processes and related actions should be adopted.  The terminology in the Burra
Charter is a suitable basis for this. Article 1 of the Burra Charter gives the following
definitions28 -

                                                
27 The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance 1999.
28 Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999, p. 2.
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Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or
other works, and may include components, contents, spaces and views.

Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for
past, present or future generations.

Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use,
associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects.

Places may have a range of values for different individuals or groups.

Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components, fixtures,
contents, and objects.

Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so to retain its cultural
significance.
 
Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place,
and is to be distinguished from repair.  Repair involves restoration or reconstruction.
 
Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding
deterioration.

Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by
removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction
of new material.

Reconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state and is
distinguished from restoration by the introduction of new material into the fabric.
 
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use.

Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and practices that may
occur at the place.
 
Compatible use means a use which respects the cultural significance of a place.  Such
a use involves no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.
 
Setting means the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment.

Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of another
place.

7.1.2 Conservation Principles arising from the Charter.
In dealing with the built fabric, the conservation principles of The Burra Charter should
be adopted.  The relevant principles are established in the Articles of The Burra
Charter as follows:

Cautious Approach
(Article 3)

All conservation work should be based on a respect for the original fabric, should
involve the minimum interference to the existing fabric and should not distort the
evidence provided by the fabric
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Location
(Article 9)
A building or work should remain in its historical location.

Contents
(Article 10)
Contents, fixtures and objects contributing to the cultural significance of a place should
be retained at that place.

Change
(Article 15)
The contribution of all periods to the place must be respected, unless what is removed
is of slight cultural significance and the fabric which is to be revealed is of much greater
cultural significance.

Removed significant fabric should be reinstated when circumstances permit.

Adaptation
(Article 21)
Adaptation is acceptable where it does not substantially detract from the cultural
significance of the place and involves the minimal change to significant fabric.

New Work
(Article 22)
New work may be acceptable where it does not distort or obscure the significance of a
place.
New work should be readily identifiable as such on close inspection.

Use and Conserving use
(Article 7)
Where the use of a place is of cultural significance it should be retained and a place
should have a compatible use.

(Article 23)
Modifying or reinstating a significant use may be appropriate
and a preferred form of conservation.

Managing change
(Article 27)
Existing fabric, use, associations and meaning should be
recorded before disturbance occurs.

Disturbance of fabric
(Article 28)
Minimal disturbance of fabric may occur in order to provide evidence needed for the
making of decisions on the conservation of the place.

Responsibility for decisions
(Article 29)
The decision-making procedure and individuals responsible for policy decisions should
be identified.
Direction, supervision and implementation
(Article 30)
Appropriate direction and supervision should be maintained at all stages of the work.
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Records
(Article 32)
A record should be kept of new evidence and future decisions and made publicly
available.

Removed fabric
(Article 33)
Removed significant fabric should be catalogued and protected in accordance with its
cultural significance. Where possible it should be stored on site.

7.2 Treatment of Fabric of Different Grades of Significance
The building components of 91 and 93 George Street have been carefully assessed to
identify the differing levels of contribution each makes to the significance of the overall
site. The grading utilises a five-tier system of values: exceptional significance, high
significance, moderate significance, little significance, and intrusive.

The grading of significance of the various elements of the Stores is a valuable planning
tool, and it assists in developing a consistent approach to the treatment of different
elements.  The various grades of significance generate different requirements for
retention and conservation of individual spaces and their various elements.  All
elements of moderate or higher level of significance should be subjected to ongoing
monitoring and maintenance programme.

• Elements identified as being of Exceptional significance should be retained and
conserved in situ.  Any work, which affects the fabric or external appearance of
these elements, should be confined to Preservation, Restoration and
Reconstruction as defined by The Burra Charter.

• Elements identified as being of High significance should also generally be retained
and conserved in situ subject however to other relevant factors including
technological feasibility of proposed works.  Minor intervention into fabric including
Adaptation and Alteration as defined by The Burra Charter is permissible, provided
that level of significance of each element is retained.

• Where the fabric is of Moderate significance a greater level of intervention is
permissible.  Adaptation and relocation to components of these elements and
spaces is acceptable provided that it protects the overall cultural significance of the
item.  Such work should take place within defined work programs and should not be
the product of general maintenance or sporadic alterations.

• Elements assessed as of Little significance are generally not regarded as essential
to the major aspects of significance of a building or place, often fulfilling a functional
role and/ or are in poor condition.  Both retention and removal are acceptable
options, depending on the element.  Any major interventions to the item should be
confined to areas where the fabric is of little significance.

• Elements identified as Intrusive can reduce or obscure the overall significance of
the place, despite their role as illustrators of the site’s progressive development.
The preferred option is for their removal, conversion to a more compatible form, or
replacement in a way which helps to retain the overall significance of the item.
These items need not be addressed immediately.

The Burra Charter recommends a minimalist approach be taken in removing fabric
graded as of little significance or intrusive, and it be limited to protecting and
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enhancing fabric of greater cultural significance, or allowing practical use of the
building.

7.3 Current and Potential Future Use

Background

The building at 91 George Street operated as a licensed hotel with lodging rooms on
the first and second floors between 1840 and 1983, only departing from this use
intermittently in the 1860s. This use is expressed in the spatial configuration of the first
and second floors particularly, where the plan form continues to be indicative of
individual bedrooms, albeit somewhat altered over the course of the 20th century. The
ground floor spatial configuration is less intact, however, its current use as a seafood
café in an open space with public entries from both George and Argyle Streets reflects,
to a degree, the public house use formerly associated with the site.

The building at 93 George Street has had a number of uses since it was constructed
about 1890. The building was occupied by a series of tenants, including outfitters,
hairdressers, refreshment rooms, and a restaurant. The previous building on the site
operated as a greengrocer, butcher, and boarding house. As the building continues to
accommodate a restaurant it can be said to continue in its historic use.

Policy

The historic use of 93 George Street as a restaurant should be continued if possible.

The use of 91 George Street, and any new use proposed for 93 George Street, should
involve minimum change to the significant fabric, and respect the associations and
meanings embodied in the place.

Guidelines

• Uses which take advantage of the character of the spatial configuration of each
building should be preferred.

• Commercial uses which enable the public to access at least the ground floor rooms
of each building should be preferred.

• Although it may not be possible to reinstate the historic use of 91 George Street
(licensed hotel plus accommodation), uses which continue the character of the
historic use should be preferred, e.g., office use of the former accommodation
rooms, and restaurant/café use of the ground floor.

7.4 Asset Management
7.4.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority responsibilities

Background
91 and 93 George Street, as part of The Rocks, are owned by the Crown and vested in
the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority).  The Foreshore
Authority has overall responsibility for the management of the place.  Additional
responsibilities derived from the NSW TAMS Guidelines are also recognised.
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Policy
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority shall retain management of 91 and 93 George
Street within the overall context of The Rocks precinct. Due to their shared
significance, management and development of one building should have regard for the
other building, so as to ensure equal treatment of shared features.

Guidelines
• The Authority should implement a management structure that integrates

development and conservation work with the overall management of 91 and 93
George Street.

• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority should make this Conservation Management
Plan a publicly accessible document.

• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority should ensure that this document and any
subsequent recording and investigations are achieved in such a manner that
provides an accurate record of the changes to the significant fabric of 91 and 93
George Street.

• The intention, aims and policies of this CMP shall be disseminated through, and
implemented by, relevant key staff of the Foreshore Authority.

• The Foreshore Authority shall adequately assess the impact of proposed
modifications to significant fabric, prior to the granting of owner's consent.

• All recording, when required, should be undertaken and archived in accordance
with the recording guidelines prepared by the NSW Heritage Office.

• A program of regular monitoring should be established, covering both the physical
changes within 91 and 93 George Street and visitor experience issues, and be
incorporated, where relevant, into management decisions.

• The Foreshore Authority should investigate mechanisms which give it better control
of the design, documentation and implementation of work to heritage buildings.
One option, which should be investigated, is that all such activities be undertaken
directly by the Foreshore Authority and paid for by the tenant.

7.4.2 TAM Plans and CMPs

Background

This Conservation Management Plan (CMP) will be one of the documents used by the
asset owners, managers and tenants for management and maintenance of 91 and 93
George Street and needs to be fully compatible with other relevant documents
addressing the same property, including any current Maintenance Plans and TAM
Plans.  In the preparation of this CMP, all the relevant asset management documents
were included.

Policy

This Conservation Management Plan should be used to provide feedback to all future
Management Plans for the same property.
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Guidelines

• The Authority should include findings of this CMP, particularly Chapter 8 –
Implementation, into the Foreshore Authority’s asset management systems and
plans, particularly TAM Plans and Maintenance Plans for 91 and 93 George Street.

7.4.3 Adoption, Endorsement and Review of the CMP29

Background

The Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for 91 and 93 George Street proposes a
framework for the management of heritage issues in relation to upgrading and adaptive
re-use projects and, into the long term, to ensure that the identified significance of the
complex is retained and maintained.

Circumstances will change over the years as various recommendations are
implemented and new use requirements emerge.  Conservation Policies need to
progressively respond to changing situations if they are to remain relevant.

Policy
This Conservation Management Plan should be adopted as one of the bases for the
future management of the site.  Conservation Policies should be reviewed every five to
ten years.

Guidelines

• Reviews of the CMP should be based on The Burra Charter and other guidelines
by the NSW Heritage Office.

• Reviews should also take into account any other relevant legislation, planning
frameworks, appropriate literature and widely recognised conservation practices
and procedures.

• Reviews should be undertaken by experienced conservation practitioners in
conjunction with relevant ownership and management representatives.

• Irrespective of the requirement to review the document every 5 years, the CMP
should remain as a valid basis for on-going heritage management until such
reviews are completed.

7.4.4 Required Approvals

Background

To prevent gradual loss of cultural significance through gradual change, a mechanism
needs to be established for controlling any modifications by tenants to the significant
fabric.

It is essential that before any change to the item, the Foreshore Authority is consulted
in order to determine which approvals will be required, and what documentation will be
needed.  Approvals for works are required under both the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act and the Heritage Act. The Authority has delegation to determine

                                                
29 Adoption (the Foreshore Authority), Endorsement (NSW Heritage Council) and Review (the
Foreshore Authority)
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development applications valued under $5 million.  Projects valued above $5 million
are to be determined by the minister.  Applications are to be made to the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority, and will be processed by the Authority.

In some instance, applications for major projects may be required to be made to the
Department of Planning.  In all cases, liaison with the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority’s Planning Assessment Team should occur to ensure correct statutory
processes are followed.

Under the Heritage Act, works which may affect the significance of the site require a
Section 60 application.  The Foreshore Authority has delegation from the Heritage
Council to approve minor Section 60 applications.  Applicants should first confirm with
the Foreshore Authority whether the proposed works fall within the Foreshore
Authority’s delegation, or whether application is to be made to the Heritage Council.

The Standard Exemptions for minor works to State Heritage Register items apply to 91
and 93 George Street (see Standard Exemptions, page 92). Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority also has delegation to approve Standard Exemption applications.
Applicants should first confirm with the Foreshore Authority whether proposed works
fall within the Standard Exemptions, and what documentation will be required.

Forms for development applications, Section 60 applications (minor works) and
Standard Exemption applications are available from the Foreshore Authority.

Policy

Before doing work to any part of 91 and/or 93 George Street or lodging a development
application or a Section 60 application, the proponent should liaise with the Foreshore
Authority’s heritage architect and obtain the consent of the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority.

Guidelines

• Prior to granting owner’s consent to a proposal, the Foreshore Authority should, in
its capacity as land owner and manager, be satisfied that there are no adverse
heritage impacts associated with the proposal.  Where necessary, a Heritage
Impact Assessment and adequate documentation of the proposed works should be
required to assist in the assessment of owner’s consent applications.

• Assessment and adequate documentation of the proposed works should be
required to assist in the assessment of owner’s consent applications.

• Once this Conservation Management Plan has been endorsed by the NSW
Heritage Council, all works and activities specifically identified in Chapter 8 of this
CMP (Implementation) as exempt from seeking further approval will be exempted
from further reference to the NSW Heritage Council.

7.4.5 Tenancy

Background

To prevent the gradual loss of cultural significance through incremental change, a
mechanism for controlling any modifications undertaken by tenants to the significant
fabric needs to be established.
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Policy

All tenants of the building should be made aware of the cultural significance of the item.
Tenancies should only be selected/approved by the Foreshore Authority on the basis
that the proposed or future uses are compatible with the significance, and the sensitive
fabric and spaces, and can be installed and removed without impact.

Guidelines

• Tenants shall adopt the guidelines of this CMP in their planning and design.  A full
compliance with the requirements of this CMP is required for the Foreshore
Authority consent to the proposed development.  This includes completion of the
Schedules of Works as per the Chapter 8 –Implementation of this CMP.

• Tenants should be aware of Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority policies.

• The impact of proposed modifications to significant fabric should be adequately
assessed, prior to the granting of owner's consent.

7.4.6 Appropriate Conservation Skills and Experience

Background

The Burra Charter encourages the use of skilled and appropriate professional direction
and supervision from a range of disciplines for conservation activities.

The attitudes, skills and experience required and creative approaches taken in the
context of a conservation project are quite different to those applied to the design and
construction of new buildings.

Policy

Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be available within project teams
to deal with any programs of conservation and upgrading of the building components of
91 and 93 George Street.

Guidelines

• Appropriate professional skills and experience assembled to work on the detailed
conservation of the building could include, as appropriate, researchers,
archaeologists, architects, structural engineers, building code compliance advisers,
materials conservation specialists and cost planners.

• Building contractors, project managers and trades personnel who are experienced
with working on historic buildings should be selected to work on the project.
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7.5 Management of Significance
7.5.1 Retention of Significance

Background

The statement of significance formulated in Section 4 identifies the meanings and
associations embodied by the fabric of the buildings at 91 and 93 George Street, and
details the aesthetic contribution to the character of the local area. Although not all of
the fabric contained in the buildings is of great age, as much of it is the result of works
to the buildings in the 1980s, the overall significance of the place should be considered
even when carrying out works which affect only the recent fabric.

Policy

The statement of significance should be adopted as the basis for heritage
management.  All decisions should consider and seek to retain the values identified in
the Statement of Significance.

Guidelines

• Structural alterations to the building components, which impact on the integrity or
significance of 91 and 93 George Street should not occur.

• The existing external architectural character and imagery of 91 and 93 George
Street should be retained and conserved.  Conservation should be undertaken in
the context of the on-going use of the building components as restaurants and
offices, or other uses as appropriate.

• Future uses should be compatible with the nature and significance of the building
components and should enable 91 and 93 George Street to remain a vital and
important component within the Rocks precinct.

• Internal alterations and renovations are acceptable within the context of compatible
use, however they should not impact on the significance of the internal original
fabric and spatial qualities of the building, or the external façades.

• No externally mounted air-conditioning, ventilation equipment, water heaters or
service components should be visible from Argyle Street, George Street, or
Greenway Lane, or impact negatively on the façades.

• Evidence of the progressive evolution of 91 and 93 George Street should be
respected and retained.

7.5.2 Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair

Background
Section 119 of the NSW Heritage Act requires the owner of the building, work or relic
listed on the State Heritage Register to ensure that the item is maintained and repaired
to standards that are not less than the Minimum Standards imposed by the 1999
Amendments to the NSW Heritage Act.
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While it is estimated that both 91 and 93 George Street will be tenanted most of the
time and that many Standards (e.g. for Inspection) will be automatically complied with,
it is also appreciated that regardless of tenancy of the property, it is the asset owner’s
responsibility to assure the auditable compliance with these Standards, and therefore
the actual maintenance will need to be undertaken by the Foreshore Authority rather
than the tenant.

Policy
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority as the asset owner is to assure that the item is
maintained and repaired to standards that are not less than the Minimum Standards
imposed by the 1999 Amendments to the NSW Heritage Act.

Guidelines

• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works required for
the compliance with minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair, as identified
in the Section 8.1 of this CMP –Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair.

• As part of the tenancy contracts, the Foreshore Authority may require tenants to
execute the required works and provide auditable trace of the completion of
required works.

• Prolonged vacancies may arise, and that in this eventuality the Foreshore Authority
will be liable for compliance with the additional Standards for untenanted properties.

7.5.3 Conservation of Significant Fabric

Background

One of the key objectives of contemporary conservation practice is that as much of the
significant original fabric of the building or place should be retained and conserved in
order to preserve the essential integrity of the heritage resource for future generations.
While any conservation activity will affect the building in some way, the aim, consistent
with responsible re-use or management aims, should be to minimise the work
necessary.  In this way the authenticity of the item will be retained as far as possible
within a process of evolutionary changes and good maintenance practice.

The existing building fabric of 91 and 93 George Street both internally and externally, is
generally in very good condition, and there is little original fabric requiring action. Much
of the existing fabric resulted from the substantial works undertaken in 1983 at 91
George Street, and in 1976 and 1983 at 93 George Street. As a result, most of the
fabric is either a recent reconstruction, or has been salvaged and restored.

Policy

Extant building fabric, both internally and externally should be retained and conserved,
in accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5.0 Grading of
Significance of this CMP and in accordance with particular actions specified in the
Section 8.2 –Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP.

Guidelines

• Original external and internal fabric, which has been identified as of Exceptional or
High significance should be retained and conserved.
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• No conservation or maintenance work should alter or negatively impact on the
external elements or internal fabric/spaces that have been identified as elements of
High (or Exceptional) level of significance.

• Decayed building fabric, which is not likely to be causing on-going deterioration
should not be repaired for visual reasons if by doing so the patina of age and ability
to successfully interpret various stages of use is degraded.

• Where repairs or alterations are required, new material should closely match
original or adjacent materials.  However, evidence of change should not be so well
matched as to be impossible to read on close inspection.

• All structural elements should be retained as existing and left exposed, with
appropriate maintenance.  No structural members should be removed, other than to
re-instate significant architectural elements.

• All original doors, windows, floors, balustrades, staircases and associated landings
should be retained, with appropriate maintenance.

• Where it is clear that original or significant fabric has been removed it is considered
appropriate to adaptively reconstruct based on extant fabric or documentary
evidence.

• While the Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works identified in the
Section 8.2 –Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP, the Foreshore Authority
may, as part of the tenancy contracts, require tenants to execute the required works
and provide auditable trace of the completion of required works.

• Fabric, which is of exceptional or high significance but is hazardous, should be
replaced with a suitable modern material.

7.5.4 Conservation of Significant Spaces

Background

The significance of 91 and 93 George Street is characterised to an extent by the spatial
configuration of many of the rooms, which aids in understanding the former uses of the
place.

For example, the rooms on the first and second floors of 91 George Street are clearly
configured for overnight accommodation associated with the use of the place as a
licensed hotel.

Policy

The spatial qualities of 91 and 93 George Street contribute to their significance and
interpretation and therefore should be conserved, as part of the on-going use, on-going
management and any future development strategy.

Guidelines

• The plan form of the first and second floors of 91 George Street should be retained,
or, for rooms of moderate significance, returned to an earlier configuration as
shown in early 20th century plans of the place.
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• Although the plan form of the ground floor of 91 George Street has been changed,
future fitouts could indicate the former spatial configuration by including nib walls to
show former partitions.

• The spatial qualities of 93 George Street are characteristic of a small shop with
lodgings or shopkeepers’ rooms above. The understanding of the original spatial
configuration of the first floor allowed by the retention of partial walls where large
openings have been made should be continued.

7.5.5 Element Specific Policies

Background
In addition to general policies applicable to all areas of the site, a strategic direction for
management of individual elements was considered appropriate to the level of
significance of element and the condition of fabric.  This is developed in further detail in
actions outlined in Chapter 8.
Policy Statement
Surviving segments of the historic built fabric and other site elements shall generally be
retained and conserved in accordance with the levels of significance identified in
Section 4.5 of this CMP –Grading of Significant Elements, and managed in accordance
with Section 7.3.1 above –Treatment of Fabric of Different Grades of Significance.
Guidelines
The following schedule contains conservation policy statements for specific individual
elements of 91 and 93 George Street.  The conservation actions should not attempt to
recreate a particular situation from the history, but acknowledge past and recent
changes and modifications as evidence of technological advancements and evolution
of the use of the place.

ELEMENT SPECIFIC CONSERVATION POLICIES
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Significance
Level

Policy

EXTERIORS OF BOTH BUILDINGS (Please see also each building separately)

Scale and massing of
facades

High Retain character of east, north, and west
facades

Existing pattern of
fenestration

High Retain existing pattern of fenestration to east
and north facades.

Decorative elements High Retain and do not obscure decorative
elements of the east and north facades,
including the garland decorative detail and
the cartouche
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ELEMENT SPECIFIC CONSERVATION POLICIES
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Significance
Level

Policy

Character of
rendered facades –
generally for no. 91
George Street; above
awning height for no.
93 George Street

Signage

High Surfaces should not be covered or concealed
to view from a distance. Painted signage is
appropriate in the areas where it presently
exists. Additional painted signage could be
added to the parapet of no. 93 George St (as
there is a historical precedent for this).
Signage on 91 George Street should be
restricted to the cartouche and the adjacent
the keystone below the cartouche. Modest
signage is also appropriate to ground floor
windows of both buildings.

West façade Moderate As these facades are generally of recent
construction, they could be altered without
detracting from the overall significance of the
place. Any changes to the façade should
continue to use the same palette of materials
– brick with timber windows and doors.

91 GEORGE STREET

Ground floor spatial
organisation

Moderate Introduce nib walls when possible in order to
indicate former spatial configuration.

Spatial organisation
of rooms B1 to B6, 1-
1 to 1-3, 1-5, 1-9, 2-1
to 2-5, 2-7

High Retain spatial configuration of rooms ranked
as being of High significance. Spaces should
not be further subdivided.

Spatial organisation
of rooms 1-4, 1-6/1-
7, 1-8, 2-6, 2-8

Moderate Restore plan form of rooms ranked as
Moderate, if possible. (see Section 5.1).
Where plan form has been altered, further
changes could be made as necessary for the
continued use of the building (e.g., non-
original partition walls could be removed or
opened to join rooms of Moderate
significance).

Door and window
fabric throughout

High and
Moderate

Retain and conserve. Replace fabric of high
significance with like fabric when necessary,
e.g., should fabric become decayed beyond
repair.

Door and window
openings throughout

High Retain. New openings generally not
appropriate except as outlined above, under
Spatial organisation.

Stair from ground to
second floor,
including window in
stair hall

High Retain and conserve.
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ELEMENT SPECIFIC CONSERVATION POLICIES
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Significance
Level

Policy

Basement level
rooms (B-1 to B-7)

Generally
High

The use of the basement level for storage
and food preparation and other ancillary uses
associated with the viable operation of the
ground floor tenancy is appropriate, and
some changes to the fabric in order to
accommodate these uses is acceptable. Due
to the archaeological potential of the sub-
floor space and walls of the basement level,
intervention should be limited to introducing
reversible fixtures and partitions. Services
should be surface-mounted, not chased. The
ceiling linings, wall finishes, floor surfaces,
stair, and windows are all generally recent
fabric and could be altered or modified
without detriment to the significance of the
place.

Ground floor rooms
(G-3, G-7, G-8),
lavatory

Generally
Moderate

As the primary space where the public
access the building, the ground floor has
undergone to most change from its earlier
plan form and has lost the majority of its 19th

century fabric. The present configuration of
the ground floor is a result of recent (2005)
work. Generally, the kitchen and food service
counter fitouts, ceiling, floor, and wall finishes
are recent and could be altered or changed
without detracting from the significance of the
place. The windows and doors to the ground
floor, although of recent date, are
sympathetic to the overall style of the
building, and should be retained.
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ELEMENT SPECIFIC CONSERVATION POLICIES
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Significance
Level

Policy

First and second
floor rooms – window
assemblies and
floors

Generally
High

The first and second floor rooms of 91
George Street retain many Victorian window
assemblies and a number of reconstructed
window elements. These should be retained
and conserved. When normal use results in a
requirement for repairs, fabric should be
replaced with like fabric.

The floorboards throughout the first and
second floors of 91 George Street date to the
1890 and 1928 works to the building and
should be retained and conserved for as long
as structurally practicable. When necessary,
replace floorboards with matching materials.
Floorboards should be refinished only when
required (frequency depends upon use wear)
to match previous finish. Floorboards should
not be sanded. It is preferable not to cover
the floorboards, but if carpet or other
coverings are required for the viable use of
the spaces, these finishes should be easily
reversible (e.g., not adhered directly to
floorboards).

First and second
floor rooms
containing Victorian
door leafs (1-1, 1-3,
1-9, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-
5)

High The door leafs identified as Victorian in the
fabric survey should be retained and
conserved. If it is necessary to remove the
door leafs for the viable use of the rooms, the
door leafs should be relocated to other
openings within the building.

Reconstructed fabric,
generally (ground
floor windows/doors,
reconstructed fabric
as identified in
Schedule of
Significant Elements)

Moderate Adaptation or removal in part is acceptable if
required for the conservation of fabric of high
significance or for adaptive reuse that will
ensure overall conservation. The overall
effect of the reconstructed fabric should be
retained for its interpretive value.

93 GEORGE STREET

Plan form of rooms
G-01, G-05, 1-01, 1-
02

Moderate Restore plan form of rooms ranked as
Moderate, if possible. (see Section 5.1).
Existing nib walls to ground and first floor
rooms should be retained in order to indicate
earlier plan form.

Door and window
fabric, rooms G-01,
1-01, 1-11, 1-07

High Retain and conserve. Replace with like fabric
when necessary. Preserve hardware on
salvaged door to Greenway Lane (Room 1-
07)
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ELEMENT SPECIFIC CONSERVATION POLICIES
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Significance
Level

Policy

Door and window
openings, rooms G-
01, 1-01, 1-02, 1-11,

High Retain. New openings generally not
appropriate. The 2no. doors in storage in G-
07 should be replaced in the openings on
first floor. (Doors may be fixed open so as to
limit impediment to customers/waitstaff)
using the first floor dining rooms.)

Stair from ground to
first floor, including
window in stair hall

High Retain and conserve. Plastic film to window
could be replaced with non-patterned
translucent film or glazing. Treads require
refinishing.

Ground and first floor
wall finishes, rooms
G-01, G-05, 1-01, 1-
02, 1-11

Moderate Consider reconstructing rendered finishes,
including cornices. All fixings to brick walls
should be situated in mortar joints rather than
in bricks.

Timber staff moulds
and grounds, room 1-
01 and 1-02

High Retain. When failing, replace with same. If
replastering the walls in these rooms, plaster
up to the staff moulds. Where grounds exist
(indicating previous location of staff moulds),
reinstate staff moulds to match existing
before replastering.

Flooring, ground and
first floors

High The floorboards throughout the ground and
first floors of 93 George Street date to the
1890 reconstruction of the building and
should be retained and conserved for as long
as structurally practicable. When necessary,
replace floorboards with matching materials.
Floorboards should be refinished only when
required (frequency depends upon use wear)
to match previous finish. Floorboards should
not be sanded, rather they should be oiled or
treated with black japan finish. It is preferable
not to cover the floorboards, but if carpet or
other coverings are required for the viable
use of the spaces, these finishes should be
easily reversible (e.g., not adhered directly to
floorboards).Retain floorboards; repair or
replace with matching when necessary.

Skirtings to rooms G-
01, 1-01, 1-02, 1-11

High Retain. Replace as necessary with like
materials.

Timber beaded
boards and cornices
to G-01, G-05, 1-02,
1-11

High Retain and conserve. Replace as necessary
with like materials.
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ELEMENT SPECIFIC CONSERVATION POLICIES
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Significance
Level

Policy

Basement level
rooms (B-01, B-02)

Generally
High

The use of the basement level for storage
and food preparation and other ancillary uses
associated with the viable operation of the
ground floor tenancy is appropriate, and
some changes to the fabric in order to
accommodate these uses is acceptable. Due
to the archaeological potential of the sub-
floor space and walls of the basement level,
intervention should be limited to introducing
reversible fixtures and partitions. Services
should be surface-mounted, not chased. The
ceiling linings, floor surfaces, and stair are all
generally recent fabric and could be altered
or modified without detriment to the
significance of the place.

Rooms G-01, G-05,
1-01, 1-02

Generally
Moderate

The use of these rooms as public dining
rooms is consistent with the overall
significance of the place, and is a use which
can be accommodated with a minimum of
intervention in the significant fabric. The
character of the rooms as an Italian pizzeria
is defined to an extent by the exposed brick
walls. Should other uses be introduced to
these spaces, replastering the walls should
be considered, as well as re-instating the
previous plan form of the rooms.

Rooms G-02, G-03,
G-04, G-06, G-07, 1-
03, 1-04, 1-05, 1-09,
1-10

Generally
Little

These rooms are located in a 1976 addition
to the building and therefore contain little
significant fabric (with the exception of a set
of Victorian windows which have been
reused in G-02 and 2no. door leafs stored in
G-07). As is currently the case, all intensive
activities associated with the viable use of
the place, such as food preparation,
lavatories, and kitchen spaces, should be
located in these rooms. Modifications could
be made to these spaces without detracting
from the overall significance of the place,
however, the areas where the 1976 addition
interface with the 1890 building require
sensitive treatment.
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The following additional guidelines should be implemented as part of every proposal for
major works or alterations, including fitout works at the change in tenancy.

Additional Guidelines for Conservation of Significant Brickwork

1. Missing or damaged sections of brickwork should be repaired or reconstructed to
match the original, however, due to the fragility of historic brickwork, a minimalist
approach to repairs should be taken and works performed only after all other options
have been explored.

2. For repairs and reconstructions of the historic brick built sections, including
repointing, appropriate mortar should be used, e.g. sections built using hydraulic mortar
should be repaired only with hydraulic mortar used.  All visible new mortar must visually
match the existing original mortar.

3. The strength of mortar used in repairs should not exceed the strength of bricks. This
is to assure that, in case of any eventual masonry cracking, mortar breaks and bricks
are preserved.

4. In case of surface damages to the historic brick built fabric (graffiti, weathering) non-
abrasive methods of intervention should be given priority in recovering the original
finish (weathering stains should be treated with warm soapwash).  In case of damage
by graffiti and mortar stains, specialist professional organisations should be contacted
for removing techniques and products available.  The adequacy of techniques offered
should in each particular case be assessed by the Foreshore Authority’s heritage staff.

5. In case of repeated graffiti occurrence, specialist professional organisations should
be contacted for currently available protective products and techniques, including
transparent films and coatings, and the adequacy of these assessed by the Foreshore
Authority heritage staff in each particular case.  The use of certain protective films or
coatings, including transparent coatings, is generally not considered appropriate.

6. In cases where larger areas of original face brickwork were rendered or painted
over, attempts of reverting to original surface is considered unnecessary and is not
recommended.  In exceptional situations however this option may be explored and
assessed by the Foreshore Authority’s heritage staff.

7. Where new signage or attachments to walls are required, these are to utilize
penetration through mortar joints and to avoid damage to historic bricks.

Additional Guidelines for Conservation of Concrete, Rendered and Painted Built
Fabric

1. Missing or damaged concrete, rendered and painted built sections should be
repaired or reconstructed to match the original.  For these repairs and reconstructions,
a suitable mortar type should be used.  All visible new surfaces must visually match the
existing/original in colour and texture.

2. Where hazardous historic material has been utilised in construction, e.g. the lead-
based paint, it should be replaced with a modern material of suitable features.

3. In case of surface damages to the historic brick built fabric (graffiti, weathering), both
non-abrasive and abrasive methods of intervention should be considered.  Generally,
in case of damage by graffiti and mortar stains, both removing of stains and re-
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rendering/repainting may be adequate.  The adequacy of a particular technique used
should be verified by the Foreshore Authority’s heritage staff.

Additional Guidelines for Conservation of Roofing and Guttering

1. The activities of maintenance and repair of roofs are exempted from seeking permit
under S.60 of the Heritage Act, under the Standard Exemptions, on the proviso that the
work re-uses existing materials or is restoration.

2. Repairs to missing or damaged sections of significant roofing should be done with a
minimalist approach, i.e. involving only as much fabric as necessary.  Slate and terra-
cotta roofing should be repaired by replacing missing or damaged tiles individually.

3. Repairs to corrugated metal and guttering may involve replacement of larger
sections of the original fabric.  Missing or damaged sections of significant roofing
should be replaced by adequate fabric to match the previous condition.  Visual
presentation (colour, texture) and form of tiles and corrugated metal must be
considered.  Original material, colour and profiles of guttering (Quad, Ogee) and
downpipes (round, square) must be respected.

4. In cases where new corrugated metal does not match the historic fabric in detail
(due to change in Standard Units etc), parallel existence of both types of material may
not be acceptable.  If required, specialist services may be contacted through the NSW
Heritage Office to organise supply of appropriate replacement fabric.

5. In cases where original roofing was replaced with different material (e.g. slate with
terra-cotta, etc), reinstatement of the original roofing material is desirable, whenever
technologically feasible.

Additional Guidelines for Conservation of Historic Plumbing, Electrical and Other
Services

1. Repairs to missing or damaged sections of significant historic services should avoid
impacting significant fabric.  Missing or damaged sections of fabric of significant historic
services should be replaced to match the original condition wherever such action is
technologically feasible and compliant with Health and Safety requirements.

2. Hazardous elements, such as lead or lead-joined pipes, need to be replaced with
modern pipes. The presentation of fabric visible in interior or exterior of the building
must not be altered in colour, texture or form.

7.5.6 Archaeological Monitoring

Background

Detailed assessment of the archaeological potential of 91 and 93 George Street was
carried out in 1991 for The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological Management Plan.
The results of the 1991 study indicated that an archaeological monitoring brief should
be implemented for any ground disturbance which may take place in the area.

The Heritage Act 1977 states that any excavation, where relics may be disturbed,
requires an excavation permit.
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Policy

All work involving excavation of the site should be carried out under archaeological
supervision by a qualified archaeologist.

Guidelines

• Based on the significance of the site, The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological
Management Plan (1991), and The Rocks Archaeological Report 2000, it is the
recommendation of the CMP that any ground disturbance on the property in the
future be subject to archaeological monitoring.

7.5.7 On-going Maintenance and Repair

Background

The nature of any building is that its fabric will deteriorate due to the effects of age,
maintenance, weather, vegetation incursion and use.  To ensure the on-going
conservation of significant building fabric, a regular maintenance schedule should be
implemented, which provides for regular inspection and for remedial action to be taken
where necessary.

Policy

The significant fabric of 91 and 93 George Street should be maintained by the
implementation of the short, medium and long-term maintenance program outlined in
Section 8.3, Ongoing Maintenance.

As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that will
ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the loss
of significance due to the deterioration of fabric.

Guidelines

• The building fabric and services should be subject to continuing care and
maintenance by the Foreshore Authority.

• In addition to regular maintenance activities, prompt preventative action and repair
should be taken as necessary.

• Prevention of continuing deterioration should take priority over widespread repair or
reconstruction.

• Inspection and maintenance works should only be conducted by those with
professional knowledge and experience of buildings and materials.

• No maintenance work or repairs should negatively impact on significant fabric.

• Maintenance and repair works are to be carried out by tradespeople with
demonstrated heritage skills, experience and knowledge.

• While the Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works identified in the
Section 8.3 –Schedule of On-going Maintenance Works of this CMP, the Foreshore
Authority may, as part of the tenancy contracts, require tenants to execute the
required works and provide auditable trace of the completion of required works.
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7.5.8 Controls on Intervention

Background

Article 3 of The Burra Charter indicates that conservation is based on a respect for the
existing fabric of a place and should therefore involve the least possible physical
intervention in order not to distort the evidence provided by the fabric.

Adaptations of existing fabric for practical reasons such as installation of new services
and equipment, and the need to meet fire safety and other statutory requirements may
be required in terms of securing a viable use for the building components as a whole,
and satisfying the changing needs of the general public.

Policy

Intervention into building fabric for non-conservation purposes should generally be
restricted to approved programs of re-use or upgrading of service areas and facilities.

Guidelines

• Intervention into any building fabric should respect the integrity of the extant
material, be carefully controlled, and be limited to that required by the proposed
works.

• Limited intervention for exploratory or research purposes should generally be
restricted to approved programs of re-use, or upgrading of service areas and
facilities.

• Intervention should not be detrimental to the original fabric.

• Existing service areas may be upgraded.  Any upgrading is subject to the proper
approval process.

• New internal floor coverings are permissible, but should have minimal impact on the
floor structure.

7.5.9 Interpretation

Background

Interpretation of historic places essentially reveals long-term connections and
cohesions which underpin our cultural identity.  To "interpret" a historic place, in its
geographic and physical setting, is to bring its history to life to increase the public’s
understanding, and, through this extended understanding, to give them an enhanced
perception the significance of the place.

Due to their history, significance and setting in The Rocks area, 91 and 93 George
Street are capable of being interpreted for promotional and educational purposes.

Policy

The heritage significance of 91 and 93 George Street should be interpreted on site by
appropriate methods.
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Guidelines

• One of the primary components of the conservation management of 91 and 93
George Street should be to make the values of its cultural significance physically,
intellectually and/or emotively accessible to the public.

• The ongoing management of 91 and 93 George Street should include the
development and implementation of an interpretation strategy, which reveals the
cultural significance of the place.

• In making significance accessible, the Foreshore Authority should take into account
of the policies and guidelines contained within the ICOMOS International Cultural
Tourism Charter.

• Interpretation programs should provide equitable physical, spiritual and intellectual
access to the cultural significance of 91 and 93 George Street.

• Interpretation at 91 and 93 George Street should take into account all periods of
development and occupation in the context of the history of The Rocks area under
the management of the Foreshore Authority, and be presented in an accurate and
insightful manner.

• Interpretation should take into account all the historic phases of 91 and 93 George
Street.

7.6 New Work Policies
7.6.1 Integration of New Work

Background

Because of the significance of 91 and 93 George Street, scope for new development is
limited.  In general, no external alterations or additions should occur, except minor
additions for services, where these can be concealed from public view.  Within the
general principles outlined above in this Conservation Management Plan, some
relatively minor internal alterations and additions could occur.  These should generally
be confined to less significant areas and should only affect limited amounts of original
fabric.  New work should be carefully designed and integrated with the original
character of the significant components.

Policy

The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does not
result in a lessening of the cultural significance of the place.  New work should be
identifiable as such and should, where possible, be capable of being removed without
damage to significant fabric or spaces.

Guidelines

• When a new function is being introduced, a new architectural vocabulary of details
and materials may be adopted to complement the existing architectural character.
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• Any new development should be carried out within the existing building envelopes,
unless research establishes traces of a demolished, but more extensive footprint of
the original 91 and 93 George Street.

• Period detailing should only be used to elements for which there is clear evidence
of the original detail (either remaining in the fabric or in documents).

• Where there is no evidence of the original detail, it is not necessary/appropriate to
invent a period detail (unless the original character of the space is to be recreated
and the new element is required to blend in).

• Careful detailing will ensure minimal damage to the significant fabric and will allow
for reversibility.

• Where a function is being re-established, new fittings and fixtures may be adopted
to complement the existing architectural character.

7.6.2 Integration of Services

Background

The installation of services is an intrinsic component of the contemporary functioning
and viability of 91 and 93 George Street. It is recognised that periodic upgrading of
services within the building components will be required. In particular, the lack of a
mechanical air-conditioning system has resulted in significant constraints on the
maintenance of long-term tenancies.

Policy

The extension or alteration of existing services in 91 and 93 George Street is
acceptable in the context of re-use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the
significance of the building components as a whole.

Guidelines

• Any proposed upgrading of services should be carefully planned.  The preparation
of schematic layouts is not sufficient: service routes must be planned so as not to
damage the significant fabric or disrupt significant spaces.

• Areas previously modified for services should be re-used, in preference to
modifying intact fabric.

• Services are to be surface mounted rather than chased into significant fabric, in
particular face brickwork, stonework and timber.

• Clamping, bracketing or fixings for services should be introduced in areas of lower
significance. Such work should minimise damage to significant fabric and provide
for removal of alterations without further damage to retained fabric.

7.6.3 Ordinance Compliance

The Building Code of Australia is the operative building ordinance in New South Wales
for the conservation and re-use of heritage buildings.
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In terms of on-going use programs, the key issues are usually compliance with fire
resistance, egress provisions, and provision of disabled access and facilities.  It is
essential that the cultural values of the buildings and the overall complex be not
degraded by inappropriate responses to meeting ordinance requirements.

Policy

Approaches to compliance with building ordinances for the conservation and upgrading
and re-use programs of the various building components of 91 and 93 George Street
should focus of responding to the spirit and intent of the ordinances if strict compliance
would adversely affect the significance.  Uses which require an unacceptable degree of
intervention for upgrading to ordinance compliance should be avoided.

Guidelines

• Conservation and on-going use programs should not place undue stress on the
building fabric in order to meet excessive requirements of ordinance compliance.

• Methods of complying with ordinance requirements which utilise fire or smoke
detection and active fire suppression are preferred to the addition of fire rating
material, which may obscure extant finishes.

• Future upgrades of the buildings should take into consideration any newly
developed approaches for the implementation of fire safety standards that do not
harm the existing significant fabric.

• When dealing with disability access issues, refer to the document “Access to
Heritage Buildings for People with Disabilities” prepared by E.J. Martin (Cox),
August 1997.

7.6.4  Waste Minimisation and Disposal of Waste During and After Works

Background

Historic fabric removed during construction works should be assessed to separate
material that can be re-used or that should be retained as sample for potential future
reuse and repair.  Waste created during construction works must be managed in
accordance with legislative requirements.

Policy Statement

The general approach to waste management is based on the avoidance, minimisation,
reuse, recycling of waste and disposal hierarchy.  In implementation of this CMP,
principles of Environmentally Sustainable Development and relevant legislation will be
applied, particularly provisions of the Protection of the Environment Administration Act
1991 and the related regulative.

Guidelines

• In construction works to the site, all waste material and disposal activities will be in
accordance with the provisions of the POEA Act 1991, POEO Act 1997, the WARR
Act 2001 and the EPAs Waste Assessment Guidelines.
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• Where feasible, waste is to be recycled. If recycling is inappropriate, waste is to be
removed to an authorised waste disposal depot.

• Removal and disposal of all hazardous wastes on site in accordance with state and
national regulations and guidelines and best practice for the removal of these
materials.

• During intervention into historic fabric, remove the fabric carefully and assess its
suitability for reuse.  Any removed historic fabric that is assessed as suitable for
reuse should be stored at the site for the duration of works, and used for minor and
major repair of historic fabric as necessary.

7.6.5 Signage and External Lighting

Background

It is recognised that commercial and retail tenancy identification and temporary signage
are an intrinsic component of the commercial use and viability of both 91 and 93
George Street as a whole.  External lighting of buildings can add to their character.
Signage and external lighting, however, should have no adverse impact on significant
heritage fabric and the overall character of the place.

Policy

External signage and lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of the
place, and complement the historic character of the building on which it is mounted.

Guidelines

• Signs and external lighting must be consistent with the relevant Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority policies for signage and lighting in The Rocks.

• Suitably located signs that provide a legible and clear message and contribute to
the vitality of 91 and 93 George Street are encouraged.

• Signs on the individual building components should be discreet and complementary
in terms of colour, material, proportion, positioning and font.

• Signs painted onto the masonry facades are appropriate. Such painted signage
should be restricted to the areas where signage is present currently. Additional
signage to no. 91 George Street could be situated on the keystone below the
cartouche. Additional signage to no. 93 George Street could be situated on the
parapet.

• Modest painted signage to the ground floor windows of both buildings is
appropriate.

• Signs should be harmoniously integrated with the architecture of the building and
should not obscure or damage the significant features or fabric.

• It is not necessary to attempt to create or recreate an “historic” character in the
signage, but modern standardised “trademark” signage is not appropriate.

• Fluorescent and iridescent paints are inappropriate.  Signs should preferably be
illuminated by floodlighting.
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• The illumination of 91 and 93 George Street should highlight architectural features
rather than floodlighting whole façades.  Care should be taken to ensure that over-
illumination does not occur.

7.6.6 New Services and Other Relevant Foreshore Authority’s Policies

Background
In addition to specific requirements for new work as presented in this Section, all new
work has to comply with other relevant Foreshore Authority Planning Policies to assure
grant of consent to the proposal.

Policy
Any proposed work to 91 and 93 George Street will fully comply with all the relevant
Foreshore Authority Policies applicable to development in The Rocks.

Guidelines
• In addition to the Foreshore Authority Policies for Lighting and Signage, as

presented in this Section, all new work will comply with the Policies for Disabled
Access, Telecommunications and Commercial Outdoor Seating.
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8.0 
Implementing the Plan
This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared to provide guidelines for the
conservation, re-use, interpretation and management of 91 and 93 George Street and
to ensure that the heritage value of the place is maintained and enhanced.

This section sets out the implementation guidelines for the policies, including a list of
management issues and a list of exemptions that can be endorsed by the Heritage
Council which will not require further reference for approval.

8.1 Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Standards that need to be addressed to ensure the compliance of 91 and 93 George
Street with Heritage Act provisions are those for Inspection, Essential Maintenance and
Repair, Weather Protection, Fire Protection, Conservation Management Plans and
Security.

It is considered that the current arrangements fully satisfy Standards for Security,
Essential Maintenance and Repair, Inspection, and Weather Protection and that the
Standards for Conservation Management Plans will be satisfied with the endorsement
of this CMP by the Heritage Council.  In the current situation, these are not of concern.

The works are presented for relevant elements only.  To assure compliance with the
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair on the site of 91 and 93 George
Street, the following works need to be undertaken:

MINIMUM STANDARDS OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

93 George Street

Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: Fire Protection

LIGHTWELL TO CELLAR FROM GEORGE STREET

This lightwell currently lacks a sound closure. Tenants of the property reported that a
small fire broke out in the basement after a lit cigarette fell into the lightwell. Action
should be taken to secure the lightwell opening in order to prevent a similar event
occurring in future.

Additionally, regular inspections of both properties (on an annual basis at least) by a
suitably qualified person should continue to take place in order to identify newly arising
areas to be addressed.
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8.2 Schedule of Conservation Works

The following Schedule of Conservation Works describes work that should be
implemented to preserve the significant fabric of 91 and 93 George Street.  With the
exception of investigating the floorboards at 91 George Street and the cracking
brickwork at 93 George Street, all of the recommended works could be undertaken
whenever possible. The recommended investigations should take place as soon as
possible to ensure ongoing retention of the significant fabric.

SCHEDULE OF CONSERVATION WORKS
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Element Condition Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

91 George Street
Ground floor plan form N/A Moderate Reconstruct elements of

earlier plan form by replacing
nibs of walls

Early stair to cellar N/A N/A Reconstruct

Floorboards to first and
second floors

Fair to
poor

High Investigate and repair cause
of springy floorboards on first
and second floors (condition
of joists, floorboards, and
fixings)

93 George Street
Wall surfaces, ground and
first floors

Good High Reconstruct rendered
finishes and cornices

First floor doorways Good High Put doors back on first floor

Stair to cellar Good Little Reconstruct

Paint memory of earlier
stair to cellar

Good Moderate Photographically record
evidence of paint memory in
cellar showing profile of
earlier stair

Brick walls in basement Fair to
poor

High Investigate and repair cause
of cracking of bricks in
basement (loading issue,
structural stability, expanding
lintel?)

Ad hoc brick repairs
throughout

Poor Little Replace cement mortar brick
repairs with lime mortar
throughout

Basement ceiling Poor High Investigate waterlogged
ceiling linings

Lightwell to George Street
footpath

Fair to
Poor

Moderate Investigate secure closure
for lightwell to pavement

Window sash in G-02 Fair High Repair salvaged window
sash in Room G-02 to get in
correct operational order
(sash is upside down)

Stair from ground to first
floor

Good High Renew black japan finish
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8.3 On-going Maintenance
The on-going maintenance schedule refers to cyclical maintenance works to fabric that
should be implemented by the Authority as part of the process of on-going
management of 91 and 93 George Street.  Performed work and any faults discovered
or repairs made, should be recorded and kept separately alongside a copy of this
maintenance schedule.

While extant, all structural fabric and building elements that provide weatherproofing
(irrespective of significance) should be maintained to ensure the stability and integrity
of significant elements.

The following schedule has been organised by building material and/or elements to
provide a scope of works for each building trade involved in maintenance works.

Any obvious faults in the building fabric (for example cracking or leaking) that may
develop in the future should be addressed immediately rather than waiting for the time
period listed below.

All maintenance works, patch repairs, and more major repairs to significant fabric
should take place under the supervision of a qualified heritage architect.

ON-GOING MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Building
Element

Every
Year

Every 2
years

Every 5
years

Every 10
years

Every 20
years

EXTERNAL BUILDING ELEMENTS
Masonry walls

Includes all
external
walls

-Check
flashings to
masonry
cornices
and
projections
(where
applicable)
and repair
if needed

-Check
masonry
walls,
including
parapets,
for
structural
faults and
take
remedial
action

-Paint
rendered
masonry
surfaces

External timber elements
All windows,
shopfronts,
doors, and
awning
structure

-Oil locks
and hinges

-Paint
external
joinery

-Repair
external
timber work

External metal elements
Awning fixing
points, sign
fixing cleats,
metal grilles,
iron vents,
security
grilles

-Check
external
steelwork
and spot
repair and
paint if
needed

-Paint
previously
painted
external
metal
elements
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ON-GOING MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Building
Element

Every
Year

Every 2
years

Every 5
years

Every 10
years

Every 20
years

Roof coverings and flashings

All roof
coverings
and flashings
throughout,
including
sheet metal
roof to
awning of 93
George St

- Check
metal
sheet
metal
roofing and
repair if
needed
(where
applicable)
- Check
roof
membrane
(where
applicable)

-Check
over and
repair roof
coverings
and
flashings

- Refurbish
flat roof
membranes
(where
applicable)
- Renew
external
galvanised
steel metal
roofing
(where
applicable)
- Renew
galvanised
steel
flashings
(where
applicable)

- Carry out
major repairs
to all non-
metal roof
coverings
- Renew
external
zincalume
roofing and
flashing
(where
applicable)
- Carry out
major repairs
to lead
copper and
zinc roof
flashings
(where
applicable)
and renew
every 50
years

Rainwater goods

All rainwater
goods
throughout

-Inspect
and clean
out box
gutters,
eaves
gutters,
downpipes
and
rainwater
heads

-Renew
galvanised
steel
guttering
and
downpipes
(where
applicable

- Renew
zincalume
guttering and
downpipes
(where
applicable)
- Renew
copper, lead
or zinc
gutters and
downpipes
(where
applicable)

Stormwater drains

All
stormwater
drains
throughout

-Check
operation
of
stormwater
drains

-Clean out
stormwater
drains

Other external elements
Ceramic tile
to north and
east facades,
91 George St

-Check
over and
refix as
necessary
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ON-GOING MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Building
Element

Every
Year

Every 2
years

Every 5
years

Every 10
years

Every 20
years

INTERNAL BUILDING ELEMENTS
Ceiling linings
All
suspended
plasterboard,
and timber
beaded
board ceiling
linings
throughout

-Patch
repair as
needed

-Repair and
repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

Walls
All painted
brick,
exposed
brick, and set
plaster walls
throughout

-Patch
repair as
needed

-Repair and
repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

Wall linings
All timber
beaded
boards and
stud
plasterboard
throughout

-Patch
repair as
needed

-Repair and
repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

Structural timber
Structural
floor, wall,
and ceiling
members
throughout
91 and 93
George St

-Inspect for
termites
and rot and
take
remedial
action

-Check roof
timbers for
structural
faults and
take
remedial
action

Structural steelwork
Stair to
basement in
91 George
Street

-Paint
internal
structural
steelwork

Floor surfaces
Includes
timber floor
boards, and
concrete
floor finishes
throughout

-Patch
repair as
needed

-Renew
finish

Ceramic,
terrazzo, and
terra cotta
tiles

-Check
over and
refix
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ON-GOING MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
91 & 93 GEORGE STREET

Building
Element

Every
Year

Every 2
years

Every 5
years

Every 10
years

Every 20
years

Internal timber elements and joinery
Timber
doorways,
including
timber door
leaves,
architraves,
frames,
fanlights

-Patch
repair as
needed

-Repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

Internal
window
joinery

-Patch
repair as
needed

-Repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

Skirtings
-Patch
repair as
needed

-Repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

Timber stairs
to rooms G-
8, 1-5, and 2-
4 in 91
George St;
and rooms
B-01 and 1-
11 of 93
George St

-Check over
for
structural
faults and
take
remedial
action

-Renew
finish

Other internal elements
Chimneypiec
es in room 1-
9 of 91
George St;
and room 1-
01 of 93
George St

-Repair as
needed

-Repaint
previously
painted
surfaces

SERVICES

Air
conditioning

-Inspect,
repair,
replace as
required

Electrical
(including
external light
fittings)

-Inspect,
repair,
replace as
required

Plumbing

-Inspect,
repair,
replace as
required
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8.4 Standard Exemptions under the NSW Heritage Act
Any major works that are proposed to a SHR item need to be assessed and approved
by the Heritage Council of NSW to ensure that the heritage significance of the item will
not be adversely affected.

To achieve efficiency and focus only on activities that may affect significance, s.57 of
the Heritage Act contains provisions for granting exemptions for certain activities that
would otherwise require approval under the Act.  There are two types of exemptions
that can apply to the property:

• Standard exemptions such as building maintenance, minor repairs, alterations to
certain interiors and change of use.

• Site-specific exemptions that relate to a particular property.

This Section presents list of activities eligible for exemptions from seeking further
approval under Standard Exemptions presented in S.57 of the Heritage Act.  The site-
specific conservation framework developed within this Conservation Management Plan
presented in Sections 8.1 – Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair, 8.3 –
Schedule of Conservation Works, and 8.4 –On-going Maintenance, will also be exempt
from further reference to the NSW Heritage Council, once this document has been
endorsed by the Foreshore Authority, under delegated authority to the Foreshore
Authority to endorse minor development to SHR items.

SCHEDULE OF EXEMPTIONS TO SUBSECTION 57(1) OF THE HERITAGE ACT 1977

MADE UNDER SUBSECTION 57(2)

GENERAL CONDITIONS

1. These general conditions apply to all of the following Exemptions.

2. Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be carried out in
accordance with relevant Guidelines issued by the NSW Heritage Office
including “The Maintenance of Heritage Assets: A Practical Guide” 1998,
“Moveable Heritage Principles” 2000 and “The Heritage Council Policy on
Managing Change to Heritage Items”.

3. The following standard Exemptions do not apply to anything affecting relics,
places, items or sites if heritage significance to Aboriginal peoples or which
affects traditional access by Aboriginal people.

4. The Assistant Director or Principle Heritage Officers may carry out any of the
functions or powers of the Director of the Heritage Office under these
Exemptions.

5. In these Exemptions, words shall be given the same meaning as in the Heritage
Act 1977 (“the Act”) unless the contrary intention appears from the context of
the exemption.

6. Anything done pursuant to the following Exemptions must be specified,
supervised and carried out by people with knowledge, skills and experience
appropriate to the work.
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8.4.1 STANDARD EXEMPTION 1: MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

1. The following maintenance and cleaning does not require approval under s. 57(1) of
the Act:

(a) the maintenance of an item to retain its condition or operation without the
removal of or damage to the existing fabric or the introduction of new materials;

(b) cleaning including the removal of surface deposits, organic growths or graffiti by
the use of low pressure water (less than 100 psi at the surface being cleaned)
and neutral detergents and mild brushing and scrubbing.

NOTE 1: Traditional finishes such as oils and waxes must continue to be used for
timber surfaces rather than modern alternative protective coatings such as
polyurethane or acrylic which may seal the surface and can cause damage.

NOTE 2:  Surface patina which has developed on the fabric may be an important part of
the item’s significance and if so needs to be preserved during maintenance and
cleaning.

8.4.2 STANDARD EXEMPTION 2: REPAIRS

1. Repair to an item which is of the type described in (a) or (b) below does not require
approval under s. 57(1) of the Act:

(a) the replacement of services such as cabling, plumbing, wiring and fire services
that used existing service routes, cavities or voids or replaces existing surface
mounted services and does not involve damage to or the removal of significant
fabric;

(b) the repair (such as refixing and patching) or the replacement of missing,
damaged or deteriorated fabric that is beyond further maintenance, which
matches the existing fabric in appearance, material and method of affixing and
does not involve damage to or the removal of significant fabric.

NOTE 1: Repairs must be based on the principle of doing as little as possible and only
as much as is necessary to retain and protect the element.  Therefore replacement
must only occur as a last resort where the major part of an element has decayed
beyond further maintenance.

NOTE 2:  Any new materials used for repair must not exacerbate the decay of existing
fabric due to chemical incompatibility, obscure existing fabric or limit access to existing
fabric for future maintenance.

NOTE 3: Repair must maximise protection and retention of fabric and include the
conservation of existing detailing, such as vents, capping, chimneys, carving,
decoration or glazing.

8.4.3 STANDARD EXEMPTION 3: PAINTING

1. Painting does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act if the painting:

(a) does not involve the disturbance or removal of earlier paint layers other than
that which has failed by chalking, flaking, peeling or blistering;
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(b) involves over-coating with an appropriate surface as an isolating layer to
provide a means of protection for significant earlier layers or to provide a stable
basis for repainting;

(c) employs the same colour scheme and paint type as an earlier scheme if they
are appropriate to the substrate and do not endanger the survival of earlier
paint layers.

2. Painting which employs a different colour scheme and paint type from an earlier
scheme does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that:

(a) the Director is satisfied that the proposed colour scheme, paint type, details of
surface preparation and paint removal will not adversely affect the heritage
significance of the item; and

(b) the person proposing to undertake the painting has received a notice advising
that the Director is satisfied.

3. A person proposing to undertake repainting of the kind described in paragraph 2
must write to the Director and describe the proposed colour scheme, paint type, details
of surface preparation and paint removal involved in the repainting.  If the Director is
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a) the
Director shall notify the applicant.

NOTE: Preference should be given to the re-establishment of historically significant
paint schemes of the item that are appropriate to the significance of the building.

8.4.4 STANDARD EXEMPTION 4: EXCAVATION

1. Excavation or disturbance of land of the kind specified below does not require
approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the Director is satisfied that the criteria
in (a), (b) or (c) have been met and the person proposing to undertake the excavation
or disturbance of land has received a notice advising that the Director is satisfied:

(a) where an archaeological assessment has been prepared in accordance with
Guidelines published by the Heritage Council of NSW which indicates that there
is little likelihood of there being any relics in the land or that any relics in the
land are unlikely to have State of local heritage significance; or

(b) where the excavation or disturbance of land will have a minor impact on the
archaeological resource; or

(c) where the excavation or disturbance of land involves only the removal of fill
which has been deposited on the land.

2. A person proposing to excavate or disturb land in the manner described in
paragraph 1 must write to the Director and describe the proposed excavation or
disturbance of land and set out why it satisfies the criteria set out in paragraph 1.  If the
Director is satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in
paragraph (a), (b) or (c) the Director shall notify the applicant.

NOTE: Any excavation with the potential to affect Aboriginal objects should be referred
to the Director-General of the National Parks and Wildlife Service.
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8.4.5 STANDARD EXEMPTION 5: RESTORATION

1. Restoration of an item by returning significant fabric to a known earlier location
without the introduction of new material does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the
Act.

2. The following restoration does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act,
provided that the Director is satisfied that the criteria in (a) have been met and the
person proposing to undertake the restoration has received a notice advising that the
Director is satisfied:

(a) the restoration of an item without the introduction of new material (except for
fixings) to reveal a known earlier configuration by removing accretions or
reassembling existing components which does not adversely affect the heritage
significance of the item.

3. A person proposing to undertake restoration of the kind described in paragraph 2
must write to the Director and set out why there is a need for restoration to be
undertaken and the proposed material and method of restoration.  If the Director is
satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 2(a),
the Director shall notify the applicant.

8.4.6 STANDARD EXEMPTION 6: DEVELOPMENT ENDORSED BY THE
HERITAGE COUNCIL OR DIRECTOR

1. Development specifically identified as exempt development by a conservation policy
or strategy within a conservation management plan which has been endorsed by the
Heritage Council of NSW or within an interim conservation management strategy
endorsed by the Director does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.

8.4.7 STANDARD EXEMPTION 7: MINOR ACTIVITIES WITH NO ADVERSE
IMPACT ON HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

1. Anything which in the opinion of the Director is on a minor nature and will not
adversely affect the heritage significance of the item does not require approval under
s.57(1) of the Act.

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 must write to
the Director and describe the proposed activity.  If the Director is satisfied that the
proposed activity meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1, the Director shall notify the
applicant.

8.4.8 STANDARD EXEMPTION 8: NON-SIGNIFICANT FABRIC

The following development does not require approval under s.57(1) of the Act, provided
that the Director is satisfied that the criteria in (a) have been met and the person
proposing to undertake the development has received a notice advising that the
Director is satisfied:

(a) the alteration of the building involving the construction or installation of new
fabric or services or the removal of building fabric which will not adversely affect
the heritage significance of the item.

2. A person proposing to do anything of the kind described in paragraph 1 must write to
the Director and describe the proposed development.  If the Director is satisfied that
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the proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a), the Director
shall notify the applicant.

8.4.9 STANDARD EXEMPTION 9: CHANGE OF USE

The change of use of an item or its curtilage or the commencement of an additional or
temporary use does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act, provided that the
Director is satisfied that the criteria in (a) or (b) have been met and the person
proposing to undertake the change of use has received a notice advising that the
Director is satisfied:

(a) the use does not involve the alteration of the fabric, layout or setting of the item
or the carrying out of development other than that permitted by other standard
or site specific exemptions; or

(b) the use does not involve the cessation of the primary use for which the building
was erected, a later significant use or the loss of significant association with the
item by current users;

2. A person proposing to change the use of an item or its curtilage or to commence an
additional or temporary use of an item or its curtilage in the manner described in
paragraph 1 must write to the Director and describe the changes proposed.  If the
Director is satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out on
paragraph 1(a) or (b), the Director shall notify the applicant.

8.4.10 STANDARD EXEMPTION 11: TEMPORARY STRUCTURES

1 The erection of temporary structures does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the
Act, providing that the Director is satisfied that the criteria in (a) and (b) have been met
and the person proposing to erect the structure has received a notice advising that the
Director is satisfied:

(a) the structure will be erected and used for a maximum period of 4 weeks after
which it will be removed within a period of 2 days and not erected again within a
period of 6 month;

(b) the structure is not to be located where it could damage or endanger significant
fabric including landscape or archaeological feature of its curtilage or obstruct
significant views of and from heritage items.

2. A person proposing to erect a structure of the kind described in paragraph 1 must
write to the Director and set out the nature of the structure, the use for the structure
and how long it will remain in place and the next occasion on which it is anticipated that
the structure will be erected.  If the Director is satisfied that the proposed development
meets the criteria set out paragraphs 1(a) and 1(b) the Director shall notify the
applicant.

8.4.11 STANDARD EXAMPTION 13: SIGNAGE

1. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) below does not
require approval under s.57(1) of the Act:

(a) temporary signage which is located behind or on the glass surface of a shop
window which is not internally illuminated or flashing and is to be removed
within eight weeks; or
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(b) a real estate sign indicating that the place is for auction, sale or letting and
related particulars and which is removed within 10 days of the sale or letting of
the place;

2. The erection of signage which is of the types described in (a) or (b) below does not
require approval under s.57(1) of the Act provided that the Director is satisfied that the
criteria in (a) and (b) respectively have been met and the person proposing to erect is
has received a notice advising that the Director is satisfied:

(a) the erection of non-illuminating signage for the sole purpose of providing
information to assist in the interpretation of the heritage significance of the item
and which will not adversely affect significant fabric including landscape or
archaeological features of its curtilage or obstruct significant views of and from
heritage items; or

(b) signage which is in the form of a flag or banner associated with a building used
for a purpose which requires such form of promotion such as a theatre or
gallery, which is displayed for a maximum period of eight weeks and which will
not adversely affect significant fabric including landscape or archaeological
features of its curtilage;

3. A person proposing to erect signage of the kind described in paragraph 2 must write
to the Director and describe the nature and purpose of the advertising or signage.  If
the Director is satisfied that the proposed development meets the criteria set out in
paragraph 2(a) or 2(b), the Director shell notify the applicant.

4. Signage of the kind described in paragraph 1 and 2 must:

(a) not conceal or involve the removal of signage which has an integral relationship
with the significance of the item;

(b) be located and be of a suitable size so as not to obscure or damage significant
fabric of the item;

(c) be able to be later removed without causing damage to the significant fabric of
the item; and

(d) reuse existing fixing points or insert fixings within joints without damage to
adjacent masonry.

8.4.12 STANDARD EXEMPTION 15:  COMPLIANCE WITH MINIMUM STANDARDS
AND ORDERS

1. Development which is required for the purpose of compliance with the minimum
standards set out in Part 3 of the Heritage Regulation 1999 or an order issued under
either:

(a) section 120 of the Heritage Act 1977 regarding minimum standards of
maintenance and repair; or

(b) section 121S of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
regarding an order which is consistent with a submission by the Heritage
Council under section 121S(6) of the Act;

does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act.
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8.4.13 STANDARD EXEMPTION 16:  SAFETY AND SECURITY

1. The following development does not require approval under s. 57(1) of the Act,
provided that the Director is satisfied that the criteria in (a) or (b) have been met and
the person proposing to undertake the development has received a notice advising that
the Director is satisfied:

(a) the erection of temporary security fencing, scaffolding, hoardings or surveillance
systems to prevent unauthorised access or secure public safety which will not
adversely affect significant fabric of the item including landscape or
archaeological features of its curtilage; or

(b) development, including emergency stabilisation, necessary to secure safety
where a building or part of a building has been irreparably damaged or
destabilised and poses a safety risk to its users of the public.

2. A person proposing to undertake development of the kind described in paragraph 1
must write to the Director and describe the development and, if it is of the kind set out
in 1(b), provide certification from a structural engineer having experience with heritage
items confirming the necessity for the development with regard to the criteria set out in
1(b) and any adverse impact on significant fabric.  If the Director is satisfied that the
proposed development meets the criteria set out in paragraph 1(a) or (b), the Director
shall notify the applicant.

8.5 Adaptive Re-use Guidelines

8.5.1 Background

The cultural significance of a place is often embodied in its continuing historical use. It
is axiomatic that the property which has been used as a shop since it was constructed
should remain, if possible, so used. If this is not possible, then another use is desirable,
and uses related to the history of the place are preferable.

8.5.2 Criteria for compatible re-use options

Should a continuation of the historical use not be possible, uses that involve minimum
change to the significant fabric, and respect the associations and meanings embodied
in the place (compatible uses) are preferable.

In addition, uses which take advantage of the character of the various components of
the place should be preferred.

Compatible re-use could fall into one of the following categories (in order of
preference):
• Food/beverage service (licensed premises, restaurant, café, etc.)
• Retail (outfitters, grocers, gallery, chemist, etc.)
• Other commercial services (e.g., bank, post office)
• Cultural tourism uses (e.g., visitor centre, museum)

Generally, uses which enable the public to access the ground floor of the buildings
should be encouraged. More private uses of the first and second floors are appropriate,
e.g., professional consulting rooms or offices associated with the ground floor tenancy.
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8.5.3 Adaptation guidelines generally

• The adaptive re-use of all building components is acceptable, with compatible new
uses selected that utilise the original character or permit a creative and responsible
re-use of the fundamental architectural, functional and spatial characteristics as far
as possible.

• The Foreshore Authority shall ensure that any new uses selected for the existing
building shall adopt the principle of "loose fit", where the new use is adjusted as
necessary to work within the available spatial and architectural configuration.

• Adaptation of a building's interior should ensure that the original fabric or significant
architectural and spatial features are retained and interpreted as far as possible.

• New uses should involve minimum change to the significant fabric, and respect the
associations and meanings embodied in the place. Uses which fit the existing
spaces should be preferred to uses which require substantial change to the existing
spaces/fabric.

• Subdivision of internal spaces should be undertaken in a secondary manner, using
such items as partitions that can be removed and which do not cut into the existing
finishes or details.

• External alterations or additions should be discouraged; however, if required to
meet approved interpretation, re-use or cultural tourism requirements, these should
be of a minor nature, and subservient to the primary architectural features and
composition of the existing structure.

• Intervention into the building fabric for additions or alterations to services should
respect the integrity of the extant material, and not be detrimental to the original
fabric.

• The Foreshore Authority shall consider alternative approaches to the resolution of
functional, safety, BCA or health requirements to minimise any adverse impact
upon significant fabric or features.

• Redundant but significant equipment, fittings and fixtures are to be retained on site,
preferably in their existing location, or in a new location as determined by the site-
specific interpretation plan.

• The introduction of new services and associated fittings as part of approved re-use
programs should be carried out with the minimum of disruption to the fabric and
spaces.

• Existing or old service chases or conduits should be re-used in preference to new
chases.  Services should be rationalised, grouped and treated to minimise intrusion.

• Uses which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for upgrading to
ordinance compliance should be avoided.
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10.0 
Appendix 1
Table showing occupants of 91 and 93 George Street, 1858-1933, based on listings in
the Sands Directory. (Blank lines indicate no entry for that year.) See also note about
street numbering at end of table.

Year 91 George Street 93 George Street
1858 William Sullivan, New York Tavern William Boddy, Seamen’s Boarding House
1859
1860
1861 HY Fisher & Son, Ship Brokers
1862
1863
1864 Not listed
1865 HY Fisher & Sons, Merchants Mrs. O’Brien Dealer
1866 J.B. Bassetti, Hotel D’Italie Mrs. O’Brien Dealer
1867 J.B. Bassetti, Italian Hotel Mrs. O’Brien, Fruitier
1868 John Sayle, Italian Hotel Mrs. O’Brien, Fruitier
1869 John Sayle, Liverpool Arms Sun Lee Kee & Co, Chinese Merchants
1870 John Sayle, Liverpool Arms James Power, Boarding House
1871 John Sayle, Liverpool Arms Thomas Claydon, Butcher
1872
1873 James Power, American Hotel John Howe, Grocer
1874
1875 H. Burkett, American Hotel JAS. McGinley, Boarding House
1876 Felix Crummy, American Hotel Mrs. J. Irving, Boarding House
1877 Felix Crummy, American Hotel Mrs. H. Lawrence, Green Grocer
1878
1879 William Walpole, ASN Co’s Hotel Mrs. H. Lawrence, Green Grocer
1880 William Walpole, ASN Co’s Hotel Mrs. H. Lawrence, Green Grocer
1881
1882 William Walpole, ASN Co’s Hotel Mrs. H. Lawrence, Green Grocer
1883 William Walpole, ASN Co’s Hotel Mrs. H. Lawrence, Green Grocer
1884 William Walpole, ASN Co’s Hotel Mrs. H. Lawrence, Green Grocer
1885 William Walpole, ASN Co’s Hotel Mrs. Honora Lawrence, Grocer
1886 ASN Hotel, George H. Bradshaw Mrs. Honora Lawrence, Grocer
1887 ASN Hotel, Joseph Davis Mrs. Honora Lawrence, Grocer
1888 ASN Hotel, Joseph Davis A. Johnston, Hairdresser
1889 ASN Hotel, Joseph Davis Mrs. Ada Boyce, Boarding House
1890 ASN Hotel, Joseph Davis J.H. Bridgen, Boarding House
1891
1892 ASN Hotel, R.B. Goff O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1893 ASN Hotel, R.B. Goff O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1894 ASN Hotel, R.B. Goff O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1895 ASN Hotel, R.B. Goff O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1896 ASN Hotel, Philip Aron O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1897 ASN Hotel, Philip Aron O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1898 ASN Hotel, William Adams O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
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1899 ASN Hotel, George Hunn O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1900 ASN Hotel, George Hunn O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1901 ASN Hotel, Thomas Greig O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1902 ASN Hotel, Thomas Thompson O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1903 ASN Hotel, John O’Flaherty O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1904 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1905 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1906 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft O’Neill & Co, Outfitters
1907 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft Maurice Glucina, Refreshment Rooms
1908 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft Adolph Pauls, Refreshment Rooms
1909 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft Adolph Pauls, Refreshment Rooms
1910 ASN Hotel,  Harvey Taft Adolph Pauls, Refreshment Rooms
1911 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft John Donovan, Refreshment Rooms
1912 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft John Donovan, Refreshment Rooms
1913 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft Alfred Ramsden, Restaurant
1914 ASN Hotel, Harvey Taft Alfred Ramsden, Restaurant
1915 ASN Hotel, Thomas A. Hicks Not listed
1916 ASN Hotel, Thomas A. Hicks Spiro Colivas, Restaurant
1917 ASN Hotel, Thomas A. Hicks Spiro Colivas, Restaurant
1918 ASN Hotel, Philip Mohr Spiro Colivas, Restaurant
1919 ASN Hotel, Philip Mohr Spiro Colivas, Restaurant
1920 ASN Hotel, Philip Mohr Spiro Colivas, Restaurant
1921 ASN Hotel, Philip Mohr A. Nicholas, Restaurant
1922 ASN Hotel, Philip Mohr Miss Fawley & Johnson, Restaurant
1923 ASN Hotel, Adrian J. Stanton Misses M., E. and D. Fawley, Restaurant
1924 ASN Hotel, Alfred Ponting Misses M., E. and D. Fawley, Restaurant
1925 ASN Hotel, John Grant Misses M., E. and D. Fawley, Restaurant
1926 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan Mrs. Tilly Siocy, Hairdresser
1927 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan Mrs. Tilly Siocy, Hairdresser
1928 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan Mrs. Tilly Siocy, Hairdresser
1929 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan Mrs. Tilly Siocy, Hairdresser
1930 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan G. Dalstein, Hairdresser
1931 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan G. Dalstein, Hairdresser
1932-3 ASN Hotel, Arthur Ryan G. Dalstein, Hairdresser

Note on street numbering:

As with many nineteenth century street numbering systems, there was a period of
change before the present pattern was determined. The table below shows the
changes in relation to the subject buildings:

Present
numbers

<1859 to 1873 1975 to 1877 1877 to c1884 1885 to
present

91 95 95 95A 91
93 97 95½ 95B 93
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11.0 
Appendix 2
Chronology of documented changes to the fabric of 91 and 93 George Street (revised
extract from 1999 CMP for the ASN Hotel).

YEAR EVENT SOURCE

1788? [Assistant Surgeon’s House built on the site]

1815 Francis Greenway and his family occupied the Assistant
Surgeon’s House.

M.H. Ellis,
Francis
Greenway. His
Life and Times,
Angus and
Robertson, 1949

1834 Greenway’s title to the land was questioned, and ownership
reverted to the Crown

M.H. Ellis,
Francis
Greenway. His
Life and Times,
Angus and
Robertson, 1949

1837 Francis Greenway died near East Maitland, and it was after
his death that the Crown recovered the property in George &
Argyle streets following action in London.

Herman,
1966:472

1838 F.W. Unwin granted land including the site. Maitland, N.C.,
George Street,
The Rocks: a
streetscape
conservation
strategy,
1983:61
(Maitland, 1983)

1839 Unwin leased land to Michael Gannon, carpenter, requiring
Gannon to erect 3-storey buildings on George Street frontage.

Old System Title
Books 7 No 80

1840 Gannon erected the ‘New York Hotel’ on the site Maitland, 1983:
61

1840 Michael Gannon granted a licence for the New York Hotel,
George Street, Sydney on 24 June.

Archives Office
of New South
Wales
(AONSW): Reel
5056
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1844 Land conveyed to R.A.A. Morehead and Matthew Young. Title
Plan shows the New York Hotel and a shop at 93 George
Street, as well as Gannon’s house and shop, Argyle Street,
the shops at 95-99 George Street, and a workshop
surrounding an internal yard.

Old System Title
Book No. 498

1846 John Anderson granted a licence for the New York Hotel,
George Street, Sydney on 2 January 1846

AONSW:
Licensees card
index

1869 Name of the hotel changed to ‘Liverpool Arms’ Maitland, 1983:
61

1870 Land conveyed to William Yeoman, painter. Old System Title
Book 120 No. 33

1873 Name of the hotel changed to ‘American Arms’ Maitland, 1983:
61

1879 Name of the hotel changed to ‘ASN Hotel’ Maitland, 1983:
61

1885 Land conveyed to John Gill, grazier of Moonbi Old System Title
Book. 316 No.
687.

1890 City Improvement Board resolves that 93 George Street be
pulled down to its ruinous condition.

SRNSW CGS
726 1/2129-30,
28 Feb 1890

1891-
1892

Extensive renovation to No 91. No. 93 rebuilt to 2 stories. Maitland, 1983:
61

1903 Land resumed by the Crown under Observatory Hill Act. Maitland, 1983:
61

1912 Ground floor altered by removing ‘L’ shaped bar in south-west
corner of public bar, and wall between George Street parlour
and public bar, and making into one room with a central island
bar - facing George Street and corner of Argyle Street.

SCA, HP 13/13
Aug 9, 1912,
folder 707

1922 Tooth’s built the kitchen in the cellar (cost £130), and
proposed spending a further £1000 to provide an awning, tile
bathroom walls and install new baths and composition
flooring, install electric lights to the 2nd floor, and reconstruct
the lavatory in the yard to design by their architect Mr Dalziel.

Tooth’s,
12.7.1922

1922 Men’s toilet of 1 WC and a urinal built in yard of 93 along
laneway, but adjoining 91, accessed from the hotel by walking
through an open yard area; new awning over facade
(Corporation design No. 1)

SCA Plan HP
13/12.

1925 Mrs. F. Story submitted a BA for a new shopfront to 93
George Street

City of Sydney
Street Planning
(BA/DA) cards
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1927 Letter from Rudder & Grout, architects, describes existing bar
as having 11 metres (37 feet) of serving space, and the
existing kitchen as being in the basement, poorly lit, badly
ventilated, with service to the dining room by a dumb waiter.
To avoid steps to the public lavatory the ground level in the
yard had to be excavated to a depth of 137 cms (4’6”).  A
second letter described the existing laundry as being the
basement, but unused due to lack of drying space, and
provided for a further extension of the building over Greenway
Lane for new bathrooms.

Rudder & Grout,
4.1.1927,
7.2.1927

1927 Application made to City of Sydney Council for an awning to
93 George Street

City of Sydney
Street Planning
(BA/DA) cards

1928 Plans for proposed alterations by Rudder & Grout, architects:
basement - some internal walls, western end, removed,
central stairs removed, stairs along south west corner ‘filled
in’, new steel RSJs [Rolled Steel Joists] fitted over the
basement,
ground floor - all internal walls removed, public bar extended
to approx. 2/3rds of floor area, with ‘long-U’ shaped bar
running west-east from western wall, and entrance to upper
levels from western-most door facing Argyle Street, men’s
toilet enlarged to occupy remaining area of open yard,
1st floor - new kitchen and dining room in George Street
rooms, new women’s toilet over men’s toilet, one bedroom
wall moved, 2nd floor - no changes. Facade - facade beneath
awning altered with 3/4 wall tiling and new doors and lights

SCA Plans HP
13/08, 13/09,
13/10.

1928 The Trust’s approval required altering the level of the bar
floor, rearranging of sewerage lines and rearranging the
staircase to obtain headroom and below-stairs room.

Rudder & Grout,
16.8.1928

1928 The Trust noted that gold paint peeling of parlour walls,
repairs needed to pier adjoining No 93, and asphalt in lane
needed repairing.

Sydney Harbour
Trust (SHT),
7.12.1928

1929 Licensing Inspector required repairs and alterations to be
carried out - Tooth & Co attended to leaks in the awning and
floor

Lease Card 1929
-
315865/31704/3
2028

1929 Hotel alterations carried out by McIntyre Bros., - matters in
dispute included the awning roof, use of ‘Roughtex’ gold
coloured finish in bar, parlour and entrance hall, and painting
of upstairs rooms in blue kalsomine.

Rudder & Grout,
18.1.1929

1929 Specification prepared to replace defective iron sheets,
flashing and box gutter in awning, scrape off all ‘Roughtex’
and then kalsomine walls ‘in specified colour’, and whitewash
basement room and cellars.

Rudder & Grout,
12.3.1929

1930 A. Ryan reported a fire in the hotel through fusing in the
switchboard in the cellar - asked that the board be removed to
the bar room

Lease Card
1930-31645
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1930 Licensing Board required ‘certain renovations’ to be carried
out - Tooth & Co agreed to do so.

Lease Card 1930
- 31818/31869

1931 Damage to wall tiles at rear of hotel by a Jones Bros. Coal Co.
lorry - Tooth & Co. to undertake repairs

Lease Card 1931
- 32165/32191

1931 20 granite cobble stones removed and replaced during work
on renewing the water service.

Lease Card 1931
- 32548

1932 Further damage to wall tiles at rear of hotel by Jones Bros.
Coal Co. lorry.

Lease Card 1932
- 31847

1933 Transport Dept. requested permission to erect a notice board
on the awning directing passengers to Bridge stairs and
trams.

Lease Card 1933
- 32148

1936 Lessee asked to repair tiles on private entrance to hotel. Lease Card 1936
- 31765

1937 Licensing Inspector issued notice requiring repairs to the hotel
- Board made renovations to the kitchen costing £2/7/11 with
the licensee to pay.  Fuses blown due to faulty iron required
repair of open circuit behind switchboard, cost 5/11

Lease Card 1937
-
32359/32687/32
957/32958

1938 Licensee requested repairs to the electric light service -
carried out, except to bath heater in ladies bathroom, for
which tenders are being called - also some dispute between
Board and Licensee over signs and bar counters - tenancy
agreement amended deleting responsibility of lessee for
painting and kalsomining.

Lease Card 1938
-
31997/32236/32
442.

1939 Fire in the switchboard - new wires and repairs cost £3/17/6 -
Licensing Inspector served notice of required repairs and
renovations.

Lease Card 1939
-
31783/31882/32
337

1940 Licensing Inspector served notice of required repairs and
renovations - Tooth & Co asked the Board to have the dining
room renovated.

Lease Card 1940
- 31708/31781

1942 Licensing Court issued a notice to carry out repairs etc. Lease Card 1942
- 31739

1943 Windows reglazed in December at a cost of £1/10/- paid by
Board, cost recovered from Licensee

Lease Card 1943
- 31947

1944 Police notice served to effect repairs to the hotel - Licensing
Sergeant at No. 4 Police Station then wrote to the Board’s
solicitor about this matter.

Lease Card 1944
- 31502

1945 Police notice served to effect repairs to the hotel - copy of
same notice also received by the Board from Tooth & Co.

Lease Card 1945
- 31508
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1946,
1947,
1948

Tooth & Co. sent to the Board a Police notice served to effect
repairs to the hotel - Tooth’s considered this to be the Board’s
responsibility.

Lease Card 1947
- 45-31508

1949 Fire reported in a bed in Room 9, 2nd floor, although no
damage found upon inspection - Police notice served to effect
repairs to the hotel - Tooths view that not their responsibility -
the Licensee applied to the Board to have electric light
installed on the cellar stairs.

Lease Card 1949
- 31526/47-
31752/31994

1949 Hotel description: 3 stories, brick, iron roof, guest rooms - 6
single and 2 twin, private quarters 1 double and 1 twin room,
kitchen, bathrooms, laundry supplied with electric hot water, 1
men’s toilet, 1 women’s toilet, 1 private women’s toilet, 1
private men’s toilet, public bar, parlour (seated 8), furniture
adequate/fair.

Tooth’s Yellow
Card

1950 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - Tooth & Co.
ordered new floor coverings for the dining room and private
entrance.

Lease Card 1950
- 31564

1952 Australian Gas Light Co. advised the Board that the gas
service pipe needed renewing.

Lease Card 1952
- 31969

1953 Doors to the side entrance and private bedroom repaired at a
cost of £5 - cost recovered from the licensee; police notice
served to effect repairs to the hotel.

Lease Card 1953
- 31760/31803

1954 Flue terminal and oven cock on the kitchen gas range
renewed at a cost of £3/10/-, recovered from licensee;
Licensing Magistrate issued a notice for repairs to be done by
May 1954 - Tooth’s issued a solicitor’s letter to Mrs Ryan for
negligence in carrying out police orders for repairs - Mrs Ryan
advised the Board that she was refurnishing all the rooms with
new furniture - ice box repaired and renovated - following
inspection, the Inspector advised that all repairs now carried
out; CSR asphalt tiles laid to the floors by Ormonoid Roofing
& Asphalts Ltd.

Lease Card 1954
- 31516/53-
31803/31757

1954 Report on the hotel identified a long list of works to be
completed, noted need for a chair rail in the parlour, large
wooden chopping blocks set into laundry floor in cellar that
should be removed, cellar floor very rough and needed
topping over with cement, broken windows in kitchen.

Cowan, W.,
Report: ASN
Hotel, 5 April
1954

1955 Bathrooms remodelled and minor repairs made - weekly rent
set at £36/13/1, inc. rates, insurance and painting.

Tooth’s Yellow
Card

1955 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - Tooth’s view that
responsibility of the Board - Tooths applied to board to install
new main switch and additional writing for refrigeration, and
notified Board that stove needs replacing.

Lease Card 1955
- 54-
31757/32233/32
349
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1956 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - Tooth’s view that
responsibility of the Board - sanitary drainage works carried
out by K. Scott, repairs to a blind and wire mattress carried
out - 2nd police notice served to effect repairs, Tooths
responded the same.

Lease Card 1956
- 54-
31757/31661

1957 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - carried out. Lease Card 1957
- 56-31661

1958 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - licensee asked for
repairs to floor in men’s toilet, 2nd floor, and replace skirting
board in private entrance hall.

Lease Card 1958
- 31272/31805

1959 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - Tooths advised
that the repairs would be attended to.

Lease Card 1959
-
31809/31864/31
626

1960 Hotel description - same as 1949, except that 7 single and 2
twin guest rooms, electric hot water to cellar, parlour seated
12 and charged saloon prices, furniture average.

Tooth’s Lease
Card

1961 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel - Tooth’s view that
not all their responsibility

Lease Card 1961
- 31626/31865

1962 Small fire reported in the hotel - Licensee advised Tooth’s that
there is no space available for the drying of washing, and
requested the provision of such space.

Lease Card 1962
- 31633/31965

1963 Police notice to effect repairs to the hotel Lease Card 1963
- 31595

1966 Report on the hotel noted cement tubs in cellar laundry, men’s
public toilet located on exterior, and terrazzo thresholds and
step treads to doors off street.

Smalpage, Ian,
to Maritime
Services Board,
Transfer Report
and Schedule of
Repairs, 8
August 1966

1969 Tooth’s Report on the hotel noted that ‘yard’ (between men’s
toilet and main building?) was asphalt, and that advertising
mirrors in the bar in bad condition.

Tooth’s Report,
22.5.1969

1970 Hotel description - same as 1960, except that private quarters
now 1 double, 2 twin rooms, parlour seated 8, furniture fair

Tooth’s Yellow
Card

1970 Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority acquired the hotel
from the MSB on 12 January.

SCA file

1971 SCRA approved repairs and maintenance and some external
and internal painting work.

SCA file

1971 A report stated that “a good deal of work required to bring
hotel to a satisfactory standard”

Tooth’s Yellow
Card

1974 $4,300 budgeted by SCRA for repairs and maintenance,
including external and internal painting.

SCA file
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1976 Tooth’s relinquished their head lease over the ASN,
Australian, Fortune of War, Glenmore and Mercantile hotels in
The Rocks to the SCRA as of 31st March.

Tooth & Co,
23.3.1976

1976 Plan for ground floor alterations indicates the same layout as
fitted in 1928 - ‘long-U’ bar proposed to be removed, replaced
with a bar against the southern wall, and an opening made in
the western wall to provide an internal connection with the
parlour.

SCA - BA 76/13

1976 Substantial works undertaken to covert 93 George Street to
pizzeria.

1978 SCRA proposed renovations to Greenway Lane - the following
proposed for rear of 91-93: retain existing gas meter and
lines, remove existing capped-off pipes, and repoint bottom 3
courses of wall in east wall of 91; relay stone cobbles over
footpath on Argyle Street ‘to existing pattern’; retain existing
electricity cupboard, tap and water line and timber buffer to CI
waste pipe on west wall; remove existing RSJ that apparently
crossed lane from rear of 93 to wall of building across lane
[was this from the 1927 proposal for new bathrooms?].

SCA, Plan HP
11/5

1980 SCRA approved demolition of awning and making good of
wall surfaces damaged or exposed during the works - fixings
for support rods to be left in situ, but cantilevered brackets to
be cut back and flashings removed.

SCA file
342/P911

1983 Hotel ceased trading and closed on 26th January. SCA file

1983 Considerable alterations to convert the building into a Police
Station undertaken by the Public Works Department.  These
renovations produced the greatest impact upon the physical
fabric of the building since the 1891/92 renovations or
rebuilding, with offices, toilets and washrooms, interview
rooms, a canteen and a cell all being required.  Photographs
taken at the time of the renovation works by the NSW Public
Works Department indicate that, internally, all ceilings and
plasterwork were removed and replaced, stair altered, and
floor levels changes at ground level; while externally the
openings at ground level were extensively reshaped and all
traces of the 1920s renovations removed and replaced by
Victorian Italianate-style openings and wall treatments30.
Although the duration of the police presence was relatively
insignificant (14  years), it had a dramatic impact upon the
remaining fabric of the Place.  Much of the present internal
fabric and ground floor layout and ground floor exterior fabric
of the Place dates from the 1983 renovations.

SCA,
photographs
GEM 91.1 - 91.3,
91.7 - 91.36,
mostly dated
June 1983.
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1983 Dentils in facade reinstated as part of conversion works -
reconstruction of No 93 to ...a shopfront of the 1890s period...
considered preferable to retaining presumed 1928 changes -
details of actual 1890s facade not known at that time.

Maitland, 1983:
59-60

1983 The Rocks Police Station opened in the building on 20th
December

SCA file

1991 Renewal of roofing - CI replaced with custom length
Colorbond and Colorbond flashings - defective roof battens
replaced with 75x38 mm Oregon with safety wire, double
sided foil and 50mm insulation.

SCA file

1998 Police Station relocated and building vacated. CLS&P
observation
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12.0 
Appendix 3
Chronology of licensees of the former ASN Hotel, 91 George Street.
Only years where changes occurred are listed.

Year Name of hotel Licensee Owner / Head Lessee
1840 Frederick Wright Unwin,

owner
1844

Michael Gannon

1846 John Anderson
1859

New York Hotel

William Sullivan
1861-65 Not operating as a hotel
1866 Hotel d’Italie J.B. Bassetti
1867 J.B. Bassetti
1868

Italian Hotel

1869

RAA Morehead and Matthew
Young, owners

1870
Liverpool Arms

John Sayle

1873 American Arms James Power
1875 H. Burkett
1876

American Hotel
Felix Crummy

1879 ASN Co’s Hotel William Walpole

William Yeoman, owner

1885
1886 George H Bradshaw
1887 Joseph Davis
1892 RB Goff
1896 Philip Aron
1898 William Adams
1899 George Hunn

John Gill, owner (after 1888,
estate of John Gill)

1900
1901 Thomas Greig
1902 Thomas Thompson
1903 John O’Flaherty
1904

Land resumed by the Crown.
Maritime Services Board
oversee the lease.

1912
Harvey Taft

1915 Thomas A Hicks
1918 Philip Mohr
1920 GA Potter
1921 Adrian J Stanton
1923 C Wilson
1924 A Ponting
1925 John Grant
1925 J O’Malley
1926 Arthur Ryan
1934 Annie Ryan (wife of Arthur

Ryan, d. 1934)
1954 George McPhee
1957

ASN Hotel

Hubert Arthur Ruttley

Tooth & Co enter into head
lease from Maritime Services
Board. Licensees
subsequently sub-lease hotel
from Tooth & Co.
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Year Name of hotel Licensee Owner / Head Lessee
1962 Edward John Lewis

Burrowes
1966 Gejza Victor Bergh

1974
Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority
take over administration of
head lease to Tooth & Co

1976

Ethyl Kitty Morris

1977 Doreen Marie Lawlis
1979 The Rocks Hotel Pty Ltd
1979 Stephen Anthony Monahan
1983 Hotel ceased trading

Tooth & Co terminate head
lease. Hotel subsequently
leased by licensees from the
Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority




